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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Wisconsin Electric Power Company Dockets No. 50-266; 50-301
Point Beach Nuclear Plant Licenses No. DPR-24; DPR-27
Units 1 and 2 EA No. 90-159

During an NRC Electrical Distribution System Functional Inspection (EDSFI)
conducted on March 12 through 16 and March 26 through April 6, 1990 and the
subsequent followup inspection conducted on August 20 through 24, 1990,
violations of NRC requirements were identified. In accordance with the '' General
Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions," 10 CFR Part 2
Appendix C (1990), the violations are listed below:

A. 10 CFR 50,. Appendix B, Criterion III, " Design Control" requires, in part,
that measures be established to assure that applicable regulatory
requirements and the design basis are correctly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. These measures
shall include provisions to assure that appropriate quality standards are
specified and included in design documents and that deviations from such
standards are controlled.

Contrary to the above, the design basis was not properly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures, or instructions in that:

1. As of March 31, 1990, the design basis for the licensee's emergency
diesel generator (EDG) loading capacity, as described in Calculation
No. 0870-103-011, did not reflect the a:tual loads that the EDGs would
be subjected to during the use of the plant's emergency operating

'

procedures. This had the potential for overloading the EDGs during
manual operations.

2. Since May 26, 1988 for Unit 1 and October 13, 1988 for Unit 2 until
April 6,1990 (for both units), there existed the potential for the
safety-related bus undervoltage relays to be damaged during a seismic
event by movement of the 4.16 kV breakers. This could have prevented
the automatic closure of the G01 EDG output breaker. This was due to
the seismic adequacy of the 4.16 kV tie breakers in their racked out
position not being determined prior to the licensee placing the
breakers in such a position.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1),
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Notice of Violation -2- ).

8. lechnical Specification 15.6.8 " Plant Operating Procedures," requires in i"

part that the plant be operated and maintained in accordance with approved
procedures of a type used for surveillance and testing of safety-related
equipment.-

1

10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, Criterion V requires, in part, that activities )
af fecting quality be prescribed by documented instructions, procedures, i

or drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances and accomplished !

in accordance with these instructions, procedures, or drawings. |
,

Contrary to the above, since installation of the inverters in 1988 until l

April 1990, the licensee failed to include in an approved procedure the
calibration of the Elgar inverter undervoltage trip function. This had
the potential for tripping the inverters when they were receiving power
from only their battery source.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement I).

C. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B Criterion 11. " Quality Assurance Program," requires,
in part, that the quality assurance program shall provide control over
activities affecting the quality of the-identified structures, systems, and
components, to an extent consistent with their importance to safety.

Contrary to the above, as of April 6, 1990, the licensee's quality assurance
program failed to provide control over the calibration of safety-related
protective relays which were not addressed in the technical specifications.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (Supplement 1). ,

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, the Wisconsin Electric Power
Company is hereby required to submit a written statement of explanation to ,

the ll. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, ~ ATTN: Document Control Desk-,
Washington, D.C. 20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator, ll. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Region III, 799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn,
Illinois 60137, and a copy to the NRC Resident inspector at the Point Beach
Nuclear Plant, within 30 days of the date of this Notice of Violation (Notice).
This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and
should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation if
admitted, or if contested, the basis for disputing the violation, (2) the
corrective steps that have been taken and the results achieved. (3) the
corrective steps that will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the

'date when full compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not
received within the time specified in this Notice, an order may be issued to
show cause why the license should not be modified, suspended, or revoked or
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Notice of Violation -3--

why such other actions as may be proper should not be taken. Where good cause
is shown, consideration will be given to extending the response time.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

d A 4

A. Bert Davis
Regional Administrator

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinoit
this 30'tay of November 1990
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thsconsin Elec tric Pov:(r Company |
A11ti: Mr. C. W. f oy |

IVice President
fiuclear Poveer ;

231 West Michigon Street - P379
Milwaukee, WI 53201

C en t l eme r.:

This ref ers to the routine safety intpection conducted by Mr. D. S. Butler of
this ofiite on August 20-24, 1990, of activities at the Point Beach fluclear
Plant, Units 1 and 2, authorized by fiRC Operating Licenses No. DPR-24 and 140.
DPR-27 and to the aiscussion of our findings with ltr. T. J. Koehler and others
of your staff et the conclusion of the inspection. The purpose of this
inspection was to follow up previously icentified deficiencies that were
discussed in Electrical Distribution System functional Inspection (EDSfl)
Reports fio. 50-266/90201 and fio. 50-301/90201.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
exemination of orocedures and representative records, observations, and
interviews with personnel.

During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in violation
of fiRC requirements. We are releasing this report at this time for your
information. Following an Enforcement Conference, you will be notified by
separate correspondence of our decision regarding enforcement actions based
en the findings of this inspection. flo written response is required until you
are notified of the proposed enforcement dctions.

In occordance with 10 CfR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of
this letter dnd the enclused inspection report will be placed in the fiRC Public
Docuutnt Room.

We will gledly discuss any questions you have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

. . . . . .. S i . a . . . J . .2.

H. J. Miller, Director
Division of Redctor Safety

See Attached for Enclosures
ond bistribution 9K-
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'Miscubsit. Electric Power Con 4my ? 3[p ; y ;,n

Enclosures and Distribution

Enclosures:
1. Inspection Reports

fio. 50-266/90018(DRS);
14 0 , 50-301/90018(DRS)

2. Appendix A ,

cc w/ enclosures:
G. J. lioxfield, Plant lianager
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
OC/LFDCB
Resident-Inspector, Rlli
Virgil Kanable, Chief

-

Boiler Section-

Charles Thompson, Che arman
Wisconsin Public Fervice
Commissien

Leroy E. Conner, Acting Administrator .

WI Div. of Emergency Government
Teri L. Vierima, Chief

Radiation Protection Section
WI Department of Health and

Social Services
S. Stein, 14RR -
B. Grimes, NRR

'
'

bec w/ enclosures:
J. Lieberman, OE
J. Goldberg, OGC
J. Portlow, NRR
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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMi'lSSION )
*

*

REGION 111

Reports No. 50-266/90018(DRS); No. 50-301/90018(DRS)
1

Docket Nos.. 50-266; 50-301 Licenses No. DPR-24; DPR-27

Licensee: Wisconsin Electric Power Compony
231 West Michigen Street - P379
Milwaukee, WI 53201

Focility Name: Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant - Units 1 end 2

l'ispection At: Point Beach Site, Two Rivers, WI 54241

1:spection Condacted: August 20-24, 1990

Da]te924hoInspector: }
5. But er

Approved By: '. f . 1 TO M [O
7ardner, CliieT Date

-

,

Plant Systems Section

Inspection Summary

inspection on Auoust 20-24, 1990 (Reports No. 50-266/90018(DRS);
No. 50-3M7EDTfitDRT)T
hrees Inspected: Routine, announced inspection to follow up previously
identified Electrical Distribution Safety functional Inspection (EDSF1)
deficiencies (Inspection Procedures 62705 and 37701).

- Results: In the area that was reviewed, the following items were identified:
one apparent violation of design control criteria with six (6) examples
' Paragraphs 2.a., 2.g., 2.h., 2.j., 2.0., and 2.w.); one apparent violdtion of

"lity assurance program criterh (Paragraph 2.y.); one apparent violation of

arent deviation from FSAR commitraents (Parograph 2.e. graph 2.2.); one
nnical Specification 15.6.8 required procedures (Para

); and three unresolved
ems (Parogrephs 2.r., 2.t., and 2.u.). During the course of the inspection,

the following strengths were noted:

The licensee's staf f provided good technical responses in a timely manner.*

The corrective actions which the licensee has committed to implement were
; comprehensive and should correct the deficiencies identified by the EDSFl.

! * The licensee identified additional related inspection action items that
they were pursuing.

!
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1. Persons Contacted

Wisconsin Electrjc Power Company _(WLPCo). ,

G tioxfield. Plont 14 onager
'l. Koehler, General Superintendent - Maintenance
*J. Reiserbuechler, General Superintendent - Operations
*P. Katers. Senior Electrical Engineer
W. Hennig, Liectrical and Instrument System Engineer

*J. Jack, Quality Specialist, Pegulatory Services
*K. Ilickels, Qu61ity Speciclist, Regulatory Services
F. flentje, Administrative Specialist, Regulatory Services

U. S.__ lluclear Regulatory _ Commission (NRC)

C. Vanderniet, Senior Resident inspector
*J. Gadzalo, Resident inspector ,

The NRC inspector also contacted and interviewed other licensee personnel.

* Denotes those present at the exit interview on August 24, 1990.

2. Licensee Action on Previous inspecti_on findings

The purpose of this inspection was to follow up deficiencies previously
i identified in Electrical Distribution System functional Inspection (EDSfl)

Reports flo. 50-266/90201 and No. 50-301/90201. A number of the EDSil
deficiencies will be closed in this report based on additional inspections
conducted and a review of licensee commitments documented in the licensee's
August ?, 1990 response to the EDSfl report. The remaining deficiencies
will be assigned a tracking ,1 umber associated with thia report. The
ottached appendix contains the complete list of oeficiencies and their

*status.

a. Deficiency No. 93-201-01: Non-Conservative Diesel Generator
$tTaF50te LoaTing Calculation

The safety-related AC electrical loads applied to the emergency
diesel generators (EDGs) during the injection and recirculation
phases of accident mitigation were identified in the final Safety
Analysis Report (fSAR), Tables No. 8.2-1 and 8.2-2. The EDSfl noted
that the steady-state diesel generator load analysis performed in
Calculation No. 0870-103-011 was based on an assumption that was
different than identified in the FSAR. The emergency operating
procedures (EOPs) were also used as a design input to the calculation
and the EDSfl noted that the E0Ps manually added additional loads to
the EDGs. The EDSfl postulated that the already marginally sized'

(near full load capacity retings) EDGs would be manually overloaded
when using the E0Ps.

2
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The licenbee wolled duwn the E0p prvcedures und calculotec (lao,*

li-90-042, 06/28/90) the new EDG inod voluet tur the E0Ps. The
walloown determined that there were loods that were not required and
could be manually stripped. The loc h removed wert gredter then the
FSAR loads to be added. As a result, the true load on both EDGs
actually decreased.

Failure of the licensee to consider cil the available loods in the
EDG loading calculatien is an exemple of an apparent violation of
10 CFR 50, Ap endix B, Criterion 111, Design Control (266/90018-01a;
301/90018-01a .

The affected E0p procedures have been corrected and the operators
treined on the procedure corrections.

The G02 diesel is the highest lodded EDG and will automatically ).
e

load to 2246 KW during a reoctor trip or saf ety injection (E0p-0
The addition of manual loads will result in a load of 2947 KW. The

overload alarm is set at the 2000 hour EDG rating)of 2850 KW.
During

e loss of reactor or secondary containment (E0p-1 the EDG could
have been loaded to 3030 KW. Subsequently, the licensee has determined
that the boric acid heat tracing was not required and removal of this
load would ultimatel During containment
sump recirculation (y reduce the load to 2949 KW.E0p-1.3) the load remained at 2949 KW.

The following are the manufacturer's recommended operating ratings:

2500 KW continuous operation*

2850 KW for 2000 hours per year

2963 KW for 200 hours per year*

3000 KW for 4 hours per year*

3053 KW for 0.5 hours per year*

The inspector discussed these ratings with 14orrison-Knudsen (power
Systems Division) engineering. The above ratings are based on the
one year annual EDG maintenance schedule. The hours per year ratings
dre not accumulctive. if the diesel is operated at 3053 KW for 30
minutes, it should receive its annual maintenance inspection. Also,
load testing at the continuous rating (2500 KW) was odequate to
prove operability at higher loads. The load testing requirement
per Electro-Motive Divirion-(engine manufacturer) was to exceed a
minimum lood of 20% of uait rating. Testing at 2500 KW would also
keep from accumulating maintenance hours. During accident conditions,
it is up to the operator to determine what loads should be placed on
the EDG and when it should be shut down. The ratings could therefore
be exceeded up to 3053 KW. The engine capacity is limited by the
maximum injection of fuel at 3053 KW. The licensee informed the
inspector that the EDGs have been operated at the 3053 KW rating
during adjustment and/or replacement of the mechanical overspeed trip

3 |
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n.e tha ni sm. This run tire was typically f ur only five (5) mint.tes.*
*

During site acceptonce testing (1970 time f ron.e) the G01 diesel was
run at approximately 3053 KW f or ten (10) continubas hours f ollowed
by load cycling between 2850 to 3053 KW for an additional fourteen
(14) hours. Based on the obove information, the PCNP emergency
diesel generators would have been able to hondie a design basis
dCCident.

b. Deficiency No. 90-201-02: Lock of Tronsient Analysis of Df del
(ienerator loading

The EDSFl was concerned that the steady-state EDG loading calculation
should have included o dynamic anolysis of the capacity of the die sei
generator to' handle starting loads and sequencing intervals. The
licensee does perform a partial transient load test of the EDG e,ch
refueling outage. Procedure No. ORT 3, " Safety injection Actuation
with Loss of Engineering Saf eguards AC Unit 1," starts the resiJual
heat removal, service water, and auxiliary feedwater pumps; vetifies
that certain valves travel to their required position; verifies load
shedding; and verifies sequencing times. The largest pumps, safety
injection (SI), are not started during this test. The inspector
discussed the SI pumps with the Duty Shif t Supervisor (055). The
DSS indicated that the starting of the S1 pumps on recirculation
test lines was not a preferred alignment. This alignment may cause
excessive equipment vibration. The DSS indicated that it was also
difficult to establish actual operating conditions. The DSS also
indicated that the Point Beach Nuclear Plont was looking into a /
future full scale (start all loads) S1 plus Loss of Offsite Power
(LOSP) test.

The EDGs are currently tested monthly to 2500 kW. The licensee
determined that the non-shed loads plus the automatic sequenced
loads were 2246 kW. The EDGs are being tested to a load greater than
the injection phase required automatic loads and receive a partial
transient type load test each refueling outage. The licensee has
committed to analyze the transient behavior of the EDG and related
sy stems . Computer software will have to be purche' sed to perform this
. type of analysis. Based on the above commitments and based on the-
determination that the EDGs were sized to start and carry the
engineered safety features required loeds (2246 kW), this item is
considered closed,

c. Deficiency No. 90-201-03: Incorrect Load Ratings Listed in the
EErgency Operating Procedures

The EDSF1 was concerned that incorrect load tables could result in
overloading the EDGs during manual loading. The EDG loading issue
was previously discussed in Deficiency No. 90-201-01. The inspector
reviewed the following list of procedures:

E0P 0, App. C, Rev. 8 ECA 0.0, App. D, Rev. 7
E0P 1. App. A, Rev. 8 ECA 0.2, App. A. Rev. 5
E0P 1.1, App. A. Rev. 6 ECA 2.1, App. A, Rev. 7
E0P 3, App. B, Rev. 8 ECA 3.1, App. A, Rev. 8

4
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All of the ol;ove procedures have been revised with the new EDG*
*

luoding list.

The obove procedures were previously inadequate; however, the root
cause oppears to be o result of inadequdte Colculation No.
0870-103-011. Apparent violation numbers 266/90018-01o and
301/90018-01a addressed this calculation. Therefore, this item is
considered closed,

Deficienc No. 90-204-04: EDG l.codina os Instructed by E0Ps for ad.
Iiesiji~Ta'y,is liclEnt (DBM

"

s

The ED$fl was concerned that the EDG manual loading steps were not
detailed enough to prevent EDG overlooding during a DBA. The EDG
loading issue was previously addressed in Deficiency No. 90-201-01.
Procedures E0P-1 and E0P-1.4 were adequately changed to provide
additional guidance to the operators f or managing EDG loads during an
accident. Therefore, this item is consider 6d closed.

e. Deficiency No. 90-201-05: Nonconformance to Design Basis Criteria
ToFTTectrTcaTCaTle Tray TT11 and cab ~1ii Ampacity Derating

The EDSfl was concerned that FSAR and Bechtel cable fill requirements
had been exceeded. The Bechtel design criteria required that cable
ampacity be decreased using a derating f actor for a maximum of 24
e6bles in a tray without maintained spacing. The team identified that
tray FK07 contained 55 cables. The licensee issued Nonconformance
Report (NCR)N-90-092. The inspector reviewed the results of the NCR
ond concluded that the cables were adequately sized to handle the
load current. WEPCo determined that 210 power and control cabic tray
sections and 15 instrumentation cable tray sections also did not
conform to FSAR and Bechtel electrical design criteria. This is
considered an apparent deviation (266/90018-02; 301/90018-02) from
FSAR Section 7.2, " Protection Against Multiple Disability for
protect 1or: Sy s tems . "

f. Deficiency No. 90-201-06: Lock of Assessment of Available Short-Circuit
Current Due to High Battery Temperature

The ED$fl was concerned that the DC system short-circuit current
analysis should be analyzed at the maximum battery temperature rather
than 77'f. The 77'f battery electrolyte temperature is a standard
temperature used by battery manuf acturers and is adopted in the IEEE
Standards for rating batteries. The EDSfl postulated for batteries
DOS and 006 that the available short-circuit current at 77'f was
approximately 20,000 A. The licensee performed Calculation No.
N-90-058 and determined the short circuit current to be 20,983 A
(005) and 20,977 A (DOS) at 90*f. While the IEEE Standards do not
define the temperature at which the maximum short-circuit current
should be determined, the maximum battery temperature should be
considered to ensure breaker interrupting capability is adequate.
The licensee has committed to f actor the increased short circuit
current into the existing DC distribution system calculation. BasedI

|
on this conrnitment, this item is considered closed,

i
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'c. Def 1ciency No. 90-20)-07: Inot'equote 5e smic Lvolui t ion f ori*

"

lElifiEo1iFisiIUlCOTR LTRisFdFFui~TE;EWa er

The ID5fi determined that 0 seismic evoluation had out been considtred
by the licensee for rocking-out the Unit 1 (l A52-61) ohd l| nit ?
(2A52-72) maintenance tie-breakers. The breokers were placed in
their racked-out position es a result of a Westinghouse (W) p6rt 21
notif icotion (October 21,1987) onthemo1functionofWTheW-? cell
switches.

The racked-out position of a breaker completely disconnects o breuker
for personnel and equipment sofety. This is 6 designed position for
3 breoker to be placed in. The W Type Dti oir circuit breaker, used
at pimp, is completely free of ils rocking rechonism when in the
racked-out position. The breukers are equipped with wheels to
f ot111 tote moving the breakers. 140unted on the switthgear cubicle
door are the safety-related bus undervoltage (UV) relays (1-271X2 and
1-272x2). One set of the UV contocts are in the auto-close circuitry
of the EDG (G01) output breaker. The potential existed for a seismic
event to produce motion in the racked-out breakers which would
disable the UV relays and prevent G01 f rom automatically loading
its safety busses. The breakers were subsequently removed from
their cubicles.

Failure of the licensee to consider the effect of seismic events on
the racked-out tie-breakers is an example of an apparent violation of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion 111, Design Control (266/90018-Olb;
301/90018-01b).

The inspector reviewed the schematic diagrams and determined that
only the G01 diesel would hove been affected if such an event had
occurred.

h. Deficiency IIo. 90-201-08: Single foilure of Safeguards 460 Vac

-_EuT Tii~IrH Eer
'"

The E05F1 identified that a short circuit betuen adjacent cebles in
a shored raceway could result in the spurious closure of the 480 Vac
safeguards bus tie-breekers (1852-16c or 2b52-400). This had the

The licensee had
potential to parallel redundar.t voltog)e sources.to currect other single-foilureimplemented a modification (MR 85-053
deficiencies associated with the 480 Vat tie-breakers, but did not
identify this failure mechanism.

Failure of the licensee to identify the cable single-foilure mechanism I

is an example of en apparent violetion of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion 111, Design Control (266/90018-Olc; 301/90018-Olc).

The licensee placed the breakers' control power fuse blocks in their i

of f position and placed an operator aid near the fuse blocks and on !

the main control boards. The inspector verified that the fuse blocks i

were off and adequately identified. in eddition, the inspector
verified that Operating Instruction (01) 35, " Electrical Equipment
Operotion," was revised to reflect the new control power configuration.

6
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The licensee submitted Licensee Lvent Report (LLl;) No. 90-004-00 to*
*

the Ni:C describing the singk failure and their corrective actions.
This deficiency has existed since original pl6nt construction,

l
i. Deficiency No. 90-201-09: Incorrect Sofety Classification and

IToT~Cinformonce with SeparotIon Criteria of~Coritroll5 Filii [T3T 48_0
-~

o

VocBusTie-{ril,er

The EDSfl identified that the control cobles ossociated with the 480
Voc tie-breckers were incorrectly classified os nonsafety-related.
The licensee counitted to determine the appropriate classification.
These cables are the cables identified in apparent violation numbers
266/90018-Olc and 301/90018-01c. A determination of any additional
corrective actions will be included with the corrective actions
to be taken for the apparent violations. Therefore, this item is

considered closed,

j. Deficiency No. 90-201-10: Nonconformance with FSAR Seiarotion
ailure ofCrTteria, and Potential forlonse3uential Connon-flode r

Both Trains of the Component Cooling hter RCW) Pumps

The EDSfl identified the potential for o cable line to line DC
short within vertical Riser No. 82 that could simultaneously blow
control power fuses for both Unit 1 CCW pump breakers. This
condition also existed in the Unit 2 CCW pump circuitry. The licensee
opened (slide links) the low header pressure start circuit for the
"B" pump in each unit. The"A"pumpcircuitwasleftas-isandthe
operators were informed that the "B pump was the preferred running ,

pump. Failure of the licensee to identify the cable separation and <

common-mode failure of either unit's CCW pumps is an example of an
apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion 111, Design
Control (266/90018-01d; 301/90018-01d).

inal plant construction. The
Thisdeficiencyhasexistedsinceorig(suchasmotortripandlow'CCWoperators had available annunciators
header pressure) and CCW flow indication. In addition, Procedure
No. AOP-9B, " Loss of Componen+ r.ooling," provided the operator's
adequate steps on how to manus restore CCW flow.

k. Deficiency No. 90-201-11: Useofhon-lualifiedComponentsin
Safeguards Bus Brecker Control Circuits

The EDSfl identifico that a common control relay in the miscellaneous
relay rack (MRR) was shared by both trains of CCW. The rack assembly
and relay had not been seismically qualified. The licensee stated
that the MRR rack and releys were of the same type as the adjacent !

safeguards relay racks (SRR) which were qualified as part of the
original design. The inspector observed the MRR installation and
determined the rocks, relays end rack mounting to be similar to the
SRRs. The licensee committed to evaluate the adequacy of the MRRs.
There is also an ongoing industry study by the seismic Qualification
Utility Group (SQUG) which will also eddress these types of
installations.

7
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A unit's CCW pumps may be manuelly or automatically started by a CCW'

inv header pressure signol. Normally, one pump is running all the
,

time. On o loss of offsite power, the CCW pumps are load shed;
however, they ore not cutomatically reloaded onto the bus. An 86
relay will energize on the luod shed ond seal-in to prevent the1

outumatic start of the CCW pumps until the 86 relay circuit is reset
by o reactor operatur. If the comion relays were to chatter (during a
seismic event), the 86 relay contact would prevent the coneon relay
contocts f rom automotically startino the CCW pumps during automatic
loodia.9 of the EDGs. This would prevent the tratisient looding of the
CCW pumps onto the EDGs during the first minute of the injection
phase when other Idrge ruotor loads are being sequenced onto the
EDGs. Subsequent manuel loading of the CCW pumps onto the EDGs had
been onalyzed and was accepteble. The licensee hos taken additional
corrective actions which are described in the preceding deficiency
(No. 90-201-10). Based on the above, this item is considered closed.

1. Deficiency No. 90-201-12: Vulnerability of Switchgear Control power
to SeisiUc Event That Dpens Manual Transfer Switches

This item was previously addressed in NRC Inspection Reports No.
50-266/89033 and No. 50-301/89032. During an enforcemer t conference,
the use of manual transfer switches (knife switches) was discussed. ;

The licensee determined that during a seismic event, these switches |
would not inadvertently -open. Based on the above, this item is
considered closed,

m. Deficiency No. 90-201-13: Nonconforming Diesel Generator Sequence
Logic i

-

The EDSF1 identified thct the EDG breaker closing logic operated
dif f erently than represented on vendor Drawing No. 8413730. The
breaker would close if the EDG was at speed and the generator field

1had flashed within six (6) seconds instead of at speed and voltage.
The licensee performed a special test of both EDGs. This test
demonstrated thet the G01 output breater would close at 4432 volts |

and the G02 output breater would close at 4274 volts. These values I

are acceptable. The licensee made a commitment to modify the circuit
to close the breaker on an at voltage signal or to change the FSAR

,

to better represent the design, and to evaluate the need to perform !

periodic testing to determine the EDG output breaker closing
voltage. Based on the above commitments, this item is considered
closed.

n. Deficiency No. 90-201-14: Excessive DC Voltage Applied to Equipment
Tei~nifnals

The-EDSF1 was concerned that pBNP was exceeding the battery float
voltage as recommended in the EX1DE vendor manual. The vendor manual
stated that a lead-calcium (1.215 specific gravity) battery should be
floated at an average voltage between 2.17 to 2.26 volts per cell.

|. The licensee uses procedure RMP 46, " Station Battery," once per month
to set the float voltage per the battery's temperature. In addition,'

t Operating Instruction (01) 33, " Paralleling Battery Chargers," limits
i l

1
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the Westinghouse itectdmotic Charger DC output to between 131 ond 135
*

*

Vdc. The inaximun volts per cell is 2.?9 Vdc. This exceeds the
vendor's reconnended volts per cell by 0.03 Vdc. However, the
vendor's voltc-per cell ronge is on overage value. The moximum volts
per cell recommended during equalization is 2.42 Vdc. The PUNP
battery installation does not f.enait the batteries to be equalized
during normal operation without removing the battery (from service.The licensee uses the slightly higher float voltoge depending
on cell temperature) to ensure the battery _retcains fully charged.

The EDSF1 olso was concerned that float charging et 135.Vdc could
exceed the control voltage rating of U Type DHP switchgear. The

,

licensee provided documerstation' f rom Westinghouse (CPDW-90-480,
August 21,1990) which states, in part, thot the Type DHp ' breakers
comply with the requirements of ANSI C37.06 and therefore, ore
qualified to operate'at up to 140 Vdc.

The licensee had previously made a_ commitment to install an
additional safety-related and consafety-related battery. This would
permit the transfer of the safety-related bus to the alternate
battery to permit the normal battery to'be equalized following
operation at a lower float voltage, in addition, the licensee has
committed to review the the DC system for other components that
could be affected by excessive DC voltages. Based on the above,
this item is co'nsidered closed,

o. Deficiency No. 90-201-15: Inadequate Fuel Oil System Seismic ~
Eategory I Classification

The EDSFI requested the seismic calculations for the EDG fuel oil
transfer piping located in the fuel oil pump house. No calculations
were available for the team's review. The licensee indicated the
2-inch piping was installed using the seismic methods recommende'd for ,

small-bore piping and that they were in the process of analyzing the
piping located in the fuel oil pump house. As a result.of that.
analysis, the pump house fuel oil transfer piping was determined to be
seismically unqualified. The licensee declared both EDGs inoperable
on April 9, 1990, and requested and received from the NRC on
April 10, 1990, a temporary waiver of compliance for seven (7) days
to madify the piping supports. Redesign of the piping supports was
completed on April 12, 1990, and the supports were installed by
April 15, 1990. This condition had existed since original plant
construction. The licensee issued LER No. 90-003-00 describing
this condition.

Failure of the licensee to seismically support the fuel oil transfer
piping is an example of en apparent violation of .10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion 111, Design Control (266/90018-01e; 301/90018-01e).

t
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p. DeficientL o. 90-201-16: Fuel Oil Cloud Point Substantiolly HigherN'

than Pequire3

The EDSil wos concerned that the winter temperature extreines seen at
PBNP were below the cloud point (temperoturs which the fuel becomes
cloudy as the result of the formation of wax crystuis) of the fuel
oil. The cloud point of the diesel f uel should be based on everage
ombient temperotures os recommended by ANSl/AS1ti 0975, "Standerd
Specification for Diesel fuel Oils." The PBNP FSAR states that the
units use No. 2 diesel oil. The No. 2 diesel fuel oil may heve e
cloud point of only -7'F (based on ANSl/ ASTM D975) which is above
the temperature extremes seen at PBNP. However, the emergency fuel
oil supply and piping is located either underground or in the f uel
oil pump house which has electrical heaters. There oppears to be no
EDG operebility cuocern during the winter Months.

The nonsafety-reloted fuel oil storage tanks (FOST) are located above
ground and ore connected to the pump house through an above ground
4-inch pipe, it is this section of pipe that may be susceptible to
the high cloud point which could impair the flow of fuel oil to the
emergency tonk. The licensee has revised Instruction PBNP No.
4.12.22, " Fuel Oil Ordering and Sample Disposition Instruction," to
require the delivery of No.1 fuel oil during the months of October
through March. The blending of the fuel in the FOST will ef fectively
lower the cloud point. The licensee is currently developing a fuel
oil specification based on Nuclear Maintenance Assistance Center
(NMAC) guidelines for all of the systems that utili:e diesel fuel
oil. Based o.. the above, this item is considered closed.

q. De f iciency__No. 90-201-17: No Procedure to Control UpoJade of fuel
Dil Sntem to Sefety-Miloted Status

The EDSF1 was concerned that o procedure was not available for
upgrading a nonsofety-related system to o sef ety-related system.
The licensee was using an approach for the fuel oil transfer system
upgrade that was similar to what they had used tu upgrade the spent
fuel pool. Procedure No. QP2-1 (Rev. 0), " Upgrading of Non-QA Scope
Systems or Components to QA-Scope Status," was in place at the time
of the EDSF1 inspection. The licensee has committed to enhance
Procedure No. QP2-1 or issue a new procedure to better describe the
upgrading of systems to safety-related. Based on the above, this
item is considered closed.

r. Deficiency No. 90-201-18: Undocumented lJpgrade of Fuel Oil System
to Quality Assuronce (QX) Status

The EDSF1 identified that several modification packages for the fuel
oil system had not been classified os QA. The modifications
identified in the EDSF1 report had been implemented prior to the
licensee developing an upgrade procedure (QP-2-1, dated November 12,
1987). An engineering action request has existed to upgrade the
fuel oil system to saf ety-re16ted status since 1989 (PBAR 89-013).

10
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The licensee has recently wmpleted evaluation i;PM-90-582 (July 19,'
*

.

1990), "Evoluation of the fuel Oil Supply and Transfer System for
the Emergency Diesel Generators for Upgrading to Safety-Related

. Status." The evaluation- has not been reviewed by the NRC. This
item is considered unresolved (266/90018-03; 301/90018-03) pending
turther review of this item by the NRC.

No. 90 201-19: Procedure PBNP 4/12/22, Revision 13,
Deficiency,ir~DeITvering FiicTOT1 under Eiergegy_CisHTUons

s.
UeTiciisit t ;

The EDSF1 had several comments on Procedure No. PBNP 4.12.22,*

Revisic,n 13, " Fuel Ordering, Receipt & Somple Disposition
Instruction," relating to fuel oil delivery under emergency
conditions. The licensee issued the following changes to Procedure
No. 4.12.22 to address the EDSFI's comments:

No. 1 fuel oil must be delivered during the months of October*

through March. .

The truck must be dispatched with a barreling nozzle and 150
feet of companion hose.

In addition, the licensee issued special order PBNP 90-01, Revision 0,
" Emergency Fuel Oil Supply," on how to supply fuel oil to the EDGs
and diesel fire pump day tanks if the normal supply is unavailable.

The inspector reviewed the changes incorporated into PBNP 4.12.22
and determined that the licensee adequately addressed the EDSF1's
observations. This item is considered closed.

t. Deficiency No. 90-201-20: feasibility of Appendix R Scenario
Tiiadeauately' Investigated by the M ensee

The EDSFl was concerned thct curing' on Appendix R scenario (where
power is lost to the fuel oil transfer pumps) the gravity feed of
fuel oil from the FOST to the emergency fuel nil tank may not be
accomplished during clinter conditions due to fuel oil wax buildup
(cloud point). The licensee committed to perform a gravity feed-test
during Januar This item is considered unresolved (266/90018-04;
301/90018-04)y 1991.pending the completion of the gravity feed winter test,

by the licensee and subsecuent review by the NRC.

- 6. - Deficiency No. ,9,0-201-21: Honconservative Calculation for Emergency
Diesel Generator Room Temperature

The EDSF1 was concerned, based on a review of Calculation Nos.
H-88-034 and N-88-040, that the EDG room design temperatwe may be
exceeded. The licensee has committed to re-evaluate the room
temperature calculation by May 1991. This item is considered
unresolved (266/90018-05; 301/90018-05) pending the re-evaluation of
the EDG room temperature calculation by the licensee and subsequent
review by the NRC.

|
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'v. Deficiency llo. 90-201-22: Inodequote Phy~sical ledey~endence of'

_h_ed _unda_nt_C W s~ Y E les
- ~

_

This deficiency was written to oddress overoll EOSF1 concerns relating
to cable separotion. The licensee identiiied twenty-five (25)
additional coses of inadequate cable separation. The cobles identified
in Deficiency tios. 90-201-10 and 90-201-23 were the only ones thot
hod an impect on equipment operebility. The licensee was in the
process of upgrading the Cable cod Receway Doto System (CARDS) prior
to the EDSFl. In 6ddition, the licensee coninitted to review the
CARDS dato base for any needed program changes; to verify existing
routing information; and to upgrade the CAROS data bank. Deficiency
lios. 90-201-10 and 90-201-23 have been cateaorized es examples of
opperent design control violation numbers 266/90018-Old, 301/90018-01d
and 301/90018-Olf. Even though the 25 cases of inadequate cable
separation are oli examples of a deviation f rom FSAR commitments,
only two af fected operobility. The licensee promptly corrected the
two deviations affecting operability and has completed evdluation of
the other tases. Corrective actions include physical separation by
modification and correction of errors in the CARDS database. The
licensee anticipated completing these actions by the end of 1990 for
Unit 2, subject to the evailability of required equipment, and for
Unit 1 by the end of the spring 1991 refueling outage. Based on the
obove, this item is considered closed,

w. Deficiency tio. 90-201-23: Potential for Common-tiode f ailure of
Unit 2 Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater ( AFW) pump Automatic Start

The EDSFI identified that cables ZC214A012D and ZD2t4A012B, which
provide redundent open signals to the Unit 2 turbine driven AFW
steam supply valve, were routed through a common conduit. A single
failure of any cable within the conduit could defeat the undervoltage
automatic stort signal. The licensee correctec the original design
deficiency by rerouting one of the cables into the correct conduit.
The motor driven AFW pump was operable at the time of discovery. The
Unit 1 turbine driven AFW pump steam supply valve control circuit was
correctly wired. Failure of the licensee to provide adequate cable
separation for the Unit 2 steam driven AFW stear supply valve auto-
open circuit is an exampit of an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion 111, Design Control (301/90018-01f).

1he inspector reviewed procedure flo. E0P-0, "Re6ctor Trip on Safety
injection," ond determined that there were sufficient procedure
steps on how to perform a manual start of the steam driven AFW pump.

x. Deficiency tio. 90-201-24: Venting Stema on Safety-Related Cables

The EDSFI teem observed that a Unit I condensete receiver tank vent
Wds venting stedm onto safety-related Cable trays JE06, JE07, FV12,
and FV13. The licensee inspected the cable trays and determined
that several safety-related cables had some jacket discoloration and

12
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* several nonsdfety-related cables had some jottet damage. The*

licensee taped the nonsofety-related t. ables ono hos committed to
thonge out the of fected sofety-related cables. Steam is emitted from
this vent only during d Unit 1 outoge. The licensee had developed d
modification pockage (89-04) to correct this overpressurization.
Bosed on the above, this item is considered closed,

y. Deficiency _No. 90-201-25: Inadequate Program for Colibration of
Protective Riloys

The EDSF1 found that all of the protective relays at PBNP were being i

calibrated by the WEPCo relay group f rom Appleton, Wisconsin. The
team determined that their activities et PBNP were not being
controlled by WEPCo's approved QA program. The licensee placed a
Stop Work Order on the Appleton group uatil the extent of the relay
group's involvement at PBNP could be determined. The licensee hi,

committed, as a minimum, to provide QA orientation to the relay a
group; to control the measuring and test equipment used at PBNP for ;

relay calibrations; to assure that the relay settings match the PBNP-
setpoint document; to write and issue additional test procedures for
non-Technical Specification safety-related relays; to control the
procurement and replacement of parts; to maintain proper documentation;
and to assure that completed work is reviewed by PBNP personnel.

Failure of the licensee to apply adequate QA measures to assure that
the calibration of safety-related protective relays were being
adequately controlled is considered a violation of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion 11, Quality Assurance Program (266/90018-06;
301/90018-06).

z. Deficiency No. 90-201-26: Inadequate Surveillance Procedure for
Elgar Inverters

The EDSF1 identified that Procedure RMP-45, "Elgar Instrument Bus
Inverters," did not include a check of the inverter's lw-voltage
shutdown circuit. The licensee tested the shutdown circuit
setpoints and determined the following:

Inverter As-Found (Vdc) As-Left (Vdc)

10YO3 110.84 100.04
DY0C 101.13 100.05
2DYO3 101.10 100.05
10YO4 99.4 100.1
DY0D 98.05 99.97
20Y04 99.5 100.0

Inverter 10Y03 was the only inverter that had o nonconservative
setpoint. This inverter is supplied from battery 0105. The most
recent performance test of battery 0105 (November 9,1989) determined
the battery's capacity to be 103%. The inspector requested the
licensee to determine if the inverter would be able to meet FSAR

13
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* 'loble 8.2-3 one (1) hour load profile prior to tripping the inverter*

on o low-voltage shutdown trip. The licensee detennined that of ter
a one (1) hour dischorge, the voltage at the iiiverter would be 111
Vdc; therefore, inverter IDYO3 was operable, in oddition, conson
inverter DYOC was operable with its os-found low-voltage shutdown
trip at 101.13 Vdc. Procedure flo. Ri<P-45 provided adequate steps
on how to transfer inverters.

Foilure of the licensee to test the inverter low-voltage shutdown
trip is on opparent violation of Technical Specificetion 15.6.8,
" Plant Operating Procedures" (260/90018-07; 301/90018-07).

co. Deficiency t;o. 90-201-27: No Acceptonce Criterio in Routine liaintenance
Procedure TPIIPT41D for Locating Erounds

The licensee has been toonitoring and recording the ground resistonce
readings on each of the DC systems. The EDSF1 observed that Procedure
No. R!4P-46, " Station Battery," colculated the ground resistance;
however, no specific acceptance criteria was given. The licensee
committed to develop such criterie and wos pursuing the purchase of.
more sensitive equipment to perform this measurement. The inspector
reviewed the FSAR and Technical Specifications and determined that
the ground detection circuitry was not specified in the safety
analysis or Technical Specification bases. Based on the above, this
item is considered closed,

in summary, the licensee provided the inspector with good technical answers
for the questions that were asked. The licensee involved both plant and
corporate personnel to resolve the questions and provided the answers in
a timely manner. The inspector noted that the commitments made by the
licensee in response to the EDSF1 were good and should correct the
deficiencies identified, in addition to the EDSF1 commitments, the licensee
identified other related inspection action items that they were pursuing on
their own.

3. Unresolved Items,

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required-in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of noncompliance,
or deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during the inspection are
discussed in Paragraph Nos. 2.r. , 2.t. , and 2.u.

4 Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
following the inspection on August 24, 1990, to discuss the scope and

' findings of the inspection, including the apparent violations. The
inspector also discussed the likely informationo? content of the inspection
report with regard to documents or processes reviewed by the inspector
during the inspection. Licensee representatives did not identify any
such documents or processes as proprietary.

14
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APPENDlX A*

Deficiency Number Title Status

a. 90-201-01 Nontcnservative Diesel 266/90018-01c
Geeerator Stecoy-State 301/90018-01a

'

Loading Calculotion

b. 90-201-02 Lack of Transient Analysis Closed
of Diesel Loading

c. 90-201-03 Incorrect Load R6 tings Closed
Listed in E0Ps

d. 90-201-04 EDG Loading as Instructed Closed
by E0Ps for a Design Basis
Accident

e. 90-201-05 Nonconformance to Design 266/90018-02
Basis Criteria for 301/90018-02
Electrical Cable Tray Fill
and Cable Ampocity

f. 90-201-06 Lack of Assessment of Closed
Available Short-Circuit
Current Due to High
Battery Temperature

9 90-201-07 Inadequate Seismic 266/90018-Olb
Evaluation for Modifica- 301/90018-Olb
tion to 4160 Vac Safe-
guards Bus Tie-Breaker

h. 90-201-08 Single failure of Safeguards 266/90018-01c
480 Vec Bus Tie-Breaker 301/90018-Olc

.i. 90-201-09 Incorrect Sefety Classifi- Closed
cetion and Nonconformance
with Separation Criteria
of Contrul Cabling-for
480 Vac Bus Tie-Breakers

j, 90-201-10 Nonconformance with FSAR 266/90018-Old
Separation Criteria and 301/90018-01d
Potential for Common-Mode
failure of Both CCW Pumps

C
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Appendix A 7
'

i

Deficiency Number iitle Status j

k. 90-201-11 use of Nonovalified Closed
Components in Safeguards
Bus Breaker Control Circuit

1. 90-201-12 Vulnereility of ?.titchgear Closed |
Control Power to Seismic i

Event that Opens Manual
Transfer Switches

m. 90-201-13 Honconformance Diesel Closed
Generator Sequence Logic ;

n. 90-201-14 Excessive DC Voltage Applied Closed
to Equipment Terminals

;

o. 90-201-15 Incomplete Fuel Oil System 266/90018-01e
Seismic Category 1 301/90018-01e
Classification

p. 90-201-16 fuel Oil Cloud Point Closed
Substantially Higher

,

than Required 1

4 90-201-17 No Procedure to Control Closed
Upgrade of fuel Oil System
to Safety-Related Stetus

r. 90-201-18 Uncocumented Upgrade of fuel 266/90018-03
Oil System to QA Status 301/30018-03

s. 90-201-19 Procedure 4.12.22, Closed
Revision 3, Deficient
for Delivering Fuel Oil
Under Emergency Conditions

t. 90-201-20 Feasibility of Appendix R 266/90018-04 4

Scenario inadequotely 301/90018-04
investigated by Licensee

u. 90-201-21 Nonconservative Calculation 266/90018-05
for Emergency Diesel 301/90018-05
Generator Room Temperature

v. 90-201-22 Inadequate Physical Closed
Independence of Redundant
Closs lE Cables
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Appc6cix l' 3-

Def iciency fluinber Titie Status

w. 90-201-23 Potential Courion-Moce 301/90018-Olf
foilure of Turbine Driven
AfW Pump Autoindtit. Stort
Ci rcui t ry

x, 90-201-24 Venting Steen, un Safety Closed
Releted Cables

y, 90-201-25 inodequate Program for 266/90018-06
Calibration of Protective 301/90018-06
Relays

z, 90-201-26 inadequate Surveillance 266/90018-07
Procedure for Elgar 301/90018-07
Converters

aa. 90-201-27 tio Acceptance Criteria Closed
in Routine liaintenance
Procedure 46 for 1.ocating
Grounds

-
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION! e

5 nj' wAsmNG TON,0, C. 20$55

,/ p10}11Yfy'
** * June 1, 1990 -

Docket Nos. 50-266 ,1 . . %
and 50-301 p -

Mr. C. W. Fay, Vice President mp
Nuclear Power

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
231 West Michigan Street - P379
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Dear Mr. Fay:

SUBJECT: ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL INSPECTION AT
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2; REPORT NUMBER ,

50-266/90-201 AND 50-301/90-201

We are forwarding)the report of the electrical distribution system functionalinspection (EDSF1 conducted by the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
during March 12 through 16 and March 26 through April 6, 1990. This EOSFI was
one of several pilot inspections performed in accordance with an NRC Inspection
Manual draf t temporary instruction entitled " Electrical Distribution System
functional Inspection." The inspection team consisted of NRC Heacquarters and
Region 111 personnel and five consultants.

The inspection was performed to determine whether the electrical distribution
system as designed, installed, and ' configured at Point Beach Nuclear Plant,
Units 1and2,wouldbecapableofperformingitsintendedsafetyfunctions.
During the inspection, the team reviewed available calculations and supporting
documents for this system at your Nuclear Power Department offices in Milwaukee
and at the Point Beach plant and conducted system walkdown inspections. The
team also reviewed other activities associated with the electrical distribution
system at the Point Beach plant.

The team identified weaknesses regarhing the functionality of your electrical
systems. The three issues that raised the most concern were (1) apparent
emergency diesel generator (EDG) loading exceeding the 'EDG ratings under ,

(2) portions of the EDG fuel oil system were not
certain accident scenarios (3) safety-related cables were routed in the sameseismically designed, and
raceways as were cables of the redundant division. These three issues and a
number of significant team findings were discussed during the exit meeting,
which was held at Wisconsin Electric Power Company's Milwaukee offices on
April 17, 1990. During that meeting, WEPC0 discussed the actions it had taken
imediately following the inspection to resolve many of the findings. By means

of reviews, evaluations, and system modifications WEPC0 alleviated the NRC's
imediate operability concerns for the three major issues.

! As a result of the inspection, the team identified four general areas of weak-1

I nesses and numerous technical deficiencies. The areas of wea.nesses the team
identifiedwere(1)designandmodificationdeficienciesintheEDGand125-Vdc
systems, (2) lack of available design and engineering information, (3) design
features where a single failure can disable redundant equipment, and
(4) engineering support that did not fully evaluate design or changes to
design.

JUN 5 1990'
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June 1, 1990
[Mr.C.W. Fay - -2-

While planning corrective actions based on the weaknesses identified in the
enclosed report, it is important that you realize that the focus of this
inspection was only on the electrical systems. Therefore, consideration
should be given to identifying and correcting similar problems in other -
safety-related systems. Given the nature and importance of our inspection
findings, we expect to clusely follow these and other corrective actions you
may take to assure improvement is sustained.

We recognize that you have already taken or plan to take corrective actions
relating to several of our concerns including undertaking a design basis
reconstitution effort, installing an additional emergency diesel generator, and
hiring additional engineering support staff. You have initiated modificat1ons
to electricaY distribution systems, such as separation of offsite power sup-
plies to address weaknesses identified in your own reviews. We have received
your letter of May 10, 1990, which reflects the information presented at the
April 17, 1990 exit meeting, describing steps you have taken or plan to take to
address the inspection findings presented at our exit neeting.

Any enforcement actions that result from this inspection will be forwarded by
the NRC Region 111 office under separate cover.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Comission's regulations, a copy of this
letter and the enclosure noted below will be placed in the NRC Public Document
Room.

'

Please-respond to this office within 60 days to inform us of the date that
actions taken related to the items'. identified in the enclosed inspection report
will be completed for )ossible followup inspection. Should you have any
questions concerning tiis inspection, please contact the NRR Project Manager,
Warren Swenson, at (301) 492-1386, or the inspection team leader.
Steven R. Stein, at-(301) 492-0977.

Sincerely,

>l) V |L
Gary M la n, Acting Director
Division of Reactor Projects III/IV/V

and Special Projects
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
NRC Inspection Report 50-266
and 50-301/90-201

cc w/ enclosure: See page 4

_ _ .
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hr. C., W. Fay -3- June 1, 1990
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-4-' Point Beach Nuclear Plant' Mr. C. W. Fay
.

Units 1 and 2Wiscunsin Electric Power Company

cc:
Ernest L. Blake, Jr.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037

;Mr. Jares J. Zach, Manager
Point Beach Nuclear Plant
Wisconsin Electric Power Company
6610 Nuclear Road
Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241

Town Chairman
Town of Two Creeks
Route 3
Two_ Rivers, Wisconsin 54241

Chairman
Public Service Commission

of Wisconsin
Hills Farms State Office Building.
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Regional Administrator, Region III
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .
Office of Executive Director

for Operations 5

799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn,1111nois 60137

Resident Inspector's Office
U.S. Auclear Regulatory Commission '

6612 Nuclear Road
Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241 ;

'
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION- ..

,

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards

NRC Inspection Report: 50-266/90-201 License Nos: OPR-24
50-301/90-201 DPR-27

Dockets: ~50-266
50-301

Licensee: Wisconsin Electric Power Company
.

Facility Name: Point Beach Nuclear Plant

Inspection Conducted: March 12 through 16 and March 26 through April 6, 1990

Inspection Team: Steven R. Stein. Team Leader, NRR
Jeffrey B. Jacobson, Assistant Team Leader, NRR
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NRC Consultants: C. J. Crane, Electrical Design Review
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YZ/[NApproved by: , A -

Date" Steven R. Stein, Team Leader
Team Inspection Section C
Special Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reacfor Regulation

S / 0Approved by:
' '

tate'Stephef C. Guthrie, Chief
Team inspection Section C
Special Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection and Safeguards
Office of Nuc ear Reactor Regulation
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.'
INSPECTION REPORT 50-266/90-201 AND 50-301/90-201

WISC0hSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY
POINT BEACH i10 CLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

During the periods of March 12 through 16 and March 26 through April 6, 1990,
the Special Inspection Branch of NRR conducted an electrical distribution
system functional inspection (EDSFI) at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant (PBNP)
and the Wisconsin Electric Power Company (WEPCO) Nuclear Power Department
offices in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. An exit meeting was conducted on
April 17, 1990, at WEPCO's Milwaukee offices. The inspection was performed to
determine whether the electrical distribution system as designed, installed,
and modified at PBNP Units 1 and 2 would be capable of performing its intended
56fety functions. During the inspection, the team reviewed available calcula-
tions and related documents, surveillance testing and other testing data, and
performed system walkdown inspections to verify system and component,

' configurations.

At the conclusion of the inspection, the team was unable to determine that the
systems that form the electrical distribution system at Point Beach would
function under all design conditions. This indeterminate status was based on
the number and significance of the technical issues thn %an, identified. The
three major issues that raised the most concern were r

0 emergency diesel generator (EDG) loading that potentially could exceed the
EDG ratings,

'

O the nonseismic design of portions of the EDG fuel oil system, and
'
.

O safety-related cables that were routed in the same raceway as cables of
the redundant division.

Based on the potential inability of the EDS to perform its safety function, the
terfTi questioned the operability of the system. WEPLO alleviated the team's
immediate operability concerns for the above issues by actions it took imedi-
ately following the inspection and prpsented at the exit meeting.

As a result of the inspection, the team identified more than 27 specific
deficiencies. Each deficiency is discussed in the report and the deficiencies
and issues that require additional review or evaluation are discussed in detail
in Appendix A of the report. The team also identified general weaknesses in
the following areas: (1) design and modification deficiencies in the EDG and
125-Vdc systems, (2) lack of available design and engineering information,
(3) design features where a single failure can disabie redundant equipnent, and
(4) engineering support that did not fully evaluate design or changes to
design. The first area of weakness involved deficiencies in the emergency
diesel generatcrs and fuel systems, and in the batteries and 125-Vdc system.
Because of PBNP's design (only two EDGs and two safety-related batteries shared
by both units), these two systems have great safety significance. Within the
EDG system, the team found the steady-state loading of the diesels to be
marginal with the potential to be exceeded. In addition, no transient analysis

i
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' existed for the dynamic loading of the EDG. The fuel oil system between the
:,eismic emergency storege tank and the seismic day tanks was not seismically
designed and installed, and the fuel oil quality did not meet the appropriate
requirements. Finally, a voltage level interlock describec in the Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) and in system logic diagrams was not part of the EDG
design or installed configuration.

The team's findings in the 125-Yde system included a nonconservative calcula-
tion for sizing replacement batteries. The float voltage for the batteries
exceeded the manufacturer's recomendatiun and compunent ratings. The proce-
dure for measuring ground resistances on the system did not include acceptance
criteria or limits, and the safety significance of the results of measurements
taken was not evaluated. The maximum available short-circuit current was not
determined when circuit breakers were replaced because of a recently disclosed
problem (the de breakers did not have a maximum fault-interrupting capability).
The licensee wss evaluating its final resolution for the main de bus breakers.

The team's second identified area of weakness involved a lack of design
documents and information. The te6m's review of the adequacy of the electrical
distribution system was complicated by the lack of adequate and complete
calculations and analyses. The team could not confirm ratings of certain
equipment or determine fault currents to equipment. A steady-state load
calculation for the EDGs did not exist until the inspection, and a transient
analysis had not been performed. In addition, calculations for many device
setpoints did not exist. The team recognized that WEPC0 had several existing
programs that would address these concerns. However, the programs were prelim-
inary efforts implemented too recently to be evaluated.

The team identified a third area of weakness involving a number of conditions
that, given a single failure, could jeopardize redundant equipment required for
safe operation of the plant. Threb examples of these conditions were the
result of original design and two conditions were the result of plant modifica-
tions. These conditions included (1) routing of redundant safety-related
cables in the same raceway, (2) single failure of the tie breaker between the
redundant safety-related 480-V busses, (3) potential seismic failure of devices
caused by the tie-breakers between the safety-related 4160-V busses, and
(4) potential loss of reduncant trains from an automatic shutoff feature on new

*

inverters. .

The fourth area of weakness was WEPC0's engineering support program. Several
of the team's findings indicated that WEPC0 did not evaluate design adequacy or
establish adequate bases for certain changes or modifications to the plant.

| The findings 'also indicated that when WEPC0 identified a problem with the
original design, it did not address the full extent of the problem or tW .

Examples included: 1) e
possibility of other similar problems in all cases. full load profile for sizing replacement batteries was no'; developed, (2)(the
maximum available short-circuit current for replacing de aystem circuit
breakers 6nd batteries was not determined, (3) the efwei of excessively high
battery float voltages was not fully evaluated, and (4) Le effects of fuel oili
that did not meet quality requirements was not evaluated. Other examples of
weaknessesintheengineeringsupportprogramincluded(1)performingsome
modifications without considering industry-standard practice 3, (2) adding

11
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incorrect information into emergency operating procedures, (3) upgrading

safety-)related status of systems without a controlling program or procedure, permitting adverse conditions to exist in the plant for over 10 years.;

and(4
The team concluded that a lack of design basis documents and information
contributed to the engineering program weaknesses it found. The team also
believed that the limited size of the engineering workforce contributed to the
engineering support weaknesses.
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'1.0 BACKGROUND

During previous inspections of nuclear power plants, NRC teams observed that
the required functional capability of certain safety-related systems wasAs a result ofcompromised by inadequate engineering " * ' 'chnical support.
this leck of support, various desige ancies had been introduced during
design modifications, particularly o tation electrical distribution

In response to the observed .1gn deficiencies, the Reactor Specialsystem.
Inspection Branch (RSIB) of HRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
developed a draf t temporary instruction for the NRC Inspection Manual, which
describes how teams from the NRC regions are to conduct electrical distribution
sistemfunctionalinspections(EDSFls).

The EDSF1 performed by 2 SIB at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant (PBNP) was one of
several pilot inspections to be conducted before the NRC issues the temporary
instruction. The inspection was conducted at Wisconsin Electric Power
Company's (WEPCO's) Nuclear Power Department's of fices in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
during the period March 12-16, 1990, and at the PBNP site during the period
March 26 - April 6, 1990. The team consisted of NRC employees and consultants.

2.0 OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

The primary objective of this inspection was to assess the functional capa-
bility of the electrical distribution system at PBNP. A secondary objective
was to assess how well WEPCO's engineering organization provided engineering
and technical support to site organizations. The inspection team was composed

electrical and mechanical design engineers who reviewed theof two groups:
original design and changes to that-design, and installation engineers who
verified the configuration, condition, and test results of installed equipment.
The methodology used included reviewing calculations, analyses, drawings,
procedures, and tests for selected equipment, devices, and components of the
electrical distribution system and by extensive walkdown inspections of plant
electrical wiring and components.

The areas reviewed and the safety significance of identified deficiencies are
described in Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 of this report. Conclusions are given at
the end of each of these sections. The conclusions and weaknesses are then
sumarized in Section 7 of this report. Each deficiency addressed in the
report that remains unresolved is discussed in Appendix A, each deficiency is
numbered, and the section of this report in which it is discussed is cited.
Personnel contacted are listed in Appendix B and persons attending the exit
meeting on April 17, 1990, are indicated there, too.

3.0 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW

The teem evaluated portions of the safety-related electrical systems at PBNP,
Units 1 and 2, by examining and assessing the technical adequacy of the design

The team reviewed the design andas defined by various design documents.
design control process for compliance with (1) the General Design Criterion
(GDC) to which WEPC0 committed in its FSAR, (2) the Criterion of Appendix B to
the current 10 CFR Part 50, and (3) the station's Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR). To obtain additional understanding of the design, the team interviewed
responsible WEPCO personnel and inspected selected safety-related electrical
equipment.

l
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The team reviewed the limited available design documentation, including a
number'of calculations- thtt WEPC0 was able to retrieve, design' changes,

Lone-line diagrams, elenentary wiring diagrams, schematics, logic diagrams, and
Theteamconductedspecificreviewsof(1) emergencyequipment specifications.

diesel generator loading, (2) the 125-Voc system, (3) cable ampacity and tray
fill, (4) protective relaying.and breaker coordination, (5) the diesel loading
sequence and safeguards bus interlocks, and (6) the 120-Yac vital instrument
bus system.

3.1 Electrical Loading

The team reviewed and evaluated the design of the PBNP emergency diesel genera-
tor (EDG) system and the 125-Vdc supply and distribution system to determine
whether electrical loading had exceeded the ratings for the systems and system
components. Electrical cable routing, tray fill, and ampacity were also
reviewed.

3.1.1 Emergency Diesel Generator Loading

Two EDGs (G-01 and G-02) supplied emergency power for the engineered safeguards
system electrical busses for both units. Each EDG was designed to be of
sufficient size to start -and carry the engineered safety features loads follow-
ing a loss-of-coolant accident in one unit and a shutdown of the other unit
concurrent with a loss of offsite power. The team reviewed the steady-state

Each of theseloading on the EDGs and attempted to review the dynamic loading.
issues is presented below.

3.1.1.1 Steady-State
'

The team' reviewed the FSAR loading description and Calculation 0870-103-011,
which determined the steady-state loading on each EDGr This calculation was
recently prepared by a contractor for WEPCO. Befor: n e calculation wasThe calcula-issued, there was no comprehensive listing of loads for the EDGs.
tion . identified that the worst-case loading scenario was the loading on EDG
G-02. For this casa, the loading was calculated to be:

~

97.8 percent of the 2000-hour (continuous) rating-during the injection0
phase

94.1 percent of the 200-hour rating during the injection phaseO-

103.1 percent of the 2000-hour rating-during-the recirculation phase0'

99.2 percent of the 200-hour rating during the recirculation phase0

The team found that the steady-state loading calculation was nonconservative
because it assumed that a containment accident fan for the non-faulted unit was
not operating during the injection and recirculation phases of the accident
scenario. Exclusion of the fan load from the EDG calculation was inconsistent
with the FSAR, which required one containment fan to be manually started in the

2
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n'on$faultedunit. The team also found that the plant emergency operating
procedures for the non-faulted unit did not exclude starting a single contain-
ment accident fan (see Section 3.1.1.3, below). Using the actual run current
amperes under normal operation, the te6m determined that the containment fan
represented a 61.3 kW load. The addition of this load onto diesel generator
G-02 during the recirculation phase would increase the loading to
101.27 percent of the 200-hour rating.

The team concluded that the EDGs, under design basis accident conditions, would
be operating with little or no margin with respect to steady-state loading.
This was considered significant because it appeared that the plant emergency
operating procedures were not completely correlated with the steady-state
loading calculation. Therefore, additional loads on the EDG could be added byThethe operators, resulting in overloading the EDG end reducing plant safety.
team concluded that the safety significance of this issue warranted WEPCO's
prompt ano thorough evaluation. This is considered an unresolved item (see
Appendix A, Deficiency 90-201-01).

3.1.1.2 Transient
The team found that WEPC0 had not analyzed the EDGs' capacity to handleTherefore,
starting loads and sequencing intervals under dynamic conditions.
in-rush currents, starting load (kW) under low-voltage conditions, acceleration
time of large motors, loads due to motor-operated valves, and allowable
tolerance of load sequence timing relays had not been analyzed.

Since there appeared to be little or no margin for the steady-state loading of
the EDGs in both the injection phase and the recirculation phase, the team
considered the lack of a transient analysis for diesel generator loading to be

In support of this conclusion, the team found thata significant deficiency.
WEPCO did not have data on the tolerance and accuracy of the EDG load sequence

Because a seismic event couldtiming relays based on seismic testing.
potentially shif t the relay accuracy, there was no basis for establishing the
tolerance to which these relays were checked. Possible shifts in accuracy
could impair EDG transient loading. Also, the team found that protective
overcurrent relays on the safety injection pumps were set based on assumedPending furthermotor acceleration time with no basis"for t11s assumption.
review by the licensee and NRC of die >el generating loading, this is considered
an unresolved item (see Appendix A, Deficiency 90-201-02).

3.1.1.3 Operational Considerations

As a result of the team's concerns regarding EDG loading, the team reviewedload requirements of the
emergen:y operating procedures (pective using theloading from an operational persEOPs) as a starting point. The team reviewed
E0P-0,10P-1, E0P-1.3, E0P-1.4. and Emergency Contingency Action (ECA) 0.0 in
detail Pith WEP00 senior operating staff to determine what EDG loads would be
requiret by the E0Ps to safely mitigate the consecuences of a design basisThe teamaccident (DBA) scenario concurrent with a single failure of one EDG.
listed the loads the operator stated would be added onto the EDG in accordance
with the E0Ps, the timing of these loads, and whether or not the senior
operating staff felt these loads were necessary to safely mitigate the

3
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consequences of the DBA scenario. After progressing through the required E0Ps,
-.the team noted the following concerns. -The safety significance of the-team's i

. concerns were heightened because both units share two EDGs; therefore,-the
assumed failure for one EDG train affects-both units.

0 The E0Ps did not c;;rmets the accident unit and_ the non-accident unit
with respect to EDG loading. ihe team was concerned that_if additional
loads were required by the non-accident unit to maintain safe shutdown, or -
if loads were added:without coordination with the necessary accident.
loads, the lotential existed for overloading the EDG. In response to an
overload, tie EDG could fail, losing its ability to perform its intended
safety function.

O The only method.available to the operator for monitoring EDG loading was a
single kilowatt meter and related annunciator that was calibrated on a
6-year interval. The team noted that the margin for EDG loading was small
and no allowance had been included _in existing EDG. load profiles for the~

meter tolerance. Since the meter and its associated window annunciator
were the primary method for monitoring EDG loading, the team also ques--
tioned the 6-year calibration interval. WEPC0'provided no basis for the
calibration interval including vendor recommended intervals. Furthermore,
the annunciator alarm could activate at the EDG's 2000-hour rating and.
WEPC0 stated that, in certain scenarios, the 2000-hour rating.may be
exceeded to handle the required accident loads. In those scenarios, the-
annunciator indication would give the operator no useful information and

Meterthe operator would be forced to rely. only on the kilowatt meter.
inaccuracies or meter failure would im) air the operator's ability to ' ..!
determine EDG loading and could contri)ute to operator actions that could
overload the-EDG. ,

The'.E0Ps required-specific equipment to mitigate the consequences of theO
DBA. The team analyzed the kilowatt ratings of the E0P-required equip-
ment', the FSAR-required loads, and the_ loads that were not shed with a
loss of offt.ite power and safety injection signal. The team found that
the EDG exceeded its 200-hour rating of 2963 kW. The severity of. this .
. situation was further heightened since the EDG'4-hour rating was only 37
kW above the 200-hour rating. The team was concerned about the load-
level, since it was unclear if the EDG ratings were conservative and--

-

whether or not the EDG could,-irr fact, perform its' intended safety func-
tion'in this. challenged condition.- Furthermore, such limited load margins
did.not. allow for Jossible deviations in equipment load characteristics.
-tolerances in the kilowatt meter, or-the addition of other safe shutdown
loads for the non-accident unit. Also, there were other loads-that the

. team felt may be needed that were not considered in the FSAR EDG load
For exampla, control room-air conditioning may beprofile and_the.E0Ps.

required to both ensure the operability of control instrumentation and for
c0ntrol' room habitability concerns. At the time of the team's review,v
'ontrol room air conditioning was not considered as part of t h EDG load-
profile'. If the control room air conditioning were loaded onto the EDG
,

with the E0P-designated loads, the EDG would then exceed its 4-hour rating
'(in-the case of G-02,-it would exceed its half-hour-rating) during the
DBA.

4
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h The team questioned what operator actions would be expected once the EDG
loading capacities stated in the E0Ps'had been exceeded. The team was
told that the operator would probably remove certain loads to reduce the
EDG load level. However,-the team found that the E0Ps provided no guid-
ance to the operator concerning the choice and-timing of loads to be-
removed. The team coulo.not determine that- the correct loads would be
tern 41nated such-that the ability of the plant to mitigate the consequences
of the accident in the one unit and maintain the safe-shutdown condition
of the other unit would not be compromised. Furthermore, the team could
not determine which of the loads could be terminated based on the current
plant operational needs and still provide a reasonable assurance that-the
consequences of the DBA could be safely mitigated while maintaining the
second unit in a seie shutdown condition.

Within:the E0Ps that the team reviewed, were reference-notes that gave the0
.

EDG capacity ratings, cautioned against overloading the EDG and referred '

the operator to an appendix' table that listed the load ratin,gs of critical
.

equipment. The E0P instructed the operator to refer to these lists before
loading the equipment on to the EDG. The team reviewed two appendix ?tables and found the equipment load ratings were incorrect and non-
conservative with respect to both the FSAR and a recent EDG load analysis
(Calculation 0870-103-011) performed by a contractor for WEPCO. The.
incorrect-load ratings could cause operator actions.that would
overload the EDGs and could result in EDG failure. The team concluded ,

that WEPC0 failed to translate applicable design bases into plant
procedures. The applicable requirement is found in 10 CFR Part 50,-

-

Appendix B, Criterion III. This item remains unresolved (see Appendix A,
Deficiency 90-201-03).

,

d concerns about the
Based on its findings and-observat.iEDG loading and its affect on the a,ons, the team expressebility of the EDGs to perfonn their intended

|
safety function. Because of the team's concerns and findings, WEPC0 performed
an indepth review of the E0Ps innediately following the inspection. As a

-result of performing this review, WEPCO made temporary changes to the E0Ps to
provide additional guidance to-the operators in managing . loads during an >

The-team did not review these corrective measures or other measuresaccident. '

taken to address the other concerns d,iscussed above. .Pending additional review
by WEPC0 and the NRC, this item is considered urresolved (see Appendix A,

p Deficiency 90-201-04).-,

| 3.1.2 125-Vdc System Loading

The 125-Vdc system consisted of four main battery distribution busses, each
powered by a battery charger and each having a station-battery as-a backup

Two swing chargers were also available. The FSAR required thepower source.
station batteries to be of sufficient size to carry shutdown loads on both
units for a period of I hour following a plant trip and loss of all ac power.

Station battery D-05 had_ been replaced previously under Modification Package
88-074 The team reviewed Calculation N-89-025, which determined the cell size
and capacity for the replacement of D-05. The team found that_21 de loads,
such as diesel generator field flashing, were not included in the battery
sizing calculation, and that minor random loads were not addressed as required

5
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by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard
485-1953. In sizing the battery, WEPC0 used this standard and the original
outy cycle diagram and load table provided as the design basis by Bechtel in
1985. However, the load tabulation provided by Bechtel was not detailed in a

Only majormanner that would allow independent verification of all loads.
loads were identified, while other loads were simply grouped. In sizing the
battery, WEPC0 correctly modified the original loaa table because it found
several discrepancies between the original design loads and the actual loads.

In response to the team's concerns, WEPC0 performed a preliminary assessment
which showed that the bettery was sized to accorraooate these 21 additional
loads. WEPCO stated that it would revise the calculation to address the team's
concerns in this area. The team also determined that the battery test had
sufficient margin to ensure the adequacy of the battery. The team concluded
that the incomplete battery sizing calculation constituted a weakness in

.

WEPCO's eng.neering support program.

3.1.3 Electrical Cable Ampacity and Cable Tray Fill

The team reviewed the FSAR to determine the cable tray fill and cable ampacity
derating criteria used in the design. The team also randomly selected cables
connected to safety-related equipment to determine cable type, amsacity
derating, routing, and associated tray fill. The team observed t1at Section
7.2 of the FSAR required that system cables be derated in accordance with the
requirements of the "stional Electrical Code (NEC). Cable derating is the
process of limiting the maximum current a cable will carry in a given ambient
temperature to prevent exceeding the cable insulation's temperature rating.
Section 7.2 of the FSAR also limited the fill for power and control cable trays
to less than 30 percent and instrumentation cable trays to less than

The team also noted that Section 8.2 of the FSAR provided a40 percent.
conflicting requirement which spec'ified cable cerating in accordance with
Institute of Power Cable Engineers Association (IPCEA, currently ICEA)

Section 8.2 of the FSAR provided a conflicting requirement whichguidelines.
limits the fill to 40-percent for all cable trays. WEPC0 showed the team that
the true basis for cable ampacity rating and derating criteria was the 1965
National Electrical Code.

Based on the team's review, WEPC0 identified 210 power and control cable tray
sections and 15 instrument cable tray sections that did not conform to the FSAR
and the original desigt. criteria with respect to tray fill and ampacity
derating. WEPC0 analyzed all cables contained in one tray, FK07, which
demonstrated that those cables had adequate current-carrying capability and
would not exceed their maximum operating conductor insulation terparature.
This determination was made using the methodology for ampacities in open top

'

!
I cable trays from ICEA Publication P-54-440, which is the currently accepted

industry standard for cable empacities. However, use of this standard was! WEPC0 stated thatcontrary to the FSAR commitment and original design basis.
all remaining cable tray sections which exceed the FSAR and original design
criteria would be fully analyzed. Pending additianal evaluations by WEPC0 and
review by HRC, this item is considered unresolved (see Appendix A.
Deficiency 90-201-05).

0
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' 3.2 Protection and Coordination

I Contractors for WEPC0 had performed circuit breaker coordination studies for
portions of the EDS. However, a full EDS coordination program was scheduled

i
for completion in 1991.,

3.2.1 4160 Yac System

The team reviewed the motor protection schene, protection criteria, and protec-
tive relay settings for the safety injection pump 1-P15A puwered from Class IE

The review consisted of evaluating motor data and curves; relay,
;

bus 1-A05.'

retering and one-line diagrams; and other data used to calculate and establish
The relays included the instantaneous andthe protective relay setpoints.!

long-tire phase overcurrent relay (dtyfce 50/61), the percentage differential
' relay (device 87), and the zero sequence ground fault relay (device 50G). Bus:

undervoltage and degraded gric relays were also reviewed. The team did not
identify any deficiencies or concerns in this area other than the concern with;

overcurrent relays for the safety injection pumps, which is discussed in
Section 3.1.1.2.

,

3.2.2 480-Yac System

The team reviewed several features of the 480-Vac system dealing with
switchgear and motor control centeis. The team selectively evaluated motor
starter operation under reduced voltage and a selection of thermal overload|

i

relays and heaters for motor-operated valves. Although full circuit-breaksr
cooroination studies were not available, the team reviewed several studies
perforced by contractors. The team did not identify any deficiencies or
concerns in this area. .

3.2.3 125-Vdc System Short-Circuit Current

The team reviewed Calculation N 89-025, which was perforced to determine the
cell size and capacity for the new station battery (0-05) replaced in 1988
under Modification Request 88-074 The battery was sized on the basis of a
conservative ~63 'F temperature which represented the lowest recorded

! electrolyte temperature. However, tht team found thet WEPC0 had not performed
an analysis to determine the r.aximum available short-circuit current from theBased onnew battery based on the highest poss'ible electrolyte temperature.;

the team's review in this area, WEPC0 contacted the battery vendor and came to
the preliminary conclusion that the maximum available short-circuit currentThe original design basisfrom the battery could be as high as 22,700 amperes.
was a maximum available current of 20,000 amperes. The team concluded that
using the unverified design value and not establishing the maximum availablePendingcurrent constituted a weakness in WEPCO's engineering program.
additionalevaluationsbyWEPCO,thisitemisconsideredunresolved(see
Appendix A Deficiency 90-201-06).

Additional problems regarding the 125-Yde syctem were previously identified
and resulted in NRC Region 111 issuing enforcement action. In a letter dated
Novembtr 10, 1989, from C. W. Fay to the NRC on the subject ' Request.for
Discretionary Enforcement Related to Technical Specification 15.3.0.A,' WEPCO
reported that a single 125 Yde train could be lost owing to a fault such as a
short circuit. This condition was causeo by the original design's use of
circuit-breakers which only had thermal trip devices and did not have magnetic

7
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trip devices. These breakers were not capable Of interrupting f ault current of
the mcgnitude postulated to occur on the aus. WEPCO replaced certain brealers
f eeding cortnen equiptent (such as switchgter normal and alternate supply), thus
eliminating the possibility of cormon mode f ailure on both trains,

3.3 Electrical Distribution System Interlocks and Load Sequencing Logic

The team reviewed the control logic, elementary wiring diagrams, scher.atics,
and certain vendor drawings that described the Pbhp design for detection,
initiation, and execution of the automatic safeguards loading sequence for
loss-of-of fsite-power events, inclucing those scenarios involving design basis

The design attributes of prirnary interest in the drawing review wereevents.
(1) acequacy of the logic under design basis conditions, (2) vulnerability to
single f ailure, (3) vulnerability to undetected failures, and (4) independence
:nd separation. The team's findings are discussed in the sections that follow.

3.3.1 Potential Cormon-Mode failures

The team identified four deficiencies related to potential coroon mode failure
of all onsite 4100-Yac and 480-Vac power when of fsite power was unavailable.
In one of those cases, described in Section 3.3.1.3 below, the cormon-rode
failure could also prevent the supply of power to engtreeted safety features
loacs even with offsite power available.

3.3.1.1 Bus Tie-Breakers for Safety-Related Eusses

The team identified a deficiency involving inadequate seismic evaluation for a
redification to the 4160 Yac safeguards bus tie-breakers. The team was con-
cerned that because the breaker was.not seismically restrained in its new
configuration, the breaker could disable critical relays and other devices

Themounted in the same compartment during a design batis eatthquale.
nonseismic configuratiun was contrary to the requ'"went of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A, GDC 2, " Performance Standards" (see AppcMix A, Deficiency
90-201-07). In response to this finding, WEPC0 removed the tie breakers from

The team askedthe switchgear compartnents and secured them in a storage area.:
WEPCO to confirm that this new configuration would not compromise any actions
such as those required by their corntiments to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R.
since WEPC0 indicated that it would b,e difficult to reinstall this breaker.

The team also identified a deficiency concerning the single failure of the
safeguards 450-Yac bus tie-breaker. The team recognized that a spurious
closure of the tie-breaker between the redundant safeguards busses could
connect the redundant diesel generator outputs when the voltages are out of
phase, resulting in a potential loss of all onsite power from a single event.
The team identified at least one such mechanism for this initiating event. In

response to the team's concern, WEPC0 performed both a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation
and a failure analysis. WEPC0 removed the control power fuses to disable the
control circuit and preclude the effects of single electrical failures.
However, the team was then concerned that, with the breaker circuit in this new;

configuration, breaker position would no longer be remotely monitored since|
i

control power had been renoved. Consequently, the breaker could be closed
manually at the switchgear (tieing the busses together) and this condition
could remain undetected. Should the plant lose offsite power, both onsite

|
1
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sourc'es would be connected and all 41f,0 Vac and 4BO-V.c power could be lost.
The relevant requirerent is f ound in GDC 39. This item is considereo
unresched (see Appendix A Def)ciency 90-201-08).

Anotner defittency invohed tb4 <90 Vac safeguards bus tie breaker. The team
determined that thu of the re> ant control cabits were incorrectly classified
as nonsafety-related and thaf 'ey connected the train A and train 6 switchgear
by sharing comon raceways it the entire route. This was not in accordance
with the FSAR criteria for cable separation. Resolution of the tie breater
single-f ailure deficiency previously describeo c.sy also resolve this item.
Fending additional actions by the licensee, this item is considered unresobed
(see Appendix A, Deficiency 90 201 09). A mure general deficiency regarding
cable separation is discusseo in Section 5.1.1 of this report.

3.3.1.2 Component Cooling Water pumps

The team identifiec a deficiency that involved the component cooling water
(CCW) pump motor circuit brenier control circuit. Portions of the 125 Vdc
control wiring for train A and train B pumps shared the same raceway. Although
the CCW system w6s not considered safety related in the original design of the
plant the system provided vital support to safety related system conponents.
The piant was in tie process of upgrading the system to safety related status ,

and was treating the system accorcingly. The team identified that a single
failure could disable the control circuits of both CCW pumps. The licensee had
been unaware of this motential for failure. This item is considered unresolved
pending additional WE)CO actions (see Appendix A, Deficiency 90-201-10).

The team identified a second deficiency regarding components in the control
circuits of the feeder breakers for the CCW pump motors. A cormon relay that
distributed a start signal to both CCW pumps was located in a nonsafety-related
cabinet. Therefore, WEPCO could not demonstrate the relay's seismic qualifi-'

cation. Since the relay and cabinet were similar in structure and configura-
tion to the qualified safeguards relays and cabinets, the team expected that
qualification can be demonst-ated if supporting documentation is provided.
However, an ongoing industry study by,the Seismic Qualification Utility Group
(SQUG) my resolve this issue. This item remains open until the licensee
demonstrates that the component and r' elated circuits and structures
are qualified for use in a safety-related circuit (see Appendix A,
Def1eteney 90-201-11).

,

'

3.3.1.3 DC Control Power Switches

WEPC0 was unable to produce analyses demonstrating the seismic qualification of
knife switches used to connect alternate oc sources for switchgear control

The knife switches were mounted on the vertical panels of thepower.
switchgear, were nore11y in the up position, and were only secured by theIf thefriction forces necessary to ensure sufficient electrical contact.
switches shook loose, all de control power would be lost to the switchgear
busses, and all automatic and remote control would be disabled for engineered
safeguards and safe-shutdown loads. This would render the autos tic load
sequencing and remote unual control inoperable, even though offsite and onsite

|
ac power were available. 1he relevant requirenent is found in GDC 2. This
item is considered unresolved (see Appendix A. Deficiency 90-20112). WEPCO

| was in the process of qualifying this configuration, and comitted to take|

necessary corrective actions if the qualification proved unsuccessful.

9
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.3.3.1,4 Diesel Generator Output Interlocks

The tearn identified a deviatior, f rom the FSAR comitrent to provide a voltage
interlock on the diesel generator output bre6ker. WEPC0 comitted in the F5AR
that the EDG breater would not close until the generator reached rated output

This requirement was also reflected on WEPC0 iogic diagramsvoltage.
reflecting a typical industry practice for generator output bresker closing
logic. A speed interlock (also required by the FSAR) was provided, but noIn the absence of the voltagevoltage interlock or sensing device existed.
interlock and any supporting documents such as a transient load analysis and
periodic testing, it was uncertain that the diesel generators woulo be at the
proper voltage before breater closure on an autor.atic start ano load sequence.
This was of particsler concern to the team because significant loads were
irrediately connected to the diesel generator when the output breaker closed.
WEPCO presented a test perforced in 1974 to show the EDG output voittge when
the breaker closed. However, the test data was not completely auditable.

In response to this deficiency WEPCO comitted to perform a representative
test t$e week of April 9,1990, and was also analyzing the adequacy of thePending
current design wit 1 the consultation of the diesel generator vendor.
cor.pletion of these actions, this item is considered unresolved (see
Appendix A. Deficiency 90201-13).

3.3.2 Drawing Discrepancies

During its review of a significant sample of drawings, the team identified two
separate errors on a safeguards wiring diagram and on an elementary wiringThe first error was a discrepancy indiagram for the diesel generator.
terminal identification of external ~ connections for an alarm circuit in aThe ala,rm circuit function was shown two differentsafeguards logic cabinet.
ways on two dif ferent sheets of thk drawing, and the terminations wereThe discrepancy was between Sheet 8 and Sheet 15identified differently.
of Westinghouse Drawing 110E163. WEPC0 stated and the team agreed that
Sheet 15 was f unctionally correct.

The team identifieo a second error omthe elenentary wiring diagram for the
Terminals 6A3 and.6A4 in a safeguards rack were incorrectly

erergency diesel. identified as terminals A3 and A4 on $heet 1508 of Wiring Diagram 499E466.The

cross-referenced safeguards drawings showed the te's.inals correctly, and the
circuits would presumably not test successfully 1: wired incorrectly.

The team verified that the installed wiring was correct in both instances.
During the inspection. WEPCO initiated a nonconformance report (NCR) to correct
the first error and the team understood that WEPC0 would also correct the
second error.

3.4 Safety-Related 120 Yac Instrument Power System

The 120-Vac instrument power system supporting both units consisted of 16
busses divided among 4 channels. Each of the 4 channels was allocated 4 busses
which were subdivided further into 2 bus groups, one group serving Unit 1 and

Each channel could obtain power from three'

the other group serving Unit 2.One inverter was dedicated to the Unit 1 bus group and a secondinverters.
|

'
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inverter was otoicated to the Unit 2 bus group. The third inverter was a

|baclupwhichcouldswingbetweentheUnit1andUnit2bussesofthesame,

; channel. WEPC0 used the third inverter to provide power to the bus while-

performing maintenance on the in erter that was normally connected to the bus.
,

The team perforred a cursory review of the 120-Yac instrument power system.
This review included the major Modification E 206, " Upgrade of power Supplies
to Instrument Eusses," installed in 1985. This rodification added inverters,
regulating transformers, distribution panels, and cabling for two instrument
bus channels. The team also reviewed specifications ano ratings for the new
inverters as well as the maintenance history of the original and new imerters.

Although no limits for oc ripple (remaining (or for new battery chargersaccomponentafterrectification)were initially specified for the inverters
installed on a different rodification), WEPC0 stated that the specifications
were later evaluated and ripple limits were established. WEPC0 reported that
subsequent tests were conducted to confirm that actual ripple was well below
the specified limits. WEPC0 also stated that it had not changed any channel
assignr=nts for safety-related instruments, except for a small number of
indicating channels that were reassigned in response to NRC requirements.

The team concluded that the addition of the two batteries and two inverter
groups resulted in a distribution configuration that should substantially
improve instrument bus reliability and availability relative to the original
design. However, the team identified a significant concern regarding control
of the inverter de input low-voltage shutdown setpoint. This concern is
discussed in Section 5.2.3 and Appendix A, Deficiency 90-201-26, of this
report. The team also identified several weaknesses in the 120-Vac system,
some of which WEPC0 was apparently atdressing. These weaknesses are described
in the four items that follow. ,

'

O The first weakness the team 1dentified was the absence of requirements for

surge withstand capability (SWC).in the specification for the new (Elgar Company) provided SWC requirements
WEPC0 had not

inverters. WEPCO apper-

ently did not consider standards that were available at the time the
specification was developed sutb as IEEE Standard 472-1974, ' Guide for

| Surge Withstand Capability (SWC), Tests.*
-

|
0 The second weakness identified was a lack of surge protection for the

Several critical components in the Elgar inverters, such asinverters.
input capacitors, were rated at 500 V or less, and the team's review of
the vendor manual indicated that the inverter design did not include any
comprehensive surge protection. Because of switching surges common in
power plants, impulse voltages substantially higher than the 500-Y ratings
may be expected on the de and 120-Yac systems, and could be sufficient to
break down dielectrics and semiconductors. For example, the NRC Office
for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AE00) Case Study Report
C605, ' Operating Experience Involving Losses of Electrical Inverters,"
identified electrical disturbances as a dominant contributor to inverter
failures. This lack of arotection was of particular concern at
point Beach because the SAR allows for 480-Yac,125-Yde, and 120-Yac
control cables to be routed for long runs in the same raceways.

Il i

|
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L erformed a cursory review of a small sample of esintenance work :.

! The team p(MWRs) and an MWR sumary list for both tie origihal
,

4 requests
(Westinghuuse)andnew(Elgar) inverters. This review identified a,

significant number of cap 6citor and diode failures (predominantly on the
,

i TheseoriginalWestinghouseinverters)aswellasunexplainedfailures.
failures could be indicative of component failures due to voltage .

I: f rrpulses.
!

'

i 0 The third weakness identified was the out-of-specification condition for
totalharmonicdistortion(THD)onthe120-Vacsystem. An MWR reviewed by'

the team indicated that the THD that WEPCO measured in February 1990 on '

one of the new instrument busses was about 12 percent. The speciffcation
limits permitted only 5 percent THD. Although a noteworthy program for|

measuring THD on the instrument busses was recently initiated by WEPCO in
i an attempt to restore the system to within-THD specifications, the team

.
'

noted that no provisions had been made for monitoring impulse amplitudes.
!

the team understood that WEPC0 intended to use the services of
-

However$tsgroupsfromoffsitethatwasexperiencedinthemonitoringand;-
one of~

analysis of power line disturbances, and the team encouraged this effort
as a suppitment to the THD study already under way.- t

The team noted that the slant computer systems, which were connected to
-

i

instrument busses only tirough circuit breakers, might be contributing to
*

.

the harmonic distortion on the vital instrument busses since the systems
likely contained switching-mode power supplies. WEPCO stated that if,

isolation was ava116ble, it was provided within the computer systems
equipment; however, WEPCO had apparently not evaluated computer system,

The team noted that the circuit breakers only provided fault
*

isolation.
isolation. The team also noted that other sources of h6rmonics external,

j' to the instrument busses and th'eir loads also could be coupled to the
120 Yac instrument power syst,em.

The team also found that ' isolation transformers' procured for the instru-
ment bus distribution system would only be effective for low-frequency (60
Hz) isolation and would provide little isolation of impulses having fast

4

WEPC0 had provided regulating-

rise times or higher-order harmonics.
transformers, without interwinding shields, as isolation transformers and',

these transformers will not prov,1de a broad spectrum of isolation.
,

The team had some other concerns regarding the instrument bus THD being
*

out of specifications: (1) possible effects on the life and performance
of instrument loop power supplies and other components that support the.'

reactor protection and engineered safety features actuation systems '

instrumentation,(2)possibleeffectsonprotectionsystemloopaccuracy,
(3) the extent of the THD problem on other safety related instrument
busses, and (4) the potential for common-mode degradation of multiple

,

protection channels. The team recommended that WEPC0 assess these effects
in its current THD evaluation.

;

The team identified a fourth weakness with the sizing of cables for the'
O

120-Yec instrument bus upgrade. WEPC0 stated that cables were sized to
the National Electrical Code, but that no documentation was retrievable
for voltage drop, short circuit, or ampacity calculations. The team

;

:

;
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noted that the primary electrical supply cables from the inverters were'

' routed from th6 primary auxiliary building to the cable spreading room
<

-

distribution panels; these panels in turn served distribution panels
in the control room, computer room, and primary auxiliary building. These
long runs of cabit could experience greater voltage drops if the THD was
tuo far out of specifications, since voltage drop calculations typically'

assune a 60-Hz sinusoidal wave with little distortion.'

i

The team concludec that these concerns represented weaknesses in WEPCO's
engineering program.

3.5 Voltage Regulation

The team determined, using the nethodology presented in Section 6.1.1 of IEEE
Standard 485-1983 and the maximum cell float voltage (2.26 V) recommended by
the battery ranufacturer, that the maximum allowable battery voltage was
133.3 Vdc. The team found that the actual float voltage for battery 005 was'

,

135 Y and station procedures allowed a flo6t voltage higher than 135 Y.
Battery float voltages exceeding 133.3 Y were not consistent with the battery
manuf acturer's recomendations or guidance provided by IEEE Standard. 485.

.

HRC Information Notice 83-08 notified the industry that certain romponents
subjected to voltages above their rated voltage may degrade due to heating and

WEPCO previously had icsued NCR N 88-069, which identified thatembrittlement.
the voltage rating for the close coil circuit in the Westinghouse 4-kV type-DHP
switchgear was exceeded by the high battery float voltage. The team noted that
although WEPCO knew that the 125-Yde system was on a high float voltage, and
switchgear close coil ratings were exceeded, WEPC0 conducted no further evalua-
tions of this problem. The team concluded that WEPC0 failed to ensure that
applicable design bases were correctly translated into plant procedures andThe relevantnonconformieg conditions were promptly evaluated and corrected.
requirements are found in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criteria !!! and XVI.

90-201-14).This item reasins unresolved (see Appendix A, Deficiency

3.6 Conclusior.

The team did not identify any areas ii) which the electrical distribution system
would clearly fa'.1 to perform its int. ended design function. However, because
the team identified a number of significant design deficiencies, it could not
determine that the system would function under all postulated design and
accident conditions. These deficiencies included a substantial number of
conditions that were susceptible to common-mode or single-failure vulnera-
bilities.

Many of the team's findings resulted from deficiencies in the original design
that had pruiously been undetected. However, other findings related to plant
modifications reflected an inadherence to the Point Beach design basis for the
electrical systems and equipment. The team found that this condition was
caused in part by inadequate design basis docunentation and poor design
controls for perfoming proper engineering evaluations and analyses to support

The team found that the FSAR did not commit to arn-more recent modifications.
1EEE Standards, and that sone modifications were performed without considering

,
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incustry accepted standards. The team also believed that the sell size of the
engineering staf f may also contribute to the incomplete engineering for

imodifications.

With respect to design basis documentation, the team noted that WEPC0 had only
recently completed a steady-state loading shalysis of the energency diesel

The team found that the 3

generators, and a transient analysis did not exist.EDGs would be operating with little or no margin with respect to steady-state;

loading, and that there were additional loads (some specified by the emergency
,
'

operating procedures and some that were not) which were not included as EDG
loads in the load calculation. The team found that this issue must be

-

evalcated in detail to ensure that the diesel generators are capable ofAlso, the team found that astartit.g and carrying all required loads.
transient analysis of diesel generator loading should be conducted. ,

!

Regarding the unavailability of calculations, ANSI Standard N45.2.11-1974,
* Quality Assurance Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants,'
to which WEPC0 is comitted, specifies that design analyses be sufficiently
detailed so that the adequacy of their results can be detettined without
recourse to the originator. The team recognized that several WEPC0 programs

,

'

offered the potential.to address the concern regarding a lack of design )
documents and information. However, these were new programs still in a
preliminary stage.

4.0 MECHANICAL DESIGN REVIEW

The tennireviewed and evaluated the adequacy of design for selected mechanicalThe team reviewed
systems that supported: the electrical distribution system.in detail engineering, licensing, arrd other documents, and inspected systems

The types of documents reviewed included (1) the FSAR andand components.

TechnicalSpecifications,-(2) sele'ctedmodificationsandsafetyevaluations-associated with the emergency diesel generators (EDGs) and associated mechani-
as well as heating, ventilating, and air conditioning

cal support systems,lectrical equipment rooms. (3) mechanical systems calcula-
tions, (ystems for e (5) EDG manufacturer technical manuals, _and (5) WEPCO(HVAC)s

4) drawings
responses to NRC bulletins and infomation notices on EDGs and support systems.

1

4.1 - Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel bil System
,

!

The team identified several deficiencies with the fuel oil and fuel oil trans-
port system for the emergency diesel generators at PBNP.

4.1.1 Seismic Condition !

The PBNP Technical Specifications and basis for availability of the EDGsWEPC0 comitment during
'

*

required that.31,000 gallons of fuel oil be available.
original licensing was that this capacity would be available in a seismic,

However, the fuel oil|

Category 1 structure, the emergengy storage tank. transfer system that transports the fuel oil from the emergency storage tank top
WEPC0 was in the process

the EDGs was only partially qualified as Category I.i

of analyzing the pising located in the fuel oS1 pump house and preliminary
results indicated tiat the piping stresses were above ASME Code a110wable

WEPC0 planned to modify system supports, but did not yet have anyvalues. ,
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,dctailed calculations that the team could review. WEPC0 indicated the piping
'

.in the EDG rooms was originally installed according to architect / engineer
hancbook methods for installing seisnic small-bore piping, and was, therefore,
qua)ified. However, again WEPC0 did not have any calculations that supported
the seismic adequacy of this pipir,g. The team was concerned that the
nonseismic cur.cition of the fuel oil system could interfere with the avail-
ability of the fuel oil in the emergency storage tank under design basis
conditions.

WEPCOAfter considering both the team's concerns and additior,a1 information
perferred a more dttailed evaluation of the fuel oil system imeciately after

WEPCO determined that the system was inoperable and modificothe inspection.
the piping supports before declaring the system operable. Pending review of
WEPC0'scorrectiveactions,theNRCconsidersthisitemunresolved(see
Appendix A, Deficiency 90-201-15).

4.1.2 Quality of fuel Oil

The team reviewed records of test results of fuel oil purchased for the EDGs as
Thewell as for several items that were not classified as safety related.

review revealed that the cloud point of the fuel oil had always exceeded (by 12
to 22 'F) the maximum recommended by the American Society for Testing and

In 1980, WEPC0 comitted to purchase oil toMaterials (ASTM)StandardD975.Records indicated that, although in some cases WEPC0 had notedthis standard. Inthe excessive cloud point, nothing was done to rectify the problem.
extremely cold weather, a high cloud point could interfere with the ability of
thefueloil(1)todraindowndirectlytotheEDGstomeetanAppenoixR
scenario, (2) to replenish the emergency storage tank and(3)toflowtothe
gasturbinerequiredtooperateduringastationblac[out. The records also
indicated that WEPC0 was aware of the discrepant condition with the fuel oil

The team concluded that WEPCO
quality but had not taken correctiye actions. failed to take corrective actions.* The relevant requirement is found in 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix 8. Criterion XVI. Thisitemisunresolved(seeAppendixA,
Deficiency 90-201-16). WEPC0 made an incorrect presentation as to tie safety
significance of the finding at the exit reeting, apparently due to a misreading
of temperature units in the ASTM standard.

.

4.1.3 Upgrade to Safety-Related and ,QA Status

TheteamreviewedWEPCO'sdocuwntedevaluationofNRCInformationNotice(lh)WEPC0 was unable
89-50, ' Inadequate Emergency Diesel Generator fuel Supply."to si.ow that PBNP net the IN recomendation for a 7-day supply of fuel oil
because of inconsistencies in the FSAR and Technical S>ecifications and a lackT1e team noted that WEPCOof a cocumented design basis for fuel oil capacity.
proposed in the evaluation several action items regarding the adequacy of theIn its review of fuel oil capacity, the team was informed byfuel oil supply.
WIPCO that the fuel oil system was not classified as safety related; however,
WEPC0 indicated that it planned to upgrade the system to a safety-related

It was the team's position that because the system performed a safety
The team foundstatus.

function, it should have been classified as safety related.
that WEPCO did not have a procedure to implement such an upgrade, but planned
to use a process similar to one used in a previous upgrade of the spent fuel

The team concluded that WEPC0 failed to describe activities affecting:
pool.
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.The team also reviewed several fuel oil system podifications that tfEPCO per.
.forred in the early 1960s. The modifications had not been classified as QA.
Although the fuel system between the emergency tank and the EDGs was not
classified as QA at the tire of the modifications, WEPC0 had subsequently
upgraded the system to QA status. The team requested the documentation of theThe team was told that no procedurtupgrade including the relevant procedure. J

for implen.enting such an upgrace had been available during the period when the
The team's review of the specific modificationsupgrade was performed.

revealed that WEPC0 could not produce QA required records for material procure-
ment and installation. The team concluded that WEFC0 f ailed to maintain
suf ficient records to furnish evidence of activities affecting quality. The

relevant requirenent is found in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XYll.
90201-18).Thisitemisunresolved(seeAppendixA,Oeficiency

4.1.4 fuel Oil Delivery Under Energency Conditions

The team reviewed Procedure PENP 4.12.22, * fuel 011 Ordering, Receipt & Sanple
1989. The procedureDisposition instruction * Revision 13, dated October 30

provided the nethod of Iuel delivery to one energency diesel generator should
the normal method for transferring fuel oil be unavailable. The team found
several deficiencies with the procedure that related to fuel oil <telivery under
energency conditions:

0 A large number of staggered truck deliveries might be required with short
intervalt to accomplish the required operations, for example, one
7 000 gallon tank truck would be required every 34 hours if the only user
ofthefueloilweretheonedieselgenerator.

The current contractual agreement with the fut:1 supplier did not require aO
7 day inventory at the supplier's premises, or celivery of No.1 Grade
fuel oil during winter months as required by the procedure.

A barreling nozzle and 150 feet of companion hose needed to supply the EDGO
day tank, and required by the procedure, are not available on site and are
not a requirement of the contractual agreement with the fuel supplier.

Until WEPCO solves these problems, the staff considers this item unresolved
i (seeAppendixA, Deficiency 90-201-19.).

.

The original design of the fuel oil system could not deliver oil to the EDG day
tanks in cases of control room inaccessibility or fire in the fuel oil

i

These emergencies could incap&citate both fuel oil transfer pumps.pumphouse.
WEPC0 had sodified the system piping to bypass the fuel oil transfer pumps and:

!

to deliver fuel to the EDG day tanks by draining fuel down from the outside
storage tanks to address these contingencies under the requirements of 10 CFR

By performing a calculation and a test, WEPC0 had estab-i

Part $0, Appendix R. The team reviewed the feasibility of11shed the feasibility of this approach.
the Appendix R scenario and had concerns with WEPCO's calculation and test
results of the approach.

The calculation used a single fuel density and viscosity for the whole,

i 0 Parts of the system were above ground level and exposed to the' system.
elements, while part of the piping buried underground was above the frost
line,
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,Yery low temperatures will substantially impede and even stop the flow of'

O the No. 2 Grade fuel oil currently used in the piping connecting the*

outside storage tanks to the emergency tank. WEPC0 recently experienced
difficulty starting its gas turbine in cold weather. The dif ficulty may
have been caused by the quality of the fu61 011.

O WEPCO nede no provistun for providing fuel oil to the plant's diesel fire
pump day tank.

O Fuel system isometric drawings and calculations for normal flow did net
exist.

Draining will require appropriate valve lineup as well as establishing the0
siphon. Access to the valves following a fire in the fuel oil pump house |

would require retrieval and use of a portable pump stored at another i

location. WEPCO could not demonstrate that these actions could be
i

effectively implemented in a timely manner and did not include the
location and use of the portable pump in the associated procedures.

Pending(additional review by WEPCO and the NRC, this item is considered unre-
-

solved see Appendix A, Deficiency 90-201-20).

4.2 Heating, Yentilating, and Air Conditioning Systems

4.2.1 Battery Room Heating

The amount of heat required to keep the temperature in the battery rooms within
This calculation was

5 degrees of 77 'T was computed in Calculation N-88 033. Local heaters were recently
performed as part of Modificattun Request 87-155.Since the installation, WEPC0 had
installedtoim)1ementthismodification. In adetected that tie temperature in the battery rooms had not been uniform.
memorandum dated Marc 1 20, 1990, WEPC0 identified that the problem had been
caused by the inappropriate location of the heaters and recomended removingThethe existing heaters and installing heaters in the cold air supply duct.,

recomendation was made because the ventilation air was supplied at 45 'F a
The

temperature substantially lower than,the desired temperature of 77 'F.
team concluded that the modification,was ineffective and represented a weakness
in the modification program.

.

4.2.2 EDG Room Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning

WEPCO documented its evaluation of NRC Information Notice 87-09, " Emergency
i

Diesel Generator Room Cooling Design Deficiency," dated February 5,1987, in
NEPB 87-536, dated June 29, 1987, by identifying several deficiencies andWEPC0 indicated that the maximum tempera-recomending solutions to six items.
ture permitted in the EDG room would be exceeded (by 6 'F) and considered this!

l

However, in an internal audit subsequently per-small deviation acceptable.
formed. WEPCO found this higher temperature unacceptable since exceeding the
maximum temperature rating could substantially degrade the performance of the
diesel generators.
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* Additional work established a rcre accurate r.eximum temperature for the EDG

Work Haintenance Tempurary Procedure (WMTP) 9.22 was used to rore' rooms'.
accurately define several parameters of the room temperature calculation under

Using the results of WMPT-9.22, WEPC0 perforred Calcula-various conditions.
tion H-88 034 to derive generator heat losses for the various conditions.
Finally, WEPl.0 used the minimum diesel generator heat losses of Calculation
N-86-034 in Calculation h-88-040, which established that the r4ximum room
temperature would be 118 'F, only 4 'T below the maximum temperatureHowever, the conoitton (one fanrecommended by the diesel manufacturer.

used in N 88-040 was not one of the conditions assessed in N 88-034operating)lso noted that the minimum heat losses used in N-88-040 were approxi-The team a Thismately one-third of the losses recommended by the EDG renufacturer.
nonconservative heat loss resulted in a lower r4ximum ambient temperature.

The team did not have enough time to verify WEPCO's justification for its use
But because the team found that theof the nonconservative heat losses. '

loading of the EDGs was marginal and that operating the diesels in an ambient
temperature above the naximum recommended could reduce the EDG's capacity, this
item remains unresolved pending further review by the NRC (see Appendix A,
Deficiency 90-20121).

4.3 Conclusion

The team's review of mechanical systems design raised significant concerns
regarding the ability of the emergency EDG fuel oil system to provide fuel to
the EDGs under all design conditions. The team found that the complete system

In addition the fuel oil storagewas not seismically designed and installed.
and supply system required by plant Technical Specifications was not considered
by original design to be a safety-related or QA system and the licensee'sThe team also found
programs for upgrading the systems were not documented.that the fuel oil being purchased by the plant did not meet the appropriate
requirenents for quality and, under certain conditions, may not be able to
reach the diesel generator day tanks.

However, it had
WEPC0 was already aware of e6ch of the team's major concerns.
either not fully evaluated the issue or not fully understood the significance.
For example, WEPC0 had evaluated the " seismic condition of the fuel oil system
and found that although rodifications were required there were no concerns with
system operability. After a more det' ailed evaluation based on the team's
concerns WEPC0 found that the system was inoperable. WEPC0 was also aware of
the high cloud point for the fuel oil but had not issued a nonconforranceSuch an evaluation was particularly
report nor fully evaluated the deficiency.
important because, for certain plant conditions, WEPC0 was relying on a gravity
drain supply and the feasibility of the gravity drain process under coldThese are further examples ofweather conditions was not well supported.
weaknesses in WEPCO's engineering support.

5.0 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND TESTING REVIEWS
TheThe team reviewed instc11ed portions of the EDS and associated subsystems.

review included walkdown inspections of various safety-related electrical
components and an assessment of the associated procedures, reintenance orders,
instructions, and drawings. In general, the cleanliness and quality of plant
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. installations were acceptable. Electrical system components and associated
hardware were in good condition and gave evidence of conscientious maintenance
and housekeeping activities. The team, hw ever, did idt.ntify several specific
design, testing, and installation deficiencies. These issues and pertinent (

J

responses from WLpCO are discussed in the following sections.
,

5.1 Equipment Walldown Inspections

The physical walkoown of plant equiprent consisted of an examination of
selected components within the EDS. The team compared the installed configura- |

tion of these components with the requirerents of design docucents for such |

attributes as location, orientation, system interf ace, rating, typ, and size.
Additionally, the team reviewed maintenance end calibratiun activities jassociated with the select 20 equipment.

1

5.1.1 Separation of Redundant Division Cables

The team examined the installation of Class IE cables associated with portions
of the EDS and identified a Aer of cable installations which did not comply
with the requirenents of f N ns 7.2 and 8.2 of the FSAR. These two sections
prohibited the routirg of ' adant Class 1E cables in the same raceway. The
team noted that thrte Clas: cables in conduit JJ-1 had been routed from
division A cable tray JJ'' '- ivision P, cable tray JE02, thus resulting in
division A circuits rom m 9h both division A and B cable trays. WEPC0
indicated that, althou@ 't + *iag ns not consistent with the FSAR comit-
ment, the subject circuit :.c n q, perforr.ed a safety-related function and

.

that the condition appear, c t < .*esult of a construction error. The team
then asked WEPC0 to search r "w 'omaterized cable database in order to
determine if additional defb q. ced with respect to cable separation.
The resultant computer report Inut J 4 c at 25 raceways contained cables of
redundant safety divisions. T he ~c< a luded that these installations did.

not meet requirenents for system rb%nJancy and separation. The relevant
requirerents are found in GDCs 20 and 23. This item remains unresolved (see
Appendix A, Deficiency 90201-22).

The team also asked WEPC0 to perform a functional analysis of the affected
Class 1E cables to determine if any potential conditions for comon-mode
failure existed. During the inspection, WEPCO was able to complete a partial
review of the 25 raceways and associa'ted cables. From this review, WEPCO
oetermined that cables 2C2MA0120 and ZD2RA0120, which were redundant division
cables for the automatic start circuit for the Unit 2 turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump, had been routed in the same conduit. These circuits sense an
undervoltage condition on the redundant 4160-Vac busses 2-A01 and 2-A02 to
initiate an automatic start signal which opens steam supply valves 2-2019 and|

2-2020 to the auxiliary feedwater pump tursine. Thus, a single failure of any
!

cable within the conduit could impact redundant control functions and defeat
the undervoltage automatic start signal for the auxiliary feedwater pump.
Af ter this concern was identified, WEPCO issued NCR N 90-058 to docurent and
correct this deficiency and placed Unit 2 in a Technical Specification limiting|

'

condition for operation (LCO). The team concluded that this installation
|

violated the requirerents for redundancy and separation. The relevant require-,

nents are found in GDCs 20 and 23. This item remains unresolved (seet

Appendix A, Deficiency 90-201-23).
:

I
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. The team also identified several nonsafety-relatto cables which were routed
, through both divisions of engineered safety features raceway. Examples of this

deficiency included:

0 Nonsafety-related circuits in cable tray C009 were routed through
division A cable tray CQ14 and division 8 cable tray CQ08

O Nonsafety related cable 04102A was routed from division A cable tray JJ11
to division B cable tray JE02.

The team noted that the configurations observed were not directly prohibited by
the FSAR, which pemitted routing of non-Class 1E and Class IE cables through
the same r6ceway. However, the team found that the intent of 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix A GDC 39 and prudent engineering practices would avoid bridging
redundant Class 1E raceways with non-Class IE circuits.

The team also was ccmcerned about the accuracy of the cottputerized raceway
loading and cab h routing program. WEPCO's response to cable routing deficien-
cies inoicated that conduit JJ-1 contained only three cables. However, on
inspection of the conduit, the team found that two additional cables were

Several additionalpresent which were not shown on the computer database.
errors were noted during review of this database. However, WEPC0 did not
corrnit to evaluating the database for errors.

5.1.2 Cable Damage

During a walkdown inspection, the team observed that a condensate receiver tank
vent was venting steam on to safety-related cable trays JE06, JE07, TV12, and
TV13. The team inspected the cables in the affected trays and noted that the
jackets of a number of single conduttor cables showed signs of deterioration
and, in one case, the jacket had p,eeled back, exposing the inner insulation.
Other cables in the trays were discolored. The team questioned WEPCO and
determined that the licensee was aware of the venting steam and that the
condition had existed for many years. However, WEPC0 had not investigated the
effect of the steam on the safety-related cables. A deterioration of
safety-related cables could result in cable faults and could prevent the end
devices connected to the affected cables from performing their intended safety
functions. .

,

As a result of this finding, WEPC0 inspected the cables and detemined that the
most severely darnaged cables were connected to nonsafety-related loads. WEPCO ,

were within one
also stated that the remaining cables were safety related,ly following thetrain and showed no obvious evidence of damage. Imediate
inspection, WEPC0 issued NCR 90-056 to evaluate the cables and determine what
actions to be taken. In the interim, WEPCO stated thht it intended to wrap.the
affected cables in an effort to com>ensate for insulation damage and to

The team concluded that WEPCOminimize any further effects from tie steam.
failed to promptly identify and correct a known nonconforming condition with a
safety-related installation. The relevant requirement is f>und in 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI. This item remains unresolved (see
Appendix A, Deficiency 90-201-24).
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i 5.1.3 Switchgear
'

The team performed a walkdown inspection of vital 480 Y6c and 4160-Vac
switchgear. The team also examined portions of the 125-Vdc system including
station batteries, associated static inverters, and de distribution cabinets.
On the basis of this examination, the team concluded that vital switchgear'

components havo been installed in accordance with requirements. However, the
tele identified a deficiency in the 125-Vdc systeni. Output breakers 72-104 and
72 204 for battery chorger D 09 could be closed at the same time, thus
connecting redLndant vital batteries D-05 and 0-06 electrically. Although
simultaneous chsure was prohibited by Procedure 01-33, WEPCO, by letter, had
comitted to th e NRC in 1980 to install a mechanical interlock between the
circuit breaker.. The licensee planned a modification to install the interlock
next year. The team concluded that WEPCO's untimeliness in implementing the1

comitment was another example of a weakness in WEPCO's engineering support
program.>

,

5.1.4 Transformers and Tap Settings'

The team performed a walkdown of the s.ain pwer transformers, station auxiliary
transformers, the 480-Vac, and 4160-Vac transformers. The team reviewec
transformer tap settings and physically verified tap configuration on thet

480-Vac and 4160-Yac transformers. The team found no deficiencies or other
i concerns in this area.

5.1.5 Motor-Operated Valves

The team examined three safety-related velves and associated wiring during the
inspection. The examination comparef installed configuration with the require-
ments of applicable piping and instrumentation diagrams, schematics, and wiring
disgren.s. The team noted that WEPCO's program for maintenance and testing of
motor-operated valves (MOVs) had greatly benefited from a knowledgeable and
dedicated engineering staff. Interviews with PBNP engineering personnel
demonstrated a thorough understanding of MOV operation, component weaknesses,
and the actions required to ensure reliable component operation.

The examination of safety injection section blast valve !$1-8260 disclosed a
deficiency in wiring of the actuator limit switch. Detail MM of Connection
Diagram E-98, Sheet 10, Revision 12,16howed a jumper between limit switch
rotor 1 (terminal point 1C) and rotor 3 (terminal point 11C). The jumper in
question provided valve position indication to the control room. The team
observed that this jumper had not been installed, in response to this observa-
tion, WEPCO indicated that an NCR would be written to document the ceficiencyWEPC0 also notea that positionand install the missing limit switch jumper.
for this valve was indi;ated inrough the open side of the actuator torque
switch. This was confirmed by the team through examination of valve position
indicator lights in the control room. The team concluded that the missing
jumper, although an installation deficiency, was of minimal safety significance
and WEPCO's comitment was sufficient to resolve the problem.

suction for the
residual heat removal system heat exchanger) and ISI-825A151-871B (containment spray pump (refueling waterThe examination of valves

storage tank tt; safety injection pump) disclosed no additional deficiencies.
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|5.1.6 Pump Motors4

j The team raviewed installation and maintenance of the motors for the component
; cooling wetar pump 1 P11A, safety injection pump 1-P15B, and charging pump

1-P28. The team compared nameplate data for codt1 number, horseponer, service
rating, insu'ation class, ',oltage, and current with the requirerents of app 11-
cable design doeurxhts. The team also reviewed pump and rootor serformance
curves supplied by the manufacturer. These reviews indicated t1at the subject
pump mutors were adequately sizec f or system requirements and that routine
maintenance activities hed been consistently implemented. The team did not
identify any deficiencies or other concerns in this area.

5.1.7 Emergency Diesel Generators

The team reviewed maintenance and test activities associated with EDGs G-01 and
G-02. The review focused upon both historical and current work activities in
order to gain a thorough understanding of EDG perfortunce and reliability. The
te6m also examined WEPCO's enaluation of several ARC informaticn notices
relating to maintenance and operation of plant EDGs. In general, the team
considered these evaluations to be technically sound and confirmed that correc-
tive actions, when required, had been properly impler:ented. After reviewing
these activities, the team concluded that the EDGs had been installed anc

,

maintained in accordance with tr.aintenance requirerents.'

The team also monitured WEPCO's performance of the EDG biweekly test, TS-2.
Specific observations relating to this test are found in Section 5.2.4 of this
report.

5.2 Equipment Testing -

,

5.2.1 Circuit-Breaker Testing '
.

The team reviewed WEPC0 programs for periodic testing of circuit breakers. All
480-Vac Westinghouse DB-25, 50, and 75 safety-related circuit breakers and the
4160-Yac breakers were tested annually; however, molded case circuit breakers
were not tested periodically. The tepm reviewed the FM task sheets, which are
part of WEPCO's Computerized History and Maintenance Planning System (CHAMPS).
The PM task sheets contained the *Callup Instructions," which stated to
' inspect, maintain, and multi-arnp [ current test) breakers, per Westinghouse
Bulletin 1B33-850-3C." The team noted that the Westinghouse instruction did
not include procedures for circuit breaker overcurrent testing. WEPC0 stated
that overcurrent testing was performed in accorcance with procedures contained
in the technical manual for the Multi-Amp current tester and acceptance crite-
ria were contained on data sheets kept by the electrical foreman. Each
specific breaker had a corresponding data sheet with test and acceptance
criteria for trip currents and tires that were provided by the engineering
organization. Although the team reviewed several completed data sheets and
found no specific deficiencies it considered it prudent to develop a formal
test procedure. Inaedition,Itwasunclearastowhatfutureperiodictesting
would be performed after the modifications to install Amptector trip devices
into all Westinghouse 08-25, 50, and 75 circuit breakers are complete.

!

:
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*As a' result of these concerns, WEPCO presided draft costes of procedures for
| performing overcurrent testing using the Multi-Amp mac11ne and for performing

testing using the Anptector. These procedures were already under developrent
?

at the start of the inspection and were not reviewed by the inspection team.
The te6tu also expressed concern that no periodic testing has being perforced on

'

ec1ded case circuit breakers. Trip times for these breakers can change as a1

An unidentified change
result of changes in lubrication and spring constants.
in performance of these breakers could compromise the plant's protective

'

coordination schere. However, the team recognized that the NRC has no
requirements for testing colded case circuit breakers although sore licensees
art identifying certain safety-related rolded case breakers for periodic

.

|

testing. l4

5.2.2 Reiny Calibration'

The team reviewed the docunents and procedures relative to the calibration of
key safety related protective relays at PENP.

These relays included the
4160 Vac undervoltage relays, the 4160-Yac degraded grid voltage relays, and
the 4160-Vac overcurrent relays. From this review, the team determined that
although the relays were apparently being calibrated

seriodically, these
I

calibrations were being performed by a non-nuclear WE)CO organization Iccated
As a result, the calibrations were not being performed

,

Iin Appletun, Wisconsin.
in accordance with a nuclear QA program. The team found deficiencies in the
areas of procedures, calibration tolerances, calibration test equiprent,The team concluded that WEPCO failed to properly
procurement, 6nd trending.
document and control activitics affecting quality. Tht relevant requirementsThis item
are found in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criteria IV, Y,)and XI.
remainsunresolved(seeAppendixA,. Deficiency 90-201-25 .

5.2.3 120-Vac Inverter Surveillance
The team perforced a walkdown inspection ano reviewed associated surveillanceThe team found that
procedures for the Westinghouse and Elgar inverters.
Routine Maintenance Procedure (RMP) 36 for the Westinghouse inverters was
generally adequate, except for the fact that inverter output oscilloscopicThe team found that this
traces were being manually recorded oit data sheets.
method was inaccurate and did not len,d itself to easy trending or evaluation of

in addition, the team identified several deficiencies with
First, this procedure did not require that thethe output data,

RMP-45 for the Elgar inverters. Second, the procedure did not includeoscilloscopic output traces be recorded. This
a check or a calibration of the inverters' low-voltage shutdown circuit.
circuit could prematurely shut down the inverters and should be checked at

The team concluded that WEPCO failed to translate allagular intervals. The relevant requirement is found in
desi p information into site procedures. This item remains unresolved (see10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, Criterion Ill.
Appendix A Deficiency 90-201-26).

5.2.4 Emergency Diesel Generator Testing
This test

The team monitored the performance of the biweekly EDG test TS-2.
assessed the operational readiness of EDG G02 and fulfilled testing require-
ments for diesel air valves CV-3058A and CV-3058B, as required by Section XI of

The test placed EDG G02 in an exercise mode and initiated a|

the ASME Code. The team monitored test| cold start and 1-hour run of the diesel engine.
;

|
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'sctiv'ities from the control room and at the EDG. The team noted that station
operators had properly reviewed and verified the test prerequisites ducribed
in 15-2. Aoditionally, the team's review of in-arecess test activities indi-
cated that station o erators were f amiliar with

:DG test requirerents and
thurvugh in their im lementation of those require.ents.

The team identified one concern regarding the verification and signoff of
Test Procedure 15-2 required the signature of only onesequent 161 test steps.

party before proceeding with additional test activities. This process did not
reflect the usual industry pr6ctice of a two-party signoff and could lead to
equipment damage or personnel injury if test steps were overlooteo or
improperly perf orn.d out of sequence.

5.2.5 Battery Testing
*

The team reviewed the performance and surveillance test activities for vital
The review included Test Procedure R-5 for service testingstetton betteries.

of battery 0-05 and Maintenance Proceoure RMP-46 entitled ' Station Battery."
Additionally, the team reviewed acceptance tests associated with the replace-
ment of batteries D-05 and D-06. No deficiencies were identified with the
acceptance tests; however, the team determined that yearly service tests were

Based on a previous Region ill concern, the NRC staffnot currently planned.
is reviewing the issue of battery testing requirerents for PEhP.

In addition, the team noted a deficiency in RMP-46: the procedure lacked
The team concludedacceptance criteria for the ground resistance check.

that, although the procedure provided guidance for measuring and calculating
grouno resistance, it did not provide acceptance criteria or limits for the
calculated values. The relevant reg'utrenent is found in 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, Criterion XI. This item rer.ains unresolved (see Appendix A,
Deficiency 90-201-27).

5.3 Equiprent kodifications

5.3.1 Modification of Circuit Ereakers
TheteamreviewedSpecialMaintenanceProcedure(SMP)975fortheupgradeandThe old
replacement of the overloads for Westinghouse DB-50 circuit breakers.
overloads were operated by an air-type diaphragm and are not as reliable as the
new electronic Amptector devices being installed. The procedure contained no
specific instructions for performing the modification but rather referenced

33-850-60. The team reviewed theWestinghouse Instruction Bulletin
Westinghouse bulletin and found the instructions adequate for completing the

SMP-975 contained instructions for perfoming a full-current injectionwork.
test using the Multi-Amp tester after completion of the modification but beforeThe test was consid-
the circuit breakers are reinstalled in their cabinets.
ered adequate for postmodification testing.

In addition, the team reviewed Modiiication Recuest (MR) 87-034, which con-
tained the engineering proposals, coments anc: stpporting doeurents for
performance of this modification. The modificatin request was found to be
thorough; all aspects of the modification were coniidered, including seismic
qualification, coordination effects, and comercir1-grade versus safety-related

The corresponding purchase order (PO C45129) to Westinghouse forprocurement.
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the Nnptector overload devices was reviewed end found to contain all pertinent
'

j references to A>pendix B to 10 CFR Part 50, IEEE 344, ard 10 CFR Part 21.
- Setpoints for tie new Amptector overload devices were determined by matching

the settings to those on the previous mechanical overloads. In addition, sone
,

[ aditional review of coordination was done by the WEPC0 protection engineering
div; tion for selected oevices.'

| 5.3.2 Ca.ble Modifications

The team rev!ewed activities associated with two plant modifications. Modifi-
cation Packap f-250 provided details for the installation of electrical cables

i and associated racewys within the Unit I containeent building and isnplemented
.

the requirements of several specific plant upgrades. including the containment'

air temperature upgrade and the core exit thermocouple upgrade. Modification
Package E-25E provided similar details for installation of cable and raceways
within the auxiliary building. A limited review of work activities associated
with these modifications disclosed no design or intt611ation deficiencies.'

i The test. noted that the modification packages included design and installation
i requirenents more stringent than those specified in the FSAR. Of particular

interest were references to Standards lEEE 384-1974 and IEEE 383-1974. These
nuclear industry standards provided guidance for the design and installation of
systems which require physical independence and qualification of Class 1E
equipment and reterials. Comitment to these standards suggested that some.

1

recent plant modifications included current industry practices.;

5.4 Conclusion'

in general, the team found electrica'l installations to be adequate. However,
t;ie team's examination of the installation and testing of electrical
distribution system components revealed several significant deficiencies. Of
particular concern were the deficiencies identified in the routing of Class 1E
cables. These cable routing deficiencies were violations of the plant
licensing requirements and FSAR cocinitments. The lack of a proper quality
program for testing of safety-related relays also was seen as a major
prograrmatic weakness. In addition, the lack of molded case circuit breaker
testing could compromise the plant's , protective coordination scheme.

6.0 ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT REVIEW

6.1 Programs and Procedures

6.1.1 Engineering Interfaces

The team reviewed and evaluated the acequacy of the procedures that govern the
relationships between the various engineering organizations, both corporate and
site. The team's review included interviews with key personnel. The following
ujer program areas were considered:

O procedure writing and input
0 procurement and spare parts
O surveillance
0 Technical Specifications
O mainteriance
O design

25
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.The taam found no specific discrapancies in its review of the documentedi

; programs for engineering relationships. However, the team noted a weakness in
the proteoure for temporary modifications during the review of the engineering'

involvement in design anc the relatad review of the design procedures. This
wtakness is documentad in Section 6.1.2 which follows.

,

6.1.2 Design Procedures

The team reviewed and evaluated the adequacy of the design control procedures
includin dated October 13, 1989;
QP 3 2, g QP 3-1, 'Modif t:ation Requests,' Revision 3 Design Control,' Revision 4, dated March 1. I990; QP 3 6, ' Calculation

: Preparation Review & Approval," Revision 2, dated October 13, 1989; and P8NP
>

4.17, " Temporary Modifications," Revision 12, dated March 23, 1990.'

The team found procedure QP 3-1 for modification requests was complete and that
the corporate staff and the plant staff work to the same procedure. The

process was considered a strength, since it simplified the of ten complex
enginearing relationships between the participating design organizations.
However, the team considered the plant's temporary mooification procedure,
PENP 4.17, to be weak, since no design organization was responsible for the
procedure and the procedure did not prescribe an adequate level of design

;

control. For example:
.

O The procedure was not enveloped by QP 3-1, * Modification Requests.'

0 Responsibilities and relationships for the effected individuals and
organizations were not defined.

.

~

O The initiator of the temporary modification datermined if a 10 CFR 50.59
review was required; QP 3-1 requires the modification engineer to make
that determinatior.

O The requirements for a technical reviewer were not the same as in QP 3-1;
that is, possession of an appropriate engineering degree, appropriate
training, and documented basis for personnel qualification.

O The engineering organization may, not be involved in specifying installa-
tion instructions and did not provide the testing requirements or accep-
tance criteria, which are design control items.'

6.1.3 Procedures for Upgrading System Status

in reviewing the QA status of the fuel oil transfer system, the team found that
before November 12,1957,.there were no procedures for upgrading systems from.
non-QA to QA status. Revision 0 of procedure QP 2-1, ' Upgrading of Non-QA
Scope Systems or Components to QA Scope Status," became of factive on
hovecter 12, 1987. The team found this two-page procedure _ inadequate,
providing essentially no guidance for such an upgrade. The team was then given
the draft of Revision 1 of QP 2 1. The team did not review this draft in
detail, but noted that it appeared to be a marked improvement over Revision 0.
The team was also given the draft of Revision 0 of Procedure QP 4 2, " Technical ,

Evaluation of Replacement items.' This procedure described requirements and
responsibilities for performing part classification, equivalency evaluations,
and commercial-grade procurement and dedication. This procedure was to be used
in conjunction with Q) 4-1, ' Procurement of QA Scope Goods and Services.'

'
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' Again, in reviewing the nonsafety related status of the fuel oil system, the
team f ound that there were no procedures for upgrading a system from nonstfety-
related status to safety-relatto status. WEPC0 indicated it did not plan to
write such a procedure.

6.1.4 Maintenance History

The team reviewed and evaluated the adequacy of the established system for the
control of maintenance history including the use of the Computerized History
and Maintenance Planning System (CHAMPS) and interviews witi key personntl.

.

The team had no concerns in this inspection area.

6.1.5 Trending

The team reviewec ano evaluated the adequacy of the trending program relative
to electrical maintenance. This review included the use of CHAMPS, aoniinistra-
tive control systems, selected completed work requests, and interviews with

The team was satisfied with the trencing program with one excep-personnel.
tion: root causes were poorly docurented and in sone cases the failure necha-
nism was erroneously docunented as the root cause of failure. The team
considsred this a weakness in the program.

6.2 WEPCO Action on Comitnents and Concerns

6.2.1 In-Service Testing Program for EDG fuel Oil System

A letter. from C.W. Fay (WEPCO) to 1.G. Colbourn (NRC), dated April 2,1987,
discussed the in-service testing (IST) program for pumps and valves at PBNP,
Units 1 and 2. Item 7e of the lette'r addressed exclusion of the " Emergency
Diesel Generator fuel Oil Transfer, Pumps and All Active Inline Valves to Supply
the Day Tank," from PBNP's IST program. In support of its effort to exclude
the pumps and valves between the bulk storage tanks and the day tanks from IST,

"The inventory of diesel fuel necessary to mitigate an. EPC0 stated that:W
accident or to shut down a unit to a safe-condition is contained within the day
tanks and base tanks for each engine.' Each day and base tank had a capacity
of approximately 450 gallons. The statenent in the letter was not consistent
with the plant's Technical Specifications, which required a fuel supply of

The 11,000 gallons essentially represented the11,000 gallons to be available.
capacity of the energency fuel tank (12,000 gallons when completely full).

In the same sectiun of the letter, WEPCO stated that: 'The emergency diesel
generator fuel oil transfer system pumps and valves located between the bulk-
storage tank and the day tanks are not safety relited. Therefore, the
emergency diesel generator fuel oil transfer pumps and active inline valves to
su) ply the day tar.ks should not be included in our IST program." However,

WE)CO had since reconsidered the safety classification of the system and was in
It was the team's assessment thatthe process of establishing an IST arogram.

as evidenced by the above letter, WEPC0 had misstated its comitments and engi-
neering requirements.
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*6.2.2' Responses to NRC Bulletins and Inforration Notices
4

Several of WEPCO's responses to NRC bulletins and information notices are
!

covered in the appropriate sections of this report. Sore additional responses
1

that the team reviewed are addressed in this section,
f

I IE Bulletin 63-03, dated March 10, 1503, addressed check valve failures in the
raw water cooling systems of diesel generators. This bulletin was a followup

i to lli 82-08 on check valve f 611ures in diesel generator engine cooling systems.
In response to this bulletin,-the Executive Vice President of WEPCO stated in a

: letter to J.G. Keppler of NRC Region 111, dated June 6,1983, that: 'We have
verified that there are no check volves in the flow path of cooling water for:
the diesel generators.' This response failed to consider the system's intake
. check valves, licensee has since established an in service test for thesewhich were specifically listed as a concern in the bulletin.However, the
valves.

1

Molded-CaseCircuitBreakers.ponsetoNRCBulletin88-10,'NonconformingOriginally, WEPCO determined that 57 of 94The team reviewed WEPCO's res

breakers being maintained as spares could not be traced to the original equip-
rent sanufacturer. As a result, all breakers installed since 1983 were
reviewed for traceability. From this review,116 additional breakers that
could not be treced were identified. The majority of these 116 breakers were
installed in two auxiliary system instrument panels, one in Unit 1 and one in
Unit 2. Justifications for continued operation (JCOs) were written for these
116 breakers. WEPC0 was replacing these breakers with traceable breakers
procured as saf ety-related equipment from the original manufacturer. The team
reviewedPurchaseOrder(PO) 140378 to square D Company for 189 replacement
breakers and P0 157849 to Westinghouse for 6 replacement breakers. The pur-

:

! chase orders properly included references to 10 CFR Part 50, A>pendix 6. In
addition, the purchase orders required the vendors to supply tie applicable
time-current curves which delineate the performance characteristics of the
circuit breakers.

The team reviewed WEPC0 evaluation of IN 89-21. " Changes in Performance Charac-
teristics of Molded Case Circuit Breakers.' The information notice concerned
changes made by vendors to the performance characteristics of molded casei

circuit breakers without notifying the customers of these changes and without ,

"

changing the part numbers. The team noted that WEPC0 had taken appropriate
>

action by requesting new time-current curves for breakers during procurement.
.

I 6.2.3 Responses to Other Concerns

As a result of its inspection of the main fuel oil storage tanks on
September 30, 1988, WE)CO identified a potential problem described in P8M
89-0125. dated February 1,1909. The drain line on the bottom of the tank was
susceptible to rupture from freezing or other causes. Such a rupture would
empty both storage tanks of fuel oil. An engineering analysis was recommended,

,

i

in P8M 89-0222, dated February 23, 1989, several recomendations were made for
alleviating this problem. However, none had yet been implemented.

,

The team found that the swing battery charger for batteries DOS and 006 did not
have an interlock for its output circuit breakers. WEPCO had committed to the
NRC, in 1980, to install the interlock. At the time of the inspection, WEPCO
was planning to install the interlock in 1991.
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6.3 * Conclusionj .

4 Although the procedures contro111r.g the engineering program were generally:

complete, the team identified several weaknesses. The team found that the
*

i
ter.porary modification procedure did not incluce rany of the requirerents of
similar or controlling procedures. Procedures for upgrading the QA ar.d safetyi

status of systems were weak and soce were absent. There was no effective
,

j
procedure for upgrading systems from non-QA to QA status, and no procedure
existed for nonsafety-related systems to the safety-related category.3

i

! In addition, several letters to the NRC and responses to NRC bt,11etins were not
i compictely adequate. Several WEPCO replies either misst6ted comitrents or

engineering basis, or missed key eierents of the bulletin. The team also notedi~
10 years af ter WEPCO's comitment to the NRC to install circuit breaker inter.

*

locks on a battery charger, the interlocks still were not in place. |
'

1
'

7.0 OVERALL CONCLUS10NS.

| The team identified a largt number of significant problems from its review of a
relatively snell 56r..ple of the electrical distribution system and supportj The nunber and significance of the findings prevented the team fron.systems.;
initially determining that the systems were capable of performing their safety1

functions under all design basis conditions. The three major issues that
raised the must concern about operability were (1) emergency diesel generator

i loading, (2) seismic capabilities of the energency diesel generator fuel oil
Thesystem, and (3) redundant division cables routed in the same raceway.

,

i actions taken by WEPC0 imediately following the inspection and discussed at :

the exit meeting on April 17, 1990, alleviated the irreciate operability |
-

concerns for these three issues. -

|

|
However, the deficiencies identified by the team indicated general weaknesses
in several areas: (1) design and modification deficiencies in the EDG and
125-Vdc systems -(2) lack of available design and engineering information.

;

! (3) design features where a single failure can disable redundant equipnent, and
| (4) engineering support that did not fully evaluate design or changes to

design. The first weaknesses noted were the deficiencies in the emergency
i diesel generators and fuel systems,-and'the batteries and 125-Vdc system.

Because of PBNP's design (only two ED.Gs and two safety-related batteries sharedWithin theby both units), these two systems have utmost safety significance.
j

EDG system the team found the steady-state loading of the diesels to be
marginalwIththepotentialtobeexceeded. In addition, no transient analysis

'

The fuoi oil transfer system between theexisted for the dynamic EDG' loading.i
seismic emergency storage tank anc the seismic day tanks was not seismically
designed and installed, and the fuel oil quality did not ewet the a?propriate

Finally, a voltage level interlock described in the rSAR and
requirements.
system logic diagrams was not part of the EDG inst 611ation.

The team's findings in the 125-Vdc system included a nonconservative calcula-
tion for sizing replacement batteries. The float voltage for the batteries,'

exceeded the manufacturer's recomendation and component ratings. The proce-
dure for seasuring ground resistances on the system did not include acceptance
criteria or limits, and the significance of such seasurements was not
evaluated. The maximum available short circuit current was not determined wheni

29 ,
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' circu'it breakers were replaced on the system and the circuit breakers were
replaced because of a recently cisclosed problem with the de breakers not '

h6ving a maximum fault interrupting capability. The final resolution for the'

main oc bus breakers was still being reviewed by the licenste,
l

'he second area of weakness was the unavailability of design docurents. The
team's review cf the adequacy of the electrical distribution system was corp 11-
cated by the 16ck of adequate and complete calculations and analysis. The team
could not confirm ratings of certain equiprent or determine fault currents to

1 equipment. A steady state load calculation for the EDGs did not exist until
the inspection and a transient analysis had not been perforced. In adcition,
calculations for many device setpoints did not exist. The team recognized that
WEPC0 had several existing programs for addressing these concerns in the
future. However, the programs represented recent and preliminary efforts and

,

their effectiveness could not be evaluated. ,

The third weakness the team identifitd was in the plant design itself. The
team recognized that PBNP was desit,ned and built in the late 1960s and early
1970s and would not reet current standards for design and construction.'

However, the team did not expect to find such a large nurber of design def t-
ciencies in its relatively small s mple. Although the plant was designed to
meet the requirements for withstanding the effects of a single failure, the
team icentified a number of concitions that, given a single failure could
jeopardizeredundantequipmentrequiredforsafeoperationoftheplant. Three
of these conditions were the result of original design and two conditions were
the result of plant modification. Ironically, two of the examples had been
reviewee and modified by WEPC0 to eliminate other single failure problems.
These conditions included (1) the routing of redundant safety-related cables in
the sanc raceway, (2) single-failure' of the tie breater between the redund6nt

(3) pptential seismic failure of the knife
safety-related 480-V busses,l power to the safety-related 4160-V switchgear,switches providing de contro
and (4) potential f ailure of redundant 120-Yac channels from an automatic
shutoff feature on new inverters.

The fourth area of weakness the team identified was the engineering support
provided to PBhP. Several of the team's findings indicated that WEPCO engi-
neering groups did not evaluate design adequacy or establish adequate bases for
certain changes or modifications to the plant. The findings also indicated
that when WEPCO identified a problem with original design, the full extent of

the problem or the possibility (of other similar problems was not always1) not developing a full load profile for sizingi

Examples includedaddressed.i
replacerent batteries, (2) not determining the maximum available short-circuit
current when replacing de system circuit breakers and batteries, (3) not fully
evaluating the affects of excessively high battery float voltages, and (4) not
evaluating the affects of fuel oil that did not seet quality requirements.
Other examples of weaknesses in the engineering support program included
(1) performing some modifications without considering industry-standard prac-
tices, (2) adding incorrect information into emergency operating procedures,

procedure, and (4) y-related status of systems without a controlling program orpermitting adverse conditions to exist in the plant for over(3) upgrading safet

10 years. The team concluded that a lack of design basis doeurents and design

|
|

|
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|infort.ation contr$buted to the weaknesses it found in the engineering program.
,

| The team also believed that the limited size of the engineering staff
contributed to the weaknesses with engineering support.

i

8.0 EX1T HEETING

The NLC held an exit reeting with Wisconsin Electric Power Company renagement4

or, April 17, 1990. The retting was held at WEPCO's corporate offices in
.'

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Appendix B to this report identifies the WEPCO and NRC
personnel who attended the reeting. The team's enore significant findings and
the team's contiusions were discussed. WEPCO described the actions it took

: imediately following the inspection and the status of r.any of the team's
Of particul6r interest to the hRC were the orarabilityfindings and concerns.

determinations that WEPCO tr.ade regarding diesel generator loading, seismic ,

-

'

condition of the diesel fuel oil system, and cable separation deficiencies. I
Licensee actions toten after the close of the inspection period were not

i
evaluated by the team and are not addressed in this report.

!
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UNRESOLVED DEFICIENCIES

The f ollowing deficiencies are those the team idi;ntified that require
eddition61 review or 6ction by WEPCO or hRC to fully resolve or to verify
corrective action. The deficiencies have been it.dividually numbered and are
c16ssified as unresolved or open items. The section numbers identified in each .

'

deficiency title refer to the inspection report section in which the ceficiency
is cincussed. The associated requirements from 10 CFR Part 50 and comititents
f rom the Final 56fety Analysis Report (FSAE) are identified for each
deficiency. The references to the General Design Criteria are the requirements
to which WEPC0 comitted in its TSAR.
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DEFICIENCY 90-201 01'-

I
Deficiency Title: Noncunservative Diesel Generatur Steacy-State Loading

I~~~

Calculation
(Unresolved item - Section 3.1.1.1)

Description of Condition:
!

The safety-)related ac electrical loads applied to the trergency diesel genero-tors (EDGs during the injection and recirculation phases of accident mitiga-
tion are identified and tabulated in the final Safety Analysis Report (fSAR)

)Table 8.2-1, * Emergency Diesel Generator Loading following Loss of Coolant
*Ereraency Diesel Generator LoadingAccident injection Phase,* and Table 8.2-2

FollowingLossofCoolantAccidentRecirculationPhase." The team reviewedstate leading on each EDG
Calculation OS70 103-011, which determined the steady-(LOCA) in one unit and a(G-01ancG-02)followingaloss-ofcoolantaccident Calcula-shutdown of the other unit concurrent with the loss of offtsite power.
tion 0870-103-011, page 49A, showed that the worst-case steady-state loading
scenario was the loncing on EDG G-02 following a LOCA in Unit 1 and the shut-
cown of Unit 2. For this case the loading on EDG G-02 was calculated to be

0 97.8 percent of 2000-hr/yr rating, injection phase
0 94.1 percent of 200-hr/yr rating, injection p1ase
0 103.1 percent of 2000 hr/yr rating, recirculation phase
0 99.2 percent of 200-hr/yr rating, recirculation phase

The team noteo that the steady-state diesel generator loadinp analysis per-
forned in Calculation 0B70-103-011 wasbasedontheassumption(Assumptien
No. 13 g) that the containment recir~culation fans for the shutdown unit to be
used during an accident were not automatically or manually started and, there-The load tabulation infore, were not running during the &ccident scenario.
the calculation indicated that the loading for containment fans IW-00101 and
1W-00101 (fed from 480-Vatc bus IE04) was 124.3 kW each for the faulted unit;
the loading for containrent fans 2W-00101 and 2W-00101 (fed from 480-Yac bus
2804) was 0.0 kW f or the non-f aulted unit.

However, the FSAR Tables 8.2-1 and
8.2-2 require that one containment fan in the non-faulted unit (identified as a
25-kW load) be manually st6rted in the injection phase and continue running in,

| *

the recirculation phase.'

0870-103-011 was not conservative becauseThe team determined that Calculation
it asscmed that a containment fan for the non-faulted unit was not operating
curing the injection anc recirculation phases of the accident and, therefore,
did not include the fan as a diesel generator load.

Plant personnel told the team that the plant emergency operating procedures forThethe non-faulted unit did not exclude starting a single containmens fan.
team also was told that the actual current that a containment fan draws during
normal continuous operation was 82 A. This value represented a 61.3-kW load.
The addition of this load onto diesel generator G-02 (as corrnitted to in the
FSAR) during the recirculation phase would increase the loading from
99.2 percent to 101.27 percent based on the 200-hr/yr rating.

|
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* Requirerents ar.d Conmitt.+nts:

FSAR Section 8.2.3 (page 6.2-13), " Load Evaluation, Diesel Generators.' states
; that 'each diesel generator will be sizeo to start and carry the engineered

safvty features required for an acceptable post-blomoown containment pressure'

transient in one reactor unit and provide sufficient power to allow tie secona
|

reactor unit to be placed in a safe shutdown condition. These loads are.

tabulated in Table 8.2-1." Table 8.2-1 sedresses the injection phase. Loads
for the recirculation phase are tabulated in Table 8.2-2.,

FSAR Tables 8.2-1 and Tables 8.2-2 state that one 150 hp containnent fan
(representing a 25.LW load) in the non-feulted unit will be operating during

This load wasthe injection and recirculation phases of a postulated LOCA.
added to the other tabulated loads and was considered continuous with respect

I

to erergency generator loading.

Documents Reviewed

1. FSARSection8.2.3(page8.2-13),'LoadEvaluation,DieselGenerators."

2. FSAR Table 8.2-1, ' Emergency Diesel Generator Loading Following Loss of
Coolant Accident Injection Phase."

3. FSAR Table 8.2 2, ' Emergency Diesel Generator Loading Following Loss of
-

Coolant Accident Recirculation Phase."

4 Impell Calculation 0870-103-011, " Diesel Generator Loading Analysis,
WEPCO, PBNP," Revision 0, dated March 31, 1990.

t

,

e'
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-02
*

'

Deficiency Title: Lack of Transient Analysis of Diesel Generator Loading
(Unresolved Iten - Section 3.1.1.2)

~'~

Description of Condition:

The team reviewed Calculation OF O-103-011, which analyzed the steady-state
loading on each diesel generator with the opposite train inoperable. The,

calculation did n;t include a dynamic analysis of the capacity of the diesel
Therefore

generator to handle starting loads and sequencing intervals.in-rush currents, starting load (LW) under low-voltage conditions, acceleration
time of large motors, loads resulting from the operation of motor-operated
valves, and the allowable tolerance of load sequence timing relays were not
analyzed. Since a small margin existed f or the steady-state loading of the
oiesel generator in both the injection phase and the recirculation phase, the
team consideren the lack of dynamic analysis of diesel generator loading to be
a significant deficiency. In response to the team's concern, WEPC0 pointed out
that the Diesel Generator Instruction Manual (Section 1, page 3, figure enti-
tied "Model 999 System Dead Load Pickup Capability") indicated that the diesel
generator capacity could acconnodate the starting of a large load such es that
of the safety injection p mp motor. The team considered this response to be
inadequate with respect to transient loading of the diesel generator throughout
the injection and the recirculation phases.

The tean also found two inconsistencies that related to the issue of transient
loading of the diesel generators. The first inconsistency involved the protec-
tive relay setting for the 50/51 detice (instantaneous and long time celay
phase omrcurrent) for safety injection pump motor IPISA (Drawing 499B466,
Sheet 222). which was based on a t.ime-current characteristic curve prepared by
WEPC0 in 1982. The time-current curve assumed that the motor acceleration time

.

was less than 5 seconds. The team found that WEPC0 did not have a basis for
this assumption nor were motor torque-current and torque-speed curves avail-
eble. Setting of potective relays without motor-starting curves was inconsis-
tent with WEPC0 Reference Manual 14-403-1279. More importantly, motor
accelerati:a time could affect diese1' transient loading.

'

The se:ond inconsistency involved die'sel generator load sequencing. FSAR

Section 8.2.3, page 8.212, " Loading Description,' provided the loading
,

The FSAR description of elapsed time for start of loads wassequence.
misleading because it was based on the assumption that the diesel generator
takes 10 peconds to come up to speed and load onto the bus. In Nonconformance
Report N-69-348, the licensee stated that Procedure ORT-3 used for the testing
of diesel generators showed that the actual time was approximately 5 seconds;
therefoiu, the sequence times in the FSAR were 5 seconds longer than the actual
time. WEPCO indicated it was planning to revise the FSAR accordin The
diesel generator load sequence timing relays (Agastat Series 2400) gly.had repeat

i accuraciesofpluscrminus5 percent (AgastatCatalogpage3). WEPC0 estab-
| lished an acceptance criterion (tolerance) for these load sequence timing

relays (Procedure ORT-3, Ap)endix B). However, WEPC0 did not have data on the
i

tolerance ar4 accuracy of t1ese timing relays based on seismic testing. Since
a seismic event could potentie11y change the accuracy and tolerance of

. subsequent operation of the timing relays, WEPC0 had no basis for establishingI

1
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the tolerance. Possible shif ts in the accuracy of the load sequence timing
re16ys could adversely affect diesel generator transient loading,

In sumary, the team believed that the lack of a transient loading analysis for
the diesel generators was a significant deficiency.

Requirenents and Comitments:

FSAR Section 6.2.3 (page 8.2 13), " Load Evaluation, Diesel Generators," states
that "each ditsel generator will be sized to start and carry the engineered
safety features required for en acceptable post-blowdown containment pressure
transient in one reactor unit anc provide sufficient power to allow the second
reactor unit to be placed in a saf e shutdown condition."

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion lil, " Design Control," requires, in part,
that measures be established to ensure the design basis is correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.

Documents Reviewed:

1. FSAR Section 8.2.3 (page 8.2-13), " Load Evaluation, Diesel Generators."

2. FSARSection8.2.3(page8.2-12),"LoadingDescription."

3. Im> ell Calculation 0870103-011. " Diesel Generator Loading Analysis,
WE)CO, PBNP," Revision 0, March 31,1990.

4. Diesel. Generator Instruction Manual, Section 1, " General Description."

5. WEPCO Engineering and Construktion Department Reference Manual
14-403-1279, " Protection of Power Plant Auxiliary Systeus," December 1979.

6. Westinghouse Drawing 499B466, Sheet 222. " Elementary Wiring Diagram Safety
Injection Pumps IP15A and IPISB," Revision 11, July 6, 1987.

7. WEPC0 Time-Current Characteristic Curve, " Safety Injection Pumps, 4KV
Motor Protection," June 21, 1982;

. EPC0 Nonconformance Report N-89-348, December 7, 1989.8. W

9. Agastat Catalog, "2400 Series Timing Relay," 1969.

10. WEPC0 Review of ORT-3 Test Results, " Appendix B Acceptance Criterie
Sumary, Page 2," Revision 0, March 30,1989.
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-03

_ Deficiency Tit _le: Incorrect Load Ratings Listed in the Icergency Operating
'

Procedures
(Unresolveditem-Section3.1.1.3)

Description of Condition:

The team reviewed energency operating procedures (EOPs) and emergency contin-
gencyactions(ECAs)relatedtoelectricalequipmentandemergencydiesel
generator (EDG) loeding to determine if the operational load requirenents were
consistent with EDG capacity. Reference notes in the E0Ps and ECAs that the
team reviewed stated the EDG capacity ratings and referred the operator to anThe opera-
appendix table that listed the load ratings of critical equipment.
tor was instructed to ref er to these lists before loading the equiptent onto

In the two appendix tables reviewed by the team (Appendices to E0P-0the EDG.andECA-0.0),theequipmentloodratingswereincorrectandnonconservative
with respect to both the FSAR and a current EDG loading an61ysis performed for
thelicensee(Calculction 0870-103-011). The list of incorrect load ratingsAn overloadedcould result in operator actions that would overload the EOGs.
EOG could result in its failure and the loss of its ability to perform its
intended safety functicn.

|
The team reviewed the incorrect ratings with WEPC0. The licensee stated that'

it intendeo to review the ratings and correct them accordingly. However, the

licensee did not issue'a nonconformance report during the inspection.

Requirements and Comitments: .

FSAR Section 8.2.3, " Emergency Power," states that loads to be carried by an
These two tables list the kilowattEOG are given in Tables 8.2-1 and 8.2-2.

load ratings of most of the equipment listed in the affected E0P appendix
tables.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion Ill, " Design Control," requires that
measures be established to ensure the" design basis is correctly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures,,and instructions.

Documents Reviewed:

1. FSAR Section 8.2.3, " Emergency Power."

PBNP Emergency Operating Procedure 0, " Reactor Trip or Safety Injection,"2.
Revision 6 February 7, 1990.

PBNP _ Emergency Contingency Action 0.0, " Loss of All AC Power,"3.
February 7,1990.

i

4. Impe11 Calculation 0870-103-011. " Diesel Generator Loading Analysis,
L WEPCO, PBNP," Revision 0, March 31, 1990.
,
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-0_4

Deficiency Title: Erergency Diesel Generator (EDG)EOPs) for a Design basisLoading ab Instructed byErergency Operating Procedures L
I

Accident
(Unresolveditem-Section3.1.1.3) |

!

Description of Condition:

The team reviewed in detail E0P-0,1, and 1.3 and Emergency Contingency Action
(ECA)0.0withWEPCOsenioroperationsstaff. During the review, the team
determined the EDG loads that would be required by the E0Ps to safely mitigate
the consequences of a design basis accident (DBA) concurrent with a single
failure of one EDG. The team listed the loads the operator would add to the
EDG in accord 6nce with the E0Ps and the timing of these loads and determined
whether or not these loads were necessary to safely mitigate the consequences
of the DBA. After reviewing the required E0Ps, the team noted the following
concerns:

The E0Ps did not coordinate the sequence of loading the EDG during an0
accident, and did not take into account additional loads that may be
required by the nonaccident unit.'

The only instrumentation available to the operstor for monitoring EDGO loadswasasinglekilowattmeter(andrelatedannunciator)thatwas
calibrated once every six years. The licensee provided no basis for the
calibration cycle and did not include the meter tolerance in the EDG load
profile. .

The E0Ps called for specific Wquipment to mitigate the consequences of theO The team tabulated the kilowatt ratings of that equipment, theDBA.
FSAR-required loads, and the loads that were not shed with a loss of

The team found the EDG would
offsite power and safety injection signal.The severity of this situation was furtherexceed its 200-hour rating.
heightened since the EDG 4-hour rating was only 37 kW above the 200-hour
rating. In addition, the seniofoperations staff felt that there were

' additional loads that were not considered in the FSAR EDG load profila andi

For exa' male, control room air conditioning may bethe E0Ps may be needed.
required both to ensure the opera)111ty of control instrumentation and to
resolve control room habitability concerns. At the time of the team's
revicw, control room air conditioning was not considered part of the EDG

If the control room air conditioning were loaded onto the| load profile.
EDG with the E0P-designated loads, the EDG would exceed its 4-hour rating|

L during the DBA. (In the case of diesel generator G-02, it would exceedL

itshalf-hourrating.)
The team questioned what operator actions would be expected once the EDG0 The team wasloading capacities stated in the E0Ps had been exceeded.
told that the operator would probably remove certain loads to reduce the

However, the E0Ps provided no guidance to the operatorEDG load level. Furthermore,
concerning the choice and timing of loads to be removed.
the team could not determine which of the loads can be terminated and
still provide a reasonable assurance that the consequences of the DBA

l could be safely mitigated.<
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On the basis of these and other tearn findings, the team had serious concerns*

about the EDG loading and the ability of the EDG to perform its intended safety Ifunction in a challenged, accident situation.
)

Requirerrents and Comittnents:

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion 111, * Design Control,' requires, in part,
that measures be established to ensure the design basis is correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedurt;s, and instructions. Otsign control
measures shall provide for verifying or checking the adequacy of cesign, such*

as by the performance of design reviews.

GDC 39, "Ertrgency Power for Engineered Saf ety Features," requires, in part,
that alternate power systems be provided and designed with adequate
independency, redundancy, capacity, and testability to permit the functioning .

required of the engineered safety features. As a minimum, each onsite power
system shall independently provide this capability assun.ing a failure of a
single active component in each system. The load growth and present day plant
needs as designated by E0Ps and plant documents exceed the EDG capacity
ratings.

Docurnents Reviewed:

1. PBNP Ernergency Operating Procedure (E0P) 0, " Reactor Trip or Safety
injection,* Revision 6, February 7, 1990.

2. PBh? E0P-1, * Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant," Revision 6,
February 7,1990. .

3. PBNP E0P-1.3, * Transfer to Containraent Sump Recirculation," Revision 6,
February 7, 1990.

4. PBNP E0P-1.4, " Transfer to Containrnent Sump Recirculation, One Train
Inoperable," Revision 1, February 7, 1990.

5. PBNP Emergency Contingency Actiori 0.0, " Loss of All AC Power," Revision 6,
February 7, 1990. ;
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DEF1ClENCY 90-201-0}
''

Deficiene.y Tit 1_e: Nonconformance to Design Basis Criteria for Electrical Cable

Tray (FillandCableAmp6cityDeratinUnresolved Item - Section 3.1.3

Description of Condition:

The ampacity of an electrical cable is the maximum current a cable can carry in
a given ambient temperature without exceeding the insul6 tion temperature rating

Ampacity derating is the method of reducing the maximum currentof the cable.
for a cable based on known physical conditions of the cable's environment. . The

,

team reviewed the FSAR to determine the cable tray fill and ampacity derating
criteria used in the plant's design. The team also randomly selected the power
cable connected to safety-related motor-operated valve 151-0841A located inside
the containment to detennine the cable type, ampacity derating, routing, and
associated tray fill.

Elementary Wiring Diagram 4998466 (Sheet 723), and Connection Diarrams E-99
(Sheet 1), and E-92 (Sheet S), indicated that the power cable connected to
ISI-0841A was a train A cable, designated ZA1324FA (outside containment) and
2A1324FT(insidecontainment). The power cable consisted of 3-1/C No. 10
American Wire Gauge conductors rated at 600 Vac. The team reviewed the
computer-generated raceway report for the subject cable and found that cable "

tray. section FK07 (which carried cable ZA1324FA) w . 39.02 >ercent filled.
Cable tray section FK07 (power and control tray) violated tie criteria of the
FSAR, which stated that power and control cable trays are filled less than
30 percent and instrument trays less,than 40 percent.

WEPC0 indicated to the team that page 7.2-7 of the FSAR represented the correct
design criteria; that is, power and. control trays are filled less.than
30 percent and instrument trays less than 40 percent. Derating factors used
wereinaccordancewiththeNationalElectricalCode(NEC)orwiththemanufac-
turer's recomendation, whichever resulted in the lowest rating of cable, i

.

WEPC0 also indicated that Section 8.2.2 (page 8.2-7) of the FSAR was incorrect
in stating that tray fill does not exceed approximately 40 percent and that'y

Cable Engineers Association (y factors recommended by the Institute of Power
t

cables in trays are derated b!-
IPCEA now ICEA). In.1985, Bechtel provided WEPC0

-with a sumary of the original design criteria, including sizing of 4160-Y and
480-V cables. The basis for ampacity ratings in the Bechtel discussion was
essentially the 1965 National Electrical ~ Code. WEPCO's current practice was to
use the most recent version of the National Electrical Code for ampacity
detennination. WEPCO could not' provide any formal guidanco for sizing of
cables.

For 480-Y power cable applications, the team found that Bechtel's design
criteria were consistent with the 1965 National Electrical Code. Bechtel used
a' O.9 correction f actor for cable located in.a 40 *C ambient temperature and
specified that cable ampacity be decreased further using a 0.7 derating factor

!

| for a maximum of 24 cables in a tray without maintained ssacing. The team i

|
reviewed the computer-genera W raceway report for the su) ject cable and

'

iK07 (which carries cable ZA1324FA) containedfound that cable tray sectit
55 cables. Loading a tray with 55 power and control cables did not conform to- j

|
|
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. Bechtel's original design basis, which limits the tray loading to no more than
.

24 single conductor cables in order to obtain correct empacity derating in
accorcance with the 1965 Nattunal Electrical Code.

in response to the team's concerns regarding nonconformances to criteri6 for
tray fill and cable dereting, WEPC0 evaluatec the computerized standard reportWEPC0 determined that 210 power and controlon raceway during the inspection.
cable tray sections and 15 instrunentation cable tray sections did not conform
to FSAR ano Bechtel electrical design criteria regarding tray fill. WEPCO ther.

analyzed all cables coatained in tray section FK07, decionstrating that these
cables had adequate current-carrying capability and would not exceed theirHowever, this determina-maximum operating concuctor insulation temperature.
tion was made using ICEA Publication P-54-440 rethodology for ampacities in
open top cable trays, and was not ccr.sistent with the FSAR comitment to use

WEPCO stated that all remaining cable tray sections that did notthe NEC.
conform to FSAR and Bechtel design criteria regarding tray fill would be fully
analyzed.

| Requirements and Cormitments:

FSAR Section 7.2 (page 7.2-7), " Protection Against Multiple Disability for
Protection Systems," stated in part that " power and control trays are filledAll cable isless than 30 percent and instrument trays less than 40 percent.
derated for (a) ambient temperature in excess of 30 degrees Centigrade and (b)

Derating factors are used in accordance withnunter of conductors in raceways.
the National Electrical Code or with manufacturer's rcconnendation, whichever
resulted in the lowest rating of cable.''

The Bechtel electrical design criterion, provided to WEPC0 in 1985, states in
~

part "All cables of 250 MCM and less are sized for installation in ccnduits ano
trays without maintained spacing. "Not more than 24 single conductor cables may
be installed in a tray or conduit." This criterion con 4 plies with Table 310-12
of the 1965 National Electrical Code and hote 8 of Table 310-12.

Docucents Revieweo:

FSAR Section 7.2 (p,'ge 7.2-7), hrotection Against Multiple Disability for| 1. a

Protection Systems.

2. FSAR Section 8.2.2 (page 8.2-6), " Cable Trays."

3. Westinghouse Elenentary Wiring Diagram 4998466, Sheet 723, " Motor Operated
Valves," Revision 7, March 30,1978.

Bechtel Connection Diagram E-99, Sheet 1, " Penetration IQ26 and IQS 7,*'

4.
Revision 15, December 16, 1989.

|
Bechtel Connection Diagram E-92, Sheet 8, "480V Motor Control Center

| 5.
1832." Revision 3. November 16, 1987.

I

PBNP Unit 1 Raceway (s) Standard Report Generation 09:41:51, " Cables6.
ZA1324FA and ZA1324FT, Tray FXO7," March 14,1990.

A-10
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$6tional Electrical Code, hetional Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70,'7 .
1965; Table 310-12. "A110weble Ampacities of Insulated Copper Conductors,"
and Note 8 " Notes to Tables 310-12 Through 310-15.''

8. Sunrrary of original Bechtel design criteria presented to WEPCO in 1985.

ICEA Publication P-54-440, "1CEA-NEMA Standards Publication, Arp6 cities of9.
Cables in Open-Top Cable Trays," Second Edition (NEMA Publication ho. WC
51 1975).
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-06
.

Deficiency Title: Lack of Assessment of Available Short-Circuit Current Due
to High Battery Temperature

(Unresolveditem-Section3.2.3))

_ Description of Condition:

The maximum short-circuit current is the sum of the current delivered by the
battery, by tha battery charger, and by the contribution f rom large motors.
The available capacity of a battery is affected by its operating temperature.
Therefore, a calculation of the available short-circuit current from a station
battery must include the consideration of an increase in short-circuit current
due to an increase in battery electrolyte temperature. .

which was shown on
The team reviewed the safety-related 125-Yde systemTheteamalsoreviewedCalculationN-89-025,whichsingle-line Diagram E-6.
was performed to determine the-size of the new Exide station battery (0-05)
that was recently replaced under Modification Request 88-074. Battery 0-05 was
sized on the basis of a conservative 63 'T temperature, which represented the
lowest recorded electrolyte temperature. However, discussions with WEPCO
engineering personnel revealed that the battery electrolyte temperature had
- been recorded to be as high as 90 'F.

- The team determined that the available short-circuit current from the battery,Since the battery electrolyte
at 77 'F, would be approximately 20,000 am)eres.
temperature could be much higher than 77 * , the team asked WEPCO whether the

maximum'available short-circuit curr.ent was evaluated on the basis of theWEPC0 was unable to demonstrate'that anworst-case electrolyte temperature.
assessment of maximum available short-circuit current (from battery D-05) had

WEPCO also
been prepared as part of the battery replacement modification.
informed the team that its preliminary assessment (based on the team's ques-
tions and WEPCO's discussions with Exide) indicated that the maximum available
short-circuit current from the battery- could be as high as 22,700 amperes.

The' team was informed of a report (WEPC0 Letter VPNPD-89-583 and Internal
Memorandum NEM-90-15) that WEPC0 had submitted to the NRC concerning an inade-The original design of t

quacy in the original design of the l'25-Vdc system.this system stipulated the us2 of circuit breakers in the distribution panels
that had thennal trip elements but do not have magnetic trip elements. This
included the input breaker (Westinghouse type HMA 1200 A) from the station

'

supply breakers (Westinghouse types HLAi

battery to the main distribution bus,ls, and panel breakers (Westinghouse type300 A and 400 A) to distribution pane
HFA70A). These breakers were not capable of. interrupting f ault currents that
were in excess of approximately 10 times the trip rating, and fault currents of-

WEPCO informed the team that dethis magnitude were considered to be possible.
system circuit breakers feeding common equipment were replaced with breakers

j ,

that have thermal and magnetic trip elements, thus eliminating the potential-
'

r for connon-mode failure.'
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- The team concluded that WEPCO had not performed an evaluation to determine the
.

maximum available short-circuit current (from battery D-05) due to the worst
case high electrolyte temperature. The team believes that this determination
should have been m6de as part of the battery replacement modification. The
team also recognized that WEPC0 planned to take corrective actions to adoress
the breaker interrupt capacity issue, which was part of a previous NRC
Region 111 enforcement action.

Requirements hno Comitments:

10 CFR Part'50, Appendix B, Criterion III, ' Design Control." requires, in part,
that measures be est6blished to ensure the design basis is correctly translated
into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.

-Documents Reviewed:

1. Bechtel Drawing E-6, Sheet 1 " Single Line D16srar 125Vdc System,' Revi.
sion 16, January 16, 1989.

2. WEPC0 Calculation N-89-025, * Battery DOS Sizing,' Revision 1,
March 23, 1990.

3. WEPCO Modification Request 88-074

4. IEEE Standard 946, * Design of Safety Related DC Auxiliar, Power Systems
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," 1985.

5. Exide Battery Instruction Manual, control No.1384, " Discharge Curve
S-1027 for Type GN-17 to 23 Battery."

WEPCO Internal Memorandum NEM'-90-15. "NE Safety Review Comittee Meeting6.
09-04, DC System Design Deficiency," January -5,1990.

WEPC0 Letter VPNPD-89-583, " Request for Discretionary Enforcement Related7.
to Technical Specification 15.3.0.A. Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant
Units 1 and 2, Docket Nos. 50-26E and 50-301," November 10, 1989.

*

.

:

|
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|

|
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.' DEflCIENCY 90-20!-07-

Deficiene.y Title: Inadequate Seismic Evaluation for Modification to 4160-Yac
Safeguards Bus Tie-Breaker

(Unresolved item - Section 3.3.1.1)

_ Description'of Condition:

The original design provided, in each unit, a single circuit breaker that can
tie the two redundant 4160-Vac safeguards busst.s together. In 1987 the
nuclear steam supply system vender reported under 10 CFR Part 21 a failure of
the breaker's auxiliary cell switch at another plant. The report resulted in
theissuanceofHRCInformationNotice(lN)87-61. During its review of IN
87-61, WEPCO found that this potential for single failure existed with regard
to the 4160-Yac tie-breakers at PBNP. To eliminate this potential failure
mode, the licensee implementeo Modifications 67-204 ano 87-205 (Units 1 and 2, .

respectively), whereby the tie-breakers were racked out (p16ced in the with-
drawnposition)withintheswitchgearcubicle,andthecellswitcheswere
rer.oved from the diesel lo6 ding sequence logic.

In developing and implementing these modifications, WEPC0 had not performed any
seismic evaluation and had indicated none was required, without providing
justification. WEPCO ch3nge contrul process included FO vi QP 3-2.1, " Design
Verification Notice," which indicated that the change would not exceed the
capabilities of the equipment, and form QP 3-2.2, " Final Design Review Guide,"
which indicatec in three places that seismic qualification was not required. .

QP 3-2.2 indicateo that the test switches involved in the modification were
seismically qualified, but dio not identify any other potential seismic
interactions. -

These modifications changed the co'nfiguration of the tie-breakers connecting
the two redundant 4160-Vac safeguards busses in both units so that the breakers
were no longer in the " operate" (connected) position, which was the configura-
tion on which seismic qualification was based. The modified configuration was
in the racked or withdrawn position within the cubicle, thus permitting the
breaker to move within the cubicle. The team was concerned that no evaluation
had been made of the acceptability of'the new configuration with respect to
seismic qualification, and that no sp.ecial seismic constraints on the
racked-out breaker had been considered. The team believed that the breaker
could impact the switchgear structure and possibly disable safety-related
components and circuits such as undervoltage relays and latching relays neces-
sary to detect and initiate the safeguards loading sequence, as well as bus
differential lockout relays. Also mounted on the hinged panel for each
tie-breaker was a double-pole-double-throw (DPDT) knife switch that may be used
f or manual dead transfer of de control power from the preferred de bus to an
alternate de bus of the opposite train. Failure of the relays could disable
the diesel load sequence. Failure of the knife switches could cause a loss of
de control power to the switchgear if the switch opened between poles.

WEPC0 agreed that seismic qualification had not been considered. WEPCO was
unable to qualify the present configuration during the' inspection and, in
response to the team's concern, completely removed the breakers from the
cubicles. In addition WEPC0 will revise Operations Instruction 01-35 to

.
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The' reflect an 8-hour limit on the use of these breakers during m61ntenance.
'

team also noted that FSAR Section 8.2.3, page 8.2-13, does r ot reflect either
the original modification or the modification made during the inspection.

The team asked WEPCO to confirm that this new configuration would not compro-
mise any actions required by WEPCO's comitments to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R,
since WEPC0 indicated that it would be very difficult to reinstall the breakerPending thisbecause of an extremely tight fit requiring careful alignment.
assurance and a comitment to update the FSAR, this item rer.ains open.

Requiruents anc Comitments:

GDC 2, "Perfont.ance Standards," requires, in part, that systems and components
essentini to the prevention of accidents be designeo to withstand the effects
of earthquakes.

FSAR Section 7.2.1 (page 7.2-11) states the basis for seistic qualification of
type DH circuit breakers used in the 4160-Vac safeguards switchgear.

* Design Verification Notice," requires that
WEPCO Quality Procedure QP 3-2.1,for their effect on analyzed or specifieddesign modifications be reviewed Quality Procedure QP 3-2.2, " Finalcapabilities of any af fected equipment.
Design Review Guide," requires an assessment of any need for seismic qualifi-
cation, seismic Category II over 1 analysis, and failure modes and effects

These procecures, as implemented for these modifications, did notanalysis.
identify or address these aspects of the modified breaker configuration.

Documents Reviewed: ,

NRC Information Notice 87-61,." Failure of Westinghouse W2-Type Circuit1. .

Breaker Cell Switches," December 7, 1987.

FSAR Section 7.2.1 (page 7.2-11), Revision 1, March 1987.2.

3. FSAR Section 8.2.3, p. 8.2-13, Revision 2, June 1986.

Modification MR-87-204 (Unit 1), "A05/A06 Bus Tie Breaker Single Failure4.
Correction", May 26, 1988.

-

Modification MR-87-205 (Unit 2), "A05/A06 Bus Tie Breaker Single Failure5.
Correction", October 13, 1988.

Quality Procedure (QP) 3-2.1, " Design Verification Notice", Revision 1.6.

7. QP 3-2.2, " Final Design Review Guide", Revision 0.

8. WE/ Westinghouse Drawing 594F907, "1A05 4160 Volt Switchgear Unit 61
Internal Wiring Diagram," Revision 13.

WEPC0 Night Order Book Form PBF-2015, notice that tie-breakers 1A52-61 and9. 2A52-72 had been removed from their cubicles, and revision of 01-35 to
reflect an 8-hour limit on use of these breakers during maintenance,
April 5, 1990.

Operations Instruction (01) 35, " Electrical Equipment Operation."10.
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-08
'

'

Deficiency Title: Single Failure of Safeguards 480-Yac Bus Tie-Breakt.r
(UnresolvedItem-Section3.3.1.1)

Description of Conoition:

The team identified a single f ailure, such as a short circuit between adjacent
cables in a shared raceway, th6t could result in spurious closure of the
460-Yac safeguards bus tie-breaker when both safeguards busses are served by
their respective diesel generators. This closure could then result in a loss
of both safeguards power trains by connecting the diesel generator outputs when
they art: out of phase. Thus, a loss of all onsite ac power could result from a
single event. The team identified at 1r st one specific mechanism of this type
by reviewing the cable routings for the circuits in question. Other problems
with the cable routing that have more generic implications are separately
identified in Deficiency 90-201-09.

In response to the team's finding, WEPC0 evaluated two alternative corrective
(1) withdrawing the tie-breakers (one per unit) from the * operate"actions:

position and securing them within the compartment or (2) removing the control
power fuses from the compartment control circuits. WEPC0 considered the impact
on the-design and performed a review pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50.59 before

WEPCO's review of the second alternativeimplenenting the corrective action.
(removing the control power fuses) included a failure modes and effects analy-
sis of the remaining control circuitry in the com)artment after the fuses had

This analysis included postulated act shorts and undetectedbeen removed.
grouno faults of up to 500 ohms to ground (stated to be consistent with WEPCO's
grounddetectionandmanagementproc'edures). WEPC0 concluded that removal of
the fuses would eliminate any unacfeptable effects of all credible single
failures that could be postulated.' It further concluded that removal of the
fuses would be less disruptive of the current Appendix R scenario, which
requires the manual local operation of this tie-breaker. According to WEPCO,
since this scenario already assumed a loss of de control power, removal of the
fuses would not appreciably affect operator action during recovery from Appen-

WEPC0concludedthattheotheralternative(rackingthebreaker)dix R events.
would introduce an additional step for the Appendix R scenario, and would also
require a seismic evaluation. -

WEPC0 issued a nonconformance report to remove the fuses and periorm a failure
. modes and effects analysis and notified the operations department of the new
operating condition. .However, in this new configuration, breaker position
would no longer be remotely monitored since control power had been removed.
Conseq9ently, the breaker could b closed manually at the switchgear, tying the

This conditira ec:.1d remain undetected until a loss-of-busses together.
offsite-power event, at which time both onsite sources would be connected and
all 4160-Vac and 480-Vac po.er could be lost. This item remains open until .
WEPC0 takes acceptable corrective action.

Finally, the te,.m also noted that. Modification MR 85-053 to the tie-breaker
-

trip circuit had effectively correctad other single-failure deficiencies in the
original circuit, but had not corrected this one. In that modification, WEPCO
had added a redundant trip signal from the safeguards lockout relay.
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- Requir ements and Comitments:
.

,

GDC 39, " Emergency Power for Engineered Safety Faatures," requires, in part,
that each onsite and of fsite power system shall independently provide adequate
redun'sancy to permit the engineered safety features to function, assuming a

'fai*ure of a single active component in each power system.

Documents Reviewed:

1. WE Elementary Wiring Diagram 499B4E6, Sheet 354, Revision 9,
August 20, 1986.

,

2. WE Cable and Raceway Report for Elementary Wirin: Diagram 4996466,
Sheet 354, April 2, 1990.

3. WEPC0 Nonconforcance Report (unnumbered), "B03-804 Bus Tie Ereakers
(1852-160 and 2B52-400)," April 4, 1990.

4 WE Hight Order Book form PBF-2015, notice that Unit 1 end 2 B03-804 bus
tie-brcaker had 125-Vdc control power removed April 5, 1990.

5. WEPC0 Modification MR 85-053 (Unit 1), "B03-B04 Tie Breaker Trip Circuit,"
May 15,1986.

.

e

'
,

*

.
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-09
.

Deficiency Title: Incorrect Safety Classification and 14unconformance With
- Separation Criteria of Control Cabling for 480-Vac Bus

Tie-Breakers
(Unresolveditem-Section3.3.1.1)

Description of Condition:

In investigating the single-failure vulnerability identified in Deficiency
90-201-08, the team determined that two of the cables for the 480-Vac bus
tie-breakers were incorrectly classifiec as not safety related and that the
routing of the cables did not conf orm to the FSAR separation criteria. The two
misclassifled cables were not only(f unctionally safety related but also con-nected train A 480-Vac switchgear B03)totrainB480-Yacswitchaear(B04).
WEPCO's cable and raceway report indicated that the cables share contnon race-
ways for the entire route.

Appropriate corrective action teken by WEPCO for the single-failure deficiency
identified in Deficiency 90-201-08 for this circuit would eliminate the
immediate safety concern in regard to this finding. However, W'.PC0 should
evaluate the extent and significance of-the misclassific6 tion af cable and
nonconformance with the separation criteria, particularly in light of the
numerous nonconformances identified by the installation team (see Section 5.1.2
of the main report). This item remains open until WEPC0 resolves this generic
concern regarding cable classification, circuit separation, single failure, and
integrity of the data in its cable and raceway management database.

~

Requirements and Comitments:

GDC 1, " Quality Standards," requirhs, in part, that structures, systems, and
components important to safety be designed and tested to quality standards
commensurate with the importance of the safety function being performed, and,

'

that quality records be maintained throughout the life of the Unit.

GDC 39, " Emergency Power for Engineered Safety Features,' requires, in part,
that each onsite and offsite power system shall independently provide adequate,

'

redundancy to permit the functioning of the engineered safety features,
assuming failure of a single active component in each power system.

FSAR Section 7.7 (page 7.7-14) states that all cables for mutually redundant
I safeguards systems are run in separate trays or conduits.

Documents Reviewed:

1. WEPC0 Elementary Wiring Diagram 499B466, Sheet 354, Revision 9,
,

August 20, 1986.i

2. WEPC0 Cable and Raceway Report for Elementary Wiring Diagram 4998466,
Sheet 554, April 2, 1990.

1
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'. WEPC0 Nonconformance Report (unnumbered), "B03-B04 Bus Tie Breakers3
(1052-160and2BS2400)," April 4,1990.

4. WEPC0 Night Order Book form PBF-2015, April 5,1990, notice that Unit I
and 2 B03-B04 bus tie-breakers had 125-Yde control power removed.

5. WEPC0 Modification MR B5-053 (Unit 1), "B03-B04 Tie Breaker Trip Circuit,"
May 15, 1986.

.
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DEflC!ENCY 90-201-10

_ Deficiency Title: Honconformance with FSAR Separation Criteria, and Potential
for Consequential Comon-Mode failure of Both Trains of the

onent Cooling Water Pumps
Comp (Unresolveditem-Section3.3.1.2)

Description of Conoition:

The team's review of elen.entary wiring diagrams and cable and raceway routing
reports indicated that portions of 125-Vdc control wiring for train A and

Thetrain B component cooling water (CCW) pumps shared the same raceway.
wiring sharto vertical riser R82 connecting miscellaneous relay rack (MRR)
10158 to the raceway systems serving main control board penet 1C03 and other
destinations. This was not in conformance with the FSAR requirements for train .

separation and also raised a safety concern relating to conformence with
General Design Criteria 39 and 41 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A.

A' comon line-te-line (+ to -) dc short may be postulated within R82 (from a
fire, for example) that could simultaneously blew fuses in the control power
f or CCW pump breakers in both trains. Both trains would be effected because of
the presence of both polarities of de power from both battery trains, and the
presence of both safety-related and (predominantly) nonsafety-related de
control conductors within the shared vertical riser. This event would require
that operators recognize thet the control circuits were disabled and that the

.

switchgear fuses were the cause; identify, locate, and isolate the fault;
Since the CCW pumpsreplace the fuses; and return the pumps to service.

provide cooling to emergency core cooling systen, pumps, their continued opera-
tion must be ensured. '

This item is open until WEPC0 takes appropriate correcti"e action to resolve
.

the FSAR nonconformance and adequately resolves the concern of comon
mode CCW pump failure.

Requirements and Comitments:

FSAR Section 7.7 (page 7.7-14) states that all cables for mutually redundant
safeguards systems are run in separate trays or conduits.

GDC 39, " Emergency Power for Engineered Safety features," requires, in part,
that tha onsite electrical power systems be capable of supporting the required
safety functions, assuming failure of a single active component.

GDC 41, " Engineered Safety Features Components Capability " requires, in part,
that engineered safety feature systems provide their required safety functions,
assuming failure of a single active component.

L Documents Reviewed:

1. FSAR Section 7.7, (page 7.7-14), Revision 1 June 1986.
1
'

2. WEPC0 Elementary Wiring Diagram 499B466, Sheet 317 " Component Cooling
Pumps 1-P11A and 1-P11B," Revision 7, December 19, 1980.

l
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'3. - SEPCO Elenentary Wiring-Diagrarc 195A778, Sheet 420, 'S/D Relay
4

1-PC-439-X,' Pevision- S. July 24, 1984

~ 4. .
WEPC0 Cable and 9aceway Report for Cables 1J312A,1K3116A, ~ D1609A,

.ZA1810ac,'ZBIB23BC, March 29, 1990.
_

.;
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-11
'

'

Use of Non-Qualified Components in Safeguards Bus BreakerDeficiency Title:
Control Circuits

(0penitem-Section3.3.1.2)

_escription of Condition: iD '

A common control relay in the miscellaneous relay rack (MRR) originally
provided with the nuclear steam supply system was shared by both trains ofThe relay distributed a low CCW headercomponent cooling water (CCW) pumps. '

pressure start signal to the CCW pump breaker close circuits in both CCW and
safeguards bus trains. Postulated failure of this relay or its circuits as a

Theresult of a seismic event could impair the function of both CCW trains.A related
CCW pumps support operation of emergency core cooling system pumps.
finding regarding inaaequate cable separation involving these circuits is
presented in Deficiency 90-201-10.

WEPC0 was not able to retrieve documentation establishing that the MRR circuits
that support the CCW pump breaker controls are included on the 0-list or are
classified as safety related, and that the rack assembly and relay circuit in.

The team believed that the original designquestion are seismically qualified. WEPC0 stated that thebasis for the MRR did not incluce seismic qualification.
HRR was qualified because it was similar in structure and configuration to the

-

adjacent safeguards relay racks (SRRs); the SRRs were qualified as a part of
The team tends to agree, on the basis of experience atthe original design. However, documentationother~ older plants and familiarity with the design.

must be available to certify this assumption, and the equipment in questionAn ongoing industrymust be classified ano maintained as safety related.
study by the Seismic Qualificatioq Utility Group also may resolve this issue.
Pending these actions by WEPCO, this item is open.

Requirements and Conrnitments:

" requires, in part, that structures, systems, and
.GDC 1, " Quality Standards,fety be des 1gned and tested to quality standardsj

components important to saconrnensurate with the-importance of the safety function being performed.
l

GDC 2,'" Performance Standards," requires, in part, that structures, systems,
and components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of

!

earthquakes.

Documents Reviewed: .

WEPCO Elementary Wiring Diagram 499B466, Sheet 317 " Component Cooling-2.
' Pumps 1-P11A and 1-P11B," Revision 7, December 19, 1980.

WEPC0 Elementary Wiring Diagram 195A778, Sheet 420, "S/D Relay2.
1-PC-439-X," Revision 5, July 24, 1984.'

L
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ALLEGED DEFICIENCY 90-201-12
'

'

Deficiency Title: Vulnerability of Switchgear Control Power to Seismic
Event That Opens Manual Transfer Switches

(UnresolvedItem-Section3.3.1.3)

Description of_ Condition:

WEPCO was unable to produce analyses deconstrating the seismic qualification of
knife switches used to connect alternate de sources for switchgear control

4

The knife switches were mounted on the vertical panels of the.

switchgear, were normally in the up position, and were only secured by the
powar.

If thefriction forces necessary to ensure sufficient electrical contact.
switches shook loose, all de control power would be lost to the switchgear
busses, and all automatic and remote contrcl would be disabled for safeguards

This would render both automatic and remote manualand safe-shutdown loads.
load sequencing inoperable,

it appeared that this change to the design was made by the architect /engineerWEPC0 was attempting to seismi-
after the equipnent was seismically qualified. and had committed to any
cally qualify the knife switches by test and analysis $1fication by thorough andAlthough successful quanecessary ccrrective action.
conclusive analysis and test with adequate margin is acceptable, it may be
difficult to establish a repeatable and representative range of forces-that
would consistently disengage the various switches.

Requirement:

-GDC 2,_" Performance Standards," requires, in part, that structures, systems,
and components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of

t
earthquakes,

-Documents Reviewed:

WEPC0 Elementary Wiring Diagram 499B466, Sheet 219, Revision 6, July 2, 1970.

.

.

l -

,
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-13--

Deficiency Title: Honconforming Diesel Generator Sequence Logic
(Unresolved item - Section 3.3.1.4)

Description of Condition:

FSAR Section 8.2.3 (page B.2-11) requires that the erergency diesel generator
(EDG) output breeler close automatically af ter the unit comes up to speed ano
voltage. WEPCO Emergency Generator Starting logic Diagram 8830195, Sheet 6,
also showed that the breaker is not to be closed until the alternator output
voltage is up to an acceptable level. The team noted that this was typical
practice for diesel generetor breaker closing logic. The team reviewed Elemen-
tary Wiring Diagrams 499B466, Sheets 1509,1508, and 263, and EDG vendor
(GeneralMotorsElectromotiveDivision) Drawing 8413730. The team identified a
deviation f rom the FSAR comitment in that the alternstor output voltage
interlock had not been provided in the breaker close circuit, as required.

The FSAR takes credit for the breuker clocing only when rated voltage is
available, thereby provicing the assumed initial conditions for voltage crop
and dynamic analysis of the safeguards bus and distribution system during the

These conditions begin with the initiallyautomatic loading sequence.
connected loads of the safety injection pump (nominal 700 hp) and the station
service transformer inrush and 430-Vac loads. A static analysis of the system
was not available until late in the inspection, and it was the team's
understanding that no dynamic analysis had been done.

Typical practice (and consistent with the FSAR) is to ensure the gensrator is
ready for loading by providing an interlock with a voltage-sensing protective
relay connected to the generator side of the breaker. No such device exists in

load when the engine speed is 870 rpm (synchronous speed is 900 rpm)y to acceptthe PBhF otsign. The PBNP design ' assumed that the generator is read and there
is no loss of field, the safeguards bus is isolated, and no overspeed trip or

Whether the generator output is at ratedgenerator or bus lockouts exist.
voltage under these conditions will depend on several unknown factors inclucting
the dynamic response of the regulator, uncertainty in the speed measurement,
and the dynamics of the machine. These factors may very with time, so there is
no assurance without conclusive analysis or testing that the diesel generators
would be ready to automatically accept load under worst-case conditions follow-

If the limiting initial voltage conditions were shown to being an accident.
inadequate, neither safeguards bus could automati: ally accept load without
offsite power.

In the absence of conclusive documentation, WEPC0 :omitted to perform a
representative test during the week of April 9, 1900, and to analyze the
current design in consultation with the EDG vendor. Pending successful resolu-
tion by these means, and any necessary corrective action, this item is open.

Requirements and Comitments:

FSAR Section 8.2.3 (page 8.2-11) requires that the diesel generator output
breaker close automatically after the unit comes up to speed and voltage.

,
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WEPC0 Emergency Generator Starting Logic Diagram 883D195, Sheet 6. Revision 7,
shows that the breaker is not to be closed until the alternator output voltage t

'

is up to an acceptable level. The team noted that this was typical practice
for diesel generator breaker closing logic.

I
_ Documents Reviewed:

1. FSARSection8.2.3(page8.2-11), Revision 2, June 1986.

2. WEPC0 Erergency Generator Starting Logic Diagram 8830195, Sheet 6
Revision 7.

3. WEPCO Elementary Wiring Diagram 4998466, Sheet 1509, Revision 6.

4. WEPC0 Elementary Wiring Diagram 4998466, Sheet 1508, Revision 7. ,

5. WEPC0 E1erentary Wiring Diagram 499B466, Sheet 263, Revision 14,

6. General Motors Electromotive Division Drawing 8413730, Revision 12,
february 16, 1990.

7. WEPC0 Procedure ORT-3, ' Safety injection Actuation With Loss of Engineered
Safeguards AC, Unit 1,* Revision 20, August 17, 1989.

B. W M D Operations Refueling Test, Loss of Engineered Safeguards AC Simulta-
net,us With Safety Injection (Unit 1), February 7,1974

9. WEPC0 Memorandum f rom R. Hoyt to F. T. Rhodes, " Loss of AC Test With
Safety Injection Detailed Study *," April 19, 1974.

'
.

.

*
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-14-

Deficiency Title: Excessive DC Yoltage Applied to Equi ment Terminals
(Unresolved item - Section 3.5.1

Description of Condition:

Saf ety-related equipment powered by de systems should have voltage ratings that
correspund to the variations in battery terminal voltage and de system bus
voltage. In recognition of this general design requirement, Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Stendard 946-1985, Section 7.3,
specifically addresses this issue and recomends that equipment maxinium andWith respectminimum voltage ratings govern the allowable de system volt 696
to excessive de voltage applied to equiprent NRC Inforration Notice 83-08
notified the industry that certain safety-related components subjected to
voltages above their rated design voltage may degrade as a result of such c

stress mechanisms as heating and embrittlement.

The team reviewed Calculation N-89-025, which determined the size of the new
station battery (D-05) that was recently replaced under Modification Request
MR 88 074 Battery D-05 consisted of 59 Exide type 2GN-23 cells. The Exide
Battery Instruction Manual (Section 50, page 8. figure 10) stated that the
recommended float voltage per cell was 2.17 to 2.26 Ydc. Using the methodology
in Section 6.1.1 of IEEE Standard 485-1983 and the maximum cell float voltage
recomended by Exide (2.26 Vdc), the team determined that the raximum allowable
battery voltage shoulo be 133.3 Vdc. The team found that the actual float
voltage (based on meter readings in the control room and at the battery
charger) for battery D-05 was 135 Vdc. The team alsu found that Section 3.6.1
of Routine Maintenance Procedure RMP,-46 allowed battery float voltages
exceecing 135 Vdc based on a criterion of 2.38 Vdc per cell. Battery float
voltages exceeding 133.3 Vdc are not consistent with the c.anufacturer's
recomendations and the guidance provided by IEEF Standard 485-1983.

The team was concerned that high battery float voltages would exceed equipment
The team asked WEPCO to demonstrate that de equipment ratingsdesign ratings.

(for control components such as switchgear closing coils, trip coils, anti-pump
relays, and Westinghouse type BFD and-MG-6 relays) were within the maximum
allowable battery voltage range. In gesponse to ths team's request, WEPCO

The data sheetsprovided product data sheets for some of the oc equipmenic
showed that the device rating was 140 Vdc (4160-V switchgear trip coils,
Agastat diesel generator load sequence timing relays, Westinghouse HFB-type
circuit breakers, and Westinghouse inverters). WEPC0 stated that the technical
information for the renaining de equipment was not available. However, the
team was informed that Honconformance Report (NCR) N-88-069 had previously
shown that the voltage _ rating for the closing coil circuit in the Westinghouse

Since the batteries were4-kV type DHP switchgear was only 90 to 130 Ydc.
ficated at 133 Yde and above, the switchgear closing circuit was supplied with
control voltage above its specified rating.

NCR N-88-069 recomended that the battery float voltage be reduced after
The team noted that Internal Non-Routine Requestaddition of a swing battery.

for Services NRR-139 identified this concern pertaining to high float voltage
and requested an evaluation of dc equipment ratings based on IE Inforration

A-26
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Notide 83-08. However, the licensee did not perform a further engineering'

evaluation of other dc equipnent because a thiro battery was purchased, and
in Internal Correspondence P8M 89-0610 cancelled the evaluation.

Requirenents and Comitnents:

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion !!!, " Design Control,' requires, in part,
that sensures be established to ensure that applicable bases are correctly
translated into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, " Corrective Action," requires, in
part, that measures be esthblished to ensure that conditions adverse to
qu611ty, such as nonconformances, are promptly identified and corrected.

Documents Reviend:

1. IEEE Standard 946, " Design of Safety Related DC Auxiliary Power Systens
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," 1985.

2. NRC IE Information hotice 83-08, " Component failures Caused by Elevated DC
Control Voltage," March 9, 1983.

3. Bechtel Drawing E-6, Sheet 1, ' Single Line Diagran.125Vdc System," Revi-
sion 16, January 16, 1989.

4. WEPC0 Calculation H-89-025, " Battery DOS Sizing," Revision 1
March 23, 1990.

5. 1EEE Standard 485, " Sizing Large Lead Storage Batteries for Generating
Stations and Substations," 1983.

6. Exide Battery Instruction Manual Control No. 1384, Section 50, page 8
Figure 10, * Float Voltage per Ce 1

IEEE Standard 450, " Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large Leae7,
Storage Batteries for Generating,Stettons and Substations," 1987.

8. WEPC0 PBNP Routine Maintenance Procedure (PFP) 46, " Station Battery,"
Revisicn 5, October 25, 1989.

9. WEPC0 Nonconformance Report N-88-069, "4160V Switchgear, 125Vdc Batter-
ies," May 3, 1988.

10. WEPC0 Internal Non-Routine Request for Services (NRR) 139, 'Non-Routine
Request for Services,125Vdc System," March 3,1989.

11. WEPC0 Internal Correspondence P8M 89-0810, "NRR-139 Cancellation,"
August 11, 1989.
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-15
*

Deficiency Title: Incomplete fuel Oil System Seismic Category 1 Classification
(Unresolved item - Section 4.1.1)

_ Description of Conoition:

The Technical Specifications and basis for av611 ability of the emergency diesel
generators (EDGs) require that 11,000 gallons of fuel oil be available. WEPCO
connitted during licensing that 'his arount would be available in a seismic
Category I structure, the emergency storage tank. However, the fuel oil
transfer system that treasports the fuel oil from the emergency storage tank to
the EDGs was only partially qualified as seismic Category I. WEPCO was in the
process of analyzinD the piping located in the fuel oil pumphouse. The prelim-
inary results indicated that the piping stresses were above the allowable
values specified in the Anerican Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler anc
Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code). WEPC0 was planning to nodify the system
supports. No calculations were available for the team's review.

According to WEPCO the piping in the EDG rooms was installed using the methods
for installing seismic small-bore piping specified in the architect / engineer
handbook. WEPC0 did not have any calculations to support the seismic adequacy
of this piping. Therefore, the team's preliminary conclusion was that the
functionality of the system could not be determined, immediately following the
inspection, WEPCO performed a detailed review of the seismic capabilities of
the fuel oil system. As a result of that review, WEPCO determined the system
was inoperable and modified the system supports before declaring the system
operable. ,

Requirements and Commitments: s

Point Beach Technical Specification 15.3.7 A.I.c requires that 11,000 gallons
of' fuel oil be available.

GDC 2, " Performance Standards,' requires, in part, that systems and components
essential to the prevention or mitigation of accidents be capable of with-
standing the forces of earthquakes. .

,

Documents Reviewed:

Preliminary facility Description and Safety Analysis Report, Docket No. 50-301,
January 11, 1968.

|

L

I

|

|
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-16'
'

Deficiency Title: Fuel Oil Cloud point Substantially Higher Than Required'

(Unresolved Item - Section 4.1.2)

_ Description of Concition:

In a letter to the NRC dated March 24, 1980, WEPC0 addressed the quality
assurance requiroents for the emergency diesel generator fuel oil system:-

" Fuel oil is purchased under the agreement which includes specific requirements
for the fuel oil properties. These requirernents are generally consistent with'

those specified in ANSl/ ASTM American National Stancards Institute /American
(Regulatory Guide 1.137Society f or Testing and Materiels Standard D975-78.

endorsesthisstandard.)" According to Regulatory Guide 1.137, the cloud point,

shoulo be less than or equal to the minimum temperature at which the fuel oil
will be maintained curing the time it will be stored. For the winter months,
this would be even more restrictive than the ANSI / ASTM D975 requirement'for
cloud point, which is 6 *C above the specified tenth percentile minimum ambient
temperature.

The team reviewed the laboratory reports of the fuel oil test samples for the
last few years and found that these reports did not always report the cloud
point. Moreover, when the cloud td it was always higher or 12
to 22 'F than the maximum (-7 'F) point was repor e ,recomended by ANSI / ASTM D975.In sore
instances, WEPC0 had noted the high cloud point temperature in its filei, but
took no action. The high cloud point temperature was inconsistent with tiEFCO's
commitment as stated above. Nonconformance reports were not filed for these
instances as required and-safety evaluations were not performeo,

~

WEPC0 had addressed NRC Information Notice (IN) 87-04 ' Diesel Generator FailsIb a memorandum to files it stated, "P8NP fuelTest Because of Degraded fuel."
oil samples generally meet this standard [ ANSI / ASTM D975-78] except for cloud

This is due to the specification for oil procured by the company andpoint.
has no real etfect on the quality of the fuel oil." The team did not agree
with this assessment for the following reasons:

The fuel oil cloud point is significant because it is the temperature at0 which the fuel become cloudy as, a result of the formation of wax crys-|

| This is accorg ided by an increase in viscosity and, therefore,tals.
friction, as well as an increased likelihood that strainers, valves, and

O

pipes would be clogged.- It was the team's assessment that under extremei

cold weather conditions, such as -10 to -15 *F, the " pour" ooint (tempera-y

ture at'which the fuel:no longer flows) of the fuel oil mig 1t be reached.'

In this case, the flow would stop completely.

Considering-that both fuel oil storage tanks, and a good portion of the*

4 inch' piping attached to them, are above ground and exposed to the
ments, the high cloud point could impair the following processes and

,anarios:

|

|
A-29
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WEPCO's procedures pertaining to draining fuel oil by gravity to meet'
'

the requirements of 10 CFk Part 50, Appendix R, may not be satisfied
-

because of the inability of an extremely viscous fuel oil to drain to
the energency diesel generator day tanks.

Replenishing of the fuel 011 in the emergency tank via gravity from
the storage tanks under normal circumstances may not be feasible.

-

The fuel oil transf er pumps of the gas turbine r.ay not be able to
pump the required flow to the gas turbine, or n.ay stop completely.

-

This turbine would be required to operate under station blackout
conditions.

WEPCO states that it had experienced some cold weather problems and that it was
looking into ordering a fuel oil that would have a lower cloud point and would
be compatible with all needs of the plant.

Finally, the team reviewed Instruction PBNP 4.12.22. " Fuel 011 Ordering,
Receipt'a Sample Disposition Instruction." By this instruction, WEPC0
required, for emergency situations only, delivery of No.1 grade fuel oil
during the months of October through March. However, the existing agreement
with the supplier was for No. 2 grade fuel oil only.

Requ_irements and Comitrents:

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, " Corrective Action," requires, in
part, that measures be established to ensure conditions adverse to quality are
promptly identified and corrected. ,

ANSI / ASTM D975-78, " Standard Spect.fication for Diesel fuel Oils," which speci-
fits fuel oil cloud points based oh average ambient temperatures.

Docunen|ts Reviewed

WEPC0 Letter from C. W. Fay to H. R. Denton, " Docket Nos. 50-266 and1.
.50-301, CA Requirements for Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Point Beach Nuclear
Plants Units 1 and'2," Harch 24, 1980.

,

NRC IE Infornation Notice 87-04, " Diesel Generator fails Test Because of2.
Degradeo Fuel," January 16, 1957.

WEPCO Instruction PBNP 4.12.22, " Fuel Oil Ordering, Receipt & Sample3.
Disposition Instruction," NNSR, Revision 13, October 30, 1989.

4. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.137, " Fuel-011 Systems for Standby Diesel Genera-
tors," Revision 1, October 1979.

5. WEPCO Fuel Oil Purchase Order C-46320,

ANSI / ASTM D975-78, " Standard Specification for Diesel Fuel Oils."6. )

;
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. D_ EFICIENCY 90-201-17
'

'

Deficiency Title: No Procedure to Control Upgrade of Fuel Oil System to
~ Saf ety-Related Status

.(Unresolved Item - Section 4.1.3) ,

,

-Descrfption of Condition: ,

WEPC0 aodressed several_ issues in its responte to NRC Information Notice 89-50,
" Inadequate Emergency Diesel Generator fuel Supply," dated May 30, 1989. Those
issues included the lack of a design basis for the fuel oil storage capacity.

WEPC0
and inconsistencies between the Technical $)ecifications and the FSAR.
determined that the following three issues lad to be addressed:

O determination of the design basis for fuel oil capacity-

reconciliation against the ava116ble storage capacity _0
0: revision of Technical Specifications and FSAR, based on the above findings

The Technical Specification basis indicated that the total onsite availability
,

was-a.10-day. supply, but the FSAR indicated that it was only a 132-hour
(5.5-day) supply. The team noted that the Atomic Energy Comission's safety
evaluation report (SER) for the operating license of- Point Beach Nuclear Plant
states, "Onsite fuel storage capacity is suf ficient for a minimum of seven Thedays' operation of the required safety. feature loads which is acceptable."
only common denominator for the Technical Specification basis, the FSAR comit-
ments, and the SER acceptence was the availability of fuel in the non- ,

seismically designed outdoor bulk fuel tanks.

The team deterrnined that the fuel oil transfer system was originally. classified ;

as nonsafety-related. WEPC0 provi,ded the team with Point Beach Action Request
(PBAR)89-013,datedAugust 24, 1989, which initiated an evaluation of the fuelThis PBAR evaluation .oil system for upgrading it.to safety-related status. The PBAR replaced awould address, among-other things, the above'three issues.
previous Non-Routine Request (HRR) for Services No.137, dated June 30, 1988,
on the. same. subject.. NRR-137- was written to address.a concern resulting from a
previous. internal audit. The team observed that the PBAR was written more than

- a-year af ter NRR-137 was' issued. ,

WEPC0 did not have a procedure for upgrading a nonsafety-related system to a
The team's discussions with WEPC0 indicated that the.safety-related system.

enaluation would involve a review of the presert system configuration against. J
criteria established in NUREG-0800,- Differences between the PBNP system and

p NUREG-0800 criteria woulo be identified as a result of this review and recom-
;
'

mendations for upgrading the system would be presented to the managers'. super-WEPCO's scheduled the ev,aluationvisory.-staff for discussion and concurrence.
and the. presentation for July 31,'1990.

WEPC0 planned.to use an approach for upgrading the fuel oil transfer system to
safety-related status that was similar to the one used to upgrade the spent

The team did not= review the approach used to upgrade the spent fuelfuel pool.
system, WEPC0 had formulated an inservice testing (IST) grading of the fuel oilpool cooling system. However, as part of the future up

~

program. The first
functional test of the fuel oil transfer system, WMTP 11.54, was performed in

b
|
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Iebruary 1c89 in response to honconforr.ance Report (hCR) N BB It2. This hCk
adcressed deficiencies in the original functional test, K-11.0, aerforred more
than 20 years ago in 1909. These deficiencies related to both tit flow rate
through the system and the auton.atic control functions of 'evel transmitter
LT 3932. The first quarterly ttst,1T-14, of the fuel oil transfer pumps and
vcives was conducted on March 27, 1990, during the team's inspection. Inlet
pressse and flow instruuntation had not been installed. As such, IT-14 did
not mtet A ME Coce Sect., XI requirerents.

Finally, the team observed that since the fuel oil innsfer systtm did not
consist in its entirety of two incepencent redundant astems, WEPCO would hevt
to addrtss single failure vulnerabilities during the upgrade.

Fecuiremeg:
Procedures, and Craw-

10 CFk Part 60, /ppendix E, Criterion V, ' Instructions,lity sht11 be prescribedings,' requires, in part, that activities affecting qua
by docutented ir.structions, procedures, or drawings of a type appron*1 ate to
the circumstances.

Docurents Reviewed:

1. NRC Information Notice 89-50, *lnadequate Energency Diesel Gtnerator fuel
Supply,' May 30, 1969.

' Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety AnalysishRC, HUREG-08002.
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants,' Section 9.5.4 ' Emergency Diesel Engine
fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System,* Revision 2, July 1981.

3. Safety Evaluation by the Division of Reactor Licensing, U.S. Atomic Energy
Comission, in the Matter of kisconsin Electric Power Company and
Wisconsin Michigan Power Company, Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit Nos. I
and 2, Doctet Hos. 50-266 and 50-301, July 15,1970.

4 WEPC0 Internal Correspondence from J. 2. LaPlante to J. J. Zach,
June 21, 1989. ,

5. WEPCOInternalCorrespondencefkmJ.J.ZachtoE.J.Lipke,*Non-Routine
Request for Services 137,' June 30, 1968.

6. WEPC0 Internal Correspondence f rom V. E. Treague to J. C. Reisenbuechler,
' Diesel fuel Oil System - IST Program Review, December 12, 1969.

7 WEPCO Point Beach Action Request PBAR 89-013, ' Evaluate fuel Oil System
for Upgrade to Safety Related Status. Present Evaluation Results to MSS,'
August 24, 1989.

B. WEPCO Letter NEPB-87-29, from J. Z. LaPlante to J. J. Zach, " Evaluation of
the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System for Upgrading to Safety Related Ste-
tus,' A: 711 21, 1987

|
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'In Service Test of Fuel Oil Pur.ps and'WEPCO PENP In Strvice Test IT-14' 9.
Vehts," Revisiot. O. March 27,1$90.

10. WEPC0 Test Procedure K 11.0, 'Futi 011 Transf er System functional Test,"
1969.

11. WEPCO Work Maintenance Temporary Procedure (WMTP) 11.54, * Function 61 Test
of Futi 011 Transfer System,* February 1989.

12. ASME Coce Section XI,1977/5um,er 1979 Edition.

13. WEPCO Nonconferr.ance Report N-88-102, * Fuel Oil Transf er System; P704B,
MOV 3930.*

14 PBht Technical $pecification, Section 15.3.7. A1.C.

.

e

e

e

|
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I OtFIClfNCY 90-P01-18*

Assurance (QA)pgrade of fuel 011 System to QualityUndocumented U1 Deficiency Title:
Status~

â

(UnresolvedItem-Section4.1.3)

|
Description of Condition:

j Several codification packages for the fuel oil systent had not been classifice i

as QA. WEPCO stateo that before about 1985, the only part of the fuel oil
~

system that was classifico as QA was the emergency diesel generator (EDG) osy
The classification of

4

16nhs ano the associated piping connected to the EDGs.
the modifications was consistent with the classification of this part of thei

fuel oil system.
,

WEPC0 told the team that since about 1965, Revision 0 of the QA Policy Manual |

which contained the * green line* diagrams of QA systems,-identified the fuel , j;!

oil system all the way back to the erergency fuel oil tank as f alling within
the QA scope. The team requested the docunentation of the upgrade and was told
that before QA Procecure QP 2-1, dated November 12,1987, was promulgated no

,

i

formal process existeo for upgrading the QA status of a system.

As a neans of checking the QA status of ti.: fuel oil system, the team regt'ested
the documentation of the above modifications e well as WEPCO's assessment of

.

the QA status of these rodifications. Modification 704 was implemented in 1980
and was classified as non-QA. This eodification rerouted underground fuel oil
piping between the energency storage tank and the day tanks. Bechtel, the
plantsoriginalarchitect/engineeringcompany,evaluatedthereroutingand

i
found it acceptable. Bechtel s acceptance of the modification was documentte
in a July 28 1980,-mencrandum. (However, the criteria for acceptability were
not defined In the comorandum.) The team did find sone evidence that piping
and fittings were procured as QA-scope material. The documentation also
referred to ANSI B31.1. Specification pB-98 was written for controlling thw

| installation work. However, WEPC0 was unable to produce any other quality
assurance records for the installation.

Modification 82-51 was initiated and ' classified as non-QA in 1982.
It again

rerouted the underground piping that'.had been changed by Modification 704
Reference was made to Specification PB-98. Materials used were those left over-.

'

from the previous rodification 95 well as some supplied by the installation
contractor. WEPC0 again was unable to produce installation documentation for
the modification.

4

Modification 83-150 was initiated and classifieo as QA in 1983 and involved the
bypassing of the fuel oil transfer pumps. The work was done to address control
room inaccessibility concerns as well as a fire in the fuel oil pumphouse,

<

which could potentially incapacitate both pumps. Installation was performed by
the site maintenance organization. The modification file did not include any

,

,

material or inst 6116 tion documentation..j

The team concluded that WEPCO did not have the documentation to support the
|

upgrade of the system to QA-status.

A-34
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Requir'erent |

Proceduives, and Draw-
10 CFR Part 50, Appenetx B, Criterion V, ' Instructions,lity be prescribed by|
ings,' raquires, in part, that activitias affecting qua

1

;
docurented instructions or procedures.

Documents Reviewed:
,

1. WEPC0 Procedure QF 2-1, * Upgrading of Non-QA Scope Systems or Components
to QA Scope St6tus," Revision 0, November 12, 1987.

:.

2. WEPCL Letter from D. H. Clark to D. K. Porter, ' Emergency Diesel fuel 011
.

Line,'' July 28, 1980.-

3. AN51 B31.1.01967, ' USA Standard Code for Pressure Piping.'

4 WEPC0 Modification 704, " Reroute fuel 011 Underground Piping HB-22.*

5. WEPCO Modification 82-51, ' Reroute fuel Oil Line for Getehouse.'

6. WEPC0 Mootf tcation 83150, ' Bypass Emergency Puel Tank.* (Note: The title
was incorrect. The modification bypassed the fuel oil transfer pumps.)

+

a

e

e

,

W

e

;
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Otf!clENCY 90.201-19
*

Deficiency Tttle: Procedure PBNP 4.12.22. Revision 13, Deficient for
' Delivering fuel Oil Under Erwrgency Conditions

(Unresolved Item - Section 4.1.4)

Description of Condition:

The Technical Specifications requirement for fuel oil inventory beyond the
emergency diesel generator (EDG) day tanks and base (or sump) tanks was 11,000
gallons. The Technical Specifications basis showed that this amount provides
for 48 hours of operation for one EDG only. This amount would provide for
about 20 hours of operation for both LDGs and a supply of oil for the heating
boilers,

fuel oil oelivery to the site under norral and emergency conditions was gov.
erned by Procedure PENP 4.12.22, " fuel 011 Ordering, Receipt & Sample Dispost-
tion Instruction,* Revision 13, dated October 30, 1989. The team found several
ceficiencies in the procecure with regard to the ordering and delivery of fuel .

'

oil under emergency conditions:

To supply the required quantity of fuel oil (equivalent to a 7-day con.0
sumption by EDGS), approximately 10 trucks will be requirec during a 7-day
period with staggered delivery and operations to be accomplished within 1
to 2 hours. The latter is the tine that it takes to empty the day tank
and portion of the base tank, which may be at their half-full points.

O The celivery contract was with only one supplier, it obligated the
125,000 gat 1ons of No. 2 grade fuel oil during asupplier to provice

1-year period, it was not citar to the team whether the quantity required
for a 7-day delivery was available at the supplier's premises at all
times. Such dependence was very restrictive anc raised the potential for
inability to respond in an erergency.

O The truck must be dispatched with a barreling nozzle and 150 feet of
companion hose. If this hose and nozzle were unavailable or damaged
during manipulations, fuel delivery could not be completed.

lt may not be possible to slip the barreling nozzle and companion hoseO
through the bottom ventilation louver; this may create a fire hazard.

No provision existed in the contract with the supplier for delivering the
-

O
procedure required No. I grade fuel oil during tie months of October
through March.

; Requiremye:

PBNP Technical Specifications, Section 15.3.7, requires that a fuel su) ply of
| 11,000 gallons be available. The basis for Section 15.3.7 indicates t1at the
( source of these 11,000 gallons is the emergency fuel tank.
;

!

Document Reviewed:

WEPCO Procedure PBNP 4.12.22, ' fuel Oil Ordering, Receipt & Sample Disposition
Instruction," Revision 13. October 30, 1989.
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ALLEGED DEFICIENCY 90 201-20

Deftciency Title: Feasibility of Appendix R Scenario Inadequately Investigated
by the Licensee

(UnresolvedItem-Section4.1.4)

Description of Condition:

WEPC0 perforced Calculation N-86-036 to determine the ability to drain fuel oil
f rom the outside storage tanks to the energency diesel generator (EDG) day
tanks. This calculation addressed a modified (Modification 83-150) piping
configuration that bypassed the fuel oil transfer pumps. Modification 83 150
was implemented to compensate for the potential loss of the control room or
loss of both fuel transfer pumps because of fire. The team concluded that this
calculation did not adcress the most limiting conditions and may not be conser-
vative. The team had the following concerns:

0 The calculation used a single density and viscosity for the whole system.
The viscosity and density of fuel would vary significantly in the piping
because part of the system was exposed to atmospheric conditions, a
substantial part was buried under ground, one section was located above
the frost line, and a part was in the pumphouse.

O The calculation considered flow to only one EDG day tank and no flow to
the other EDG day tenk or diesel-driven fire pump day tank.

O Under very low temperatures (-15 *F) the fuel would not drain because of
the high cloud point of the fuel oil in the storage tanks and the
above-ground piping. Moreover', the calculation showed that the minimum
average temperature at which fuel could drain to one EDG day tank was only
0 'F.
The team could not adequately review the geometry of the system becauseO
isometric drawings for the fuel oil transfer syster were not available.
In addition, a design calculation for the normal flow of the system did
not exist. -

The gravity drain process could not provide fuel oil to the heating boiler0
day tanks. Although WEPC0 indicated to the team that under certain
conditions the heater boilers may be required, it had not evaluated the;

'

significance of the boilers being unavailable.

WEPC0 performed a test, Work Maintenance Temporary Procedure (WMTP) 9.23, toTheverify that the outside storage tanks could drain into the EDG day tanks.
test, which ran for about 15 minutes in warm weather, indicated that sufficient
drainage by gravity could be established and could potentially provide adequate
fuel oil to both EDGs. However, the test did not demonstrate flow under
conditions of extremely cold weather. WEPC0 then used the flows that were
inferred from WMTP 9.23 in Calculation N-88-036 to adjust the pressure dropThe adjustedthrough the system so that the analysis matched the test results.
value of pressure drop through the fuel oil transfer system was one-fourth the
originally calculated value. However, the team was unable to verify the'

,

calculation and basis for the pressure-drop adjustments. Considering the

1
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m.agnitude of the adjustment, the team recorrhendeo that the licensee review l*

|N 38-036 fer accuracy.
!

Moreover there were three calculations that addressed the sane topic. These
calculationswere5.12.1datedSeptember 13, 1983, 85-009 datea July 18, 1985,

1988. There was no indication that the first two
and N-BS 036 dated June 21,last. I
had been superseded by the

The team had additional concerns about the gravity drain process regarding the
feasibility of realigning the system for gr6vity drain within 2 to 3 hours i

before the EDG5 are starved of fuel.

O System alignnent required the manual opening of the energency f uel oil
tank f)11 valve CV-3923 and manut1 line up of the cross ccnnect valves
F074, F075, F076 and F077 in the fuel oil transfer pump room. Following a

'

fire in the fuel oil pumphouse, access to the valves would require use of
which was stored at elevation 26 feet in the turbine

a portable pumpIThe socation and use of the pump were nut documented in thebuilding.
associated procedures. ,

O The gravity drain process would require continuity of the fuel oil; that
is a siphon effect needs to be established. Establishing the siphon would
require, among uther things, that the emergency storage tank first be
filled up completely. This in turn would require that the emergency
storage tank be leak tight, a condition not normally required for the
tank.

_ Requirement:

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix 8, Criter, ton 111, ' Design Control,* requires, in
part, that measures be established for the selection and review for
suitability of processes that are essential to the safety-related functions
of systems and components.

Documents Reviewed:

1. WEPC0 Calculation N-BB 036, " Diesel Generator Day Tank Gravity fill,'
June 21, 1986. -

2. WEPC0 Calculation 85-009, " Gravity Flow and Seismic Support Fuel Oil
Transfer Piping,' Revision 0, July 18,1985.

3. WEPC0 Calculation File No. 5.12.1, September 13,1983.

4. WEPC0 Procedure A0P-10A, " Control Rcyn inaccessibility,' Revision 9
August 17, 1989.

5. WEPC0 Work Maintenance Temporary Procedure 9.23, ' Diesel Generator Day
Tank Fill by Gravity, Modification Request 83-150," August 17, 1989.

6. WEPC0 Drawing Change Notice for M-219, March 28, 1990.

..
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ALLEGED DEFICIENCY 90-201-21
'

*

Deficiency Title: Nonconservative Calculation for Energency Diesel Generetor
Room Temperature

(Unresolved item - Section 4.3.2)

Description of Condition:

The team reviewed WEPCO's evaluation of NRC Information Notice 87 09,
" Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Room Cooling Design Deficiency." In the
evaluation, which was documented in Letter NEPB-87-636, dated June 29, 1957,
WEPCO identified several deficiencies with the installation at Point Beach and
made six recomnendations. The evaluation showed that the maximum temperature
of 122 'T permitted in the EDG room would be exceeded by 6 degrees, but WEPC0
considered this deviation acceptable. However, a subsequent internal audit by
WEPC0 showed that this higher temperature was unacceptable, since it could
degrade the performance of the diesel generators.

WEPCO performed Work Maintenante Temporary Procedure (WMTP) 9.22 on May 25,
1988, to more accurately define some parameters in the original room tempera-
ture calculations: EDG heat radiation rates and flow rates for air exhausted
from the rooms under various conditions. WEPC0 performed Calculation
N-88-034, "EDG Room Ventilation Test Ev61uation," and using the results of
WMTP 9.22, derived heat losses for the diesel generators under various condi-
tions. WEPC0 then used the minimum diesel generator heat losses detemined by
Calculation N-88-034 and calculated the maximum room temperature in Calculation

The maximum calculated temperature was 118 'f, which was only 4N-88-040.
degrees below the diesel manufacturer's recorroended maximum temperature of
122 *F.

-

The team noted that the room conditions - only one fan operating - assumed in
Calculation N-BB-040 was not a condition considered in Calculation N-88 034
The minimum diesel generator losses chosen by WEPC0 to reflect the low diesel
generator (radiation) losses at high room temperatures, were approximately
one-third the losses recommended by the diesel manufacturer. Because of lack
of tire, the team was unable to verify the justification for WEPCO's choice of

However, the team noted that this choice wasminimum diesel generator losses.
not conservative and resulted in a lower ambient temperature for the diesel

Because the loading of the diesel generators was r.arginal andgenerato.' room.
because operating the diesel generators in an ambient temperature that was
above the recomenced maximum could reduce the diesel generators' capacity,
this item remains open pending further ieview by the NRC.

Requirement:

20 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, " Design Control," requires, in part,
that measures shall provide for verifying or checking the adequacy of design.

Docurents Reviewed:

! 1. WEPCO Letter NEPB-87-536, June 29, 1987.

2. Work Maintenance Temporary Procedure 9.22, ' Emergency Diesel Generator
Room Yentilation Test," Revision 0, May 25, 1988.

!
,
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3. WEPCO Calev1stion N.88 034.''EDG Room Ventilation Test Evaluation.'
Jur.e 10,1988. ;

,

4 WEPCO Calculation N-86-040, " Diesel Generator Room Ventilation "
July 7, 1968. >
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DEFICIENCY 90-201-22

Deficiency Title: l', adequate Physical Independence of Redundant Class 1E
Cables

(Unresolved item - Section 5.1.1)

Description of Condition:

During its review of electrical oistribution system cable installations, the
team determined that numerous Class IE cables h6d been routed in violation of'

PEhP licensing requirer 6nts. Sections 7.2 and 8.2 of the FSAR prohibit the
routing of redundt.nt Class 1E cable in a comon raceway. The technical basis
for this restriction u given in GDC 20 and 23 of 10 CFR Part 50, Apptndix A.
These criterie limit the potential for a single failure to compromise reliable
operatien of both divisions of vital system cabling.

Contrary to this requirerent, a physical examination of cable installations and
subsequent review of the PBNP ce>1e database disclosed approximately 25 race-
ways that contained Class IE cables of redundant engineered safety features and
reactor protection system divisions. These deficiencies represented a direct
violation of PBhP licensing requirements and may impair safe and reliable
operation of vital plant systems.

Requincents and corriitments:

GDC 20, " Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence," requires, in part,
that redundancy ano independence designed into protection systems shall be
suf ficient to ensure that no single f ailure or removal f rom service of any
component or channel of a system will result in loss of the protective
function, s.

GDC 23, " Protection Against Multiple Disability for Protection Systems,'
requires, in part, that the effects of adverse conditions to which redundant
channels or protection systems might be exposed in conmon, either under normal
conditions or those of an accident, shall not result in loss of the protective
function or shall be acceptable on sofie other basis.

'

Documents Reviewed:

1. FSAR Section 7.2, " Protective Systems."

2. FSAR Section B.2.3, ' Station Energency Power."

,
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DEf!CIENCY 90-201 23

Deficier.ty Title: Potential Corron-Mode failure of Turbine-Driven Auxiliary
Ftedwater Purnp Automatic Start Circuitry

(Unresolveditem-Section5.1.1)

Description of Condition:

The team's review of Elenientary Diagram 499B466, Sheet 1532, inoicated that
cables 202NA012D and ZD2NA012B perform redundant functions associated with the
autoniotic start circuit for the Unit 2 turbint-driven auxiliary feedwater pump.
This circuit senses an undervoltage condition on 4160-Yac busses 2-A01 and
2 A02 through relays 2-272x1 and 2-272X2, respectively. An Agastat tire-delay
relay then initiates an automatic start signal to steam supply valves 2-2019
and 2-2020. The cables in question were routed through a common conduit.
Thus, a single failure of any cable within the conduit could affect redundant
control functions and defeat the undervoltage automatic start signal for the
muxiliary feedwater pump.'

As a result of this finding, WEPC0 issued Nunconformance Report N-90-058 to
docurent and correct the condition noted. Additionally, Unit.2 was placed in a
Technical Specifications limiting condition for operation status pending
resolution of this deficiency.

Requirements and Commitinents:
*

GDC 20, " Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence,' requires, in part,
that redundancy and independence des.1oned into protection systems shall be
sufficient to ensure that no single f ailure or removal from service of any
componentorchannelofasystemwjilresultinlossoftheprotective
function.

GDC 23, " Protection Agair st Multiple Disability for Protection Systems,*
requires, in part, that the effects of adverse conditions to which redundant
channels or protection systems might be exposed in common, either under normal
conditions or those of an accident, shall not result in loss of the protective
f unction or shall be acceptable on some other basis.

Docuoents revjewed:

1. FSAR Section 8.2.3, '' Station Emergency Power."

2. FSAR Section 7.2, * Protective Systems."

l
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DE FlCIEtiCY 90-201-24

Deficiency Tit 1_e: Venting Steam on Safety-Related Cables
(Unresolveoitem-Section5.1.2)

Description of Condition:

The team observec thot a condensate receiver tant vent was venting steam onto
safety-related cable trays JE06, JE07, FV12, and FV13. The team inspected the
cables in the af fected trays and noted that the jackets of a nuriber of single
conductor cables showed signs of ceteriorettun and, in one case, the jacket hao
peeled back exposing the inner insulation. Other cables in the trays were
discolored, lhe team questioned WEPC0 and found that WEPC0 was aware of the
venting steam and that the condition had existed for many years. However,
WEPCO had not investigated the effect of the steam on the safety-releted
cables. After further investigation, the team determined that the venting
steam was the result of an earlier codification. The u dification had config-
ured this section of the condensate system so that higher pressure condensate
and steam were feeding into a low-pressure header. The configuration resulted
in a higher than normal pressure in the receiver tank and an abnomal arount of
steam venting below the safety-related cables.

A ceterioration of safety-related cabics could result in cabic faults and could
prevent the end devices connected to the affected cables from performing their
intended safety functions.

As a result of this finding, WEPC0 inspected the cables and detemined that the
most severely damaged cables were connected to nonsafety-relateo loads, WEPCO
albo stated that the remaining cables were safety related and kere within one
train. WEPCO issued Nonconforunc'e Report 90-056 to evaluate the cables and
detemine what action was necessary. In the interim, WEPC0 intended to wrap
the affected cables in an effort to compensate for insulation dau ge and to

After further discussion withminimize any further effects from the steam.
WEPCO, the team noted that a modification package was being developed to

Thecorrect an overpressurization problem,of the same condensate system.
modification could correct the venting-steam condition.

Requirerents and Commitments:

WEPCO Quality Assurance Manual, Chapter 19-1, Revision 0, "Environrental
Qualification of Electrical Equipment," requires that any modification request
that involves the installation or relocation of equiprent that could poten-

tially change aree temperature, pressure, or radiation exposure cust se evalu-
ated for the effeet on the qualified status of existing environmentally
qualified equiptent.

WEPC0 Quality Procedures Manual. Chapter 15.1.5, " Guidance for the Issuance of-
Nonconfomance Reports (NCRs) " requires that an NCR be written when a noncon-
feming condition is discovered during perfomance of work. Section 15.1.5
gives examples of sone nonconfoming conditions: incorrect use of an item,
incorrect installation, inadequate design, and faulty maintenance. Further-
more Section 15.1.5 requires that an NCR be initiated when the assignment of
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quality assurance scope, EQ applicability, safety-related status, or sirnilar
scoping is improper or in question.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criteriot. XVI, ' Corrective Action," requires thet
neasurcs be established to ensure that conditions adverse to quality, such as
failures, malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective material and
equiprent, and nonconformances, are promptly identified and corrected.

Docuren_t Reviend:

WEPC0 Nonconformance Report 90-056, March 30, 1990.
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DErlCIENCY 90 201-25

Deficiency Title: Inacequate Program for Calibration of Protective Relays
(Unresolvec Item - Section 5.2.2)

Description of Condition:

The team f ound that all protective (i.e., undervoltage, differential, and
overturrent) relays at Point Beach were periodically calibrated by a WEPCO
relay group from an office in Appleton, Wisconsin.

This group was not part of the huclear Engineering Departa nt or of the site
staff and, therefore, was not subject to typical nuclear quality assurance (QA)
requirements. As a result, the team determined that PBNP's safety-related
protective releys were being calibrated by a group that was not under WEPCO's
approved QA program. The following specific deficiencies were identified with
respect to the calibration work.

O No specific work procedures existed for performing the calibrations. The
relays were purportedly calibroted in accordance with instructions con-
toined in the manufacturer's manuals or leaflets.

O The setpoint document that contains the settings for all protntive relays
did not include tolerance bands. As a result, it was unclear how inuch
deviation from the setpoints is acceptable before recalibration is
required. WEPC0 told the team that relays were reset if they wue out of
tolerance by more than 3 percent; however, this number was not documented
in any procedure nor had an eva.luation been performed to ensure its
acceptability.

No program or procedures exisked for trending or evaluating settings thatO
were found to se out of calibration. The establishnent of proper calibra-
tion intervals requires the trending and evaluation of these data.

O No program existed for evaluating previously calibrated relays when the
test equipment used to perform the calibrations was found to be out of
calibration. ;

O Relays apparently had been repaired with parts procured by the relay group
in Appleton. This work was not performed in accorcance with work proce-
dures that apply at the nuclear plant. In addition, the parts were not
purchased to nuclear requirerents and were not subjected to a
coninercial-grade dedication program.

Recuirements and Coninitments:

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion IV, " Procurement Docunent Control,'
requires, in part, that measures be established for ensuring that appropriate
design 6nd regulatory requirements are included in procurerent docurents.

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, " Instructions, Procedures, and Draw-
ings " requires, in part, that activities affecting quality be prescribed by
documented instructions and procedures.
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'10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI, " Test Control.* requires, in part, a |

test program-that includes written test procedures that include acceptance
criteria.

i
'

Docunent Reviwed: i

n!isconsin Electric Point Beach Setpoint Docunent. Section 21.0, i
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OEflCIEhCY 90-201-26
'

Deficiency Title: Inadequate Surveillance Procedure for Elgar Inverters
- (Unresolveditem-Section5.2.3)

Description of Condition:

During its review of Routine Maintenance Procedure (RMF) 45 for the Elgar
inverters, the team founo the procedure cid not include a check of the setting
of the inverter's low-voltage shutdown circuit. This circuit shuts off the
invertor whtn the dc input f alls to some predeterrined value. The circuit is
adjustable and if toproperly set could disconnect essential safety-related
loads before the t1xs assumed in the plant's design basis. To function
properly, the circuit must not actuate until the battery cutout voltage reaches
the value assund in the battery design calculations. Additional voltage crops
for cable losses and setting tolerances also need to be considered and factored
into the setpoint.

WEPC0 was unable to confirm the exact setting of this circuit or that it had
been tested since it was originally installed. Discrepancies in the setting of
this circuit had been addressed by Southern California Edison in Licensee Event
Report 88-027, which reported the prerr.ature shutdown of the inverters at an
input of 115 Y instead of the required 105 V.

Requirement:

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, " Design Control,* requires, in part,
that reasures be established to ensu,re that the design bcsis is correctly
translated into specifications and procedures.

Document Reviewed:

WEPC0 Routine Maintenance Procedure 45, " Station Battery," Revision 5,
October 25, 1989.

,
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DCr! Cit tu '40-201-27*-

Deficiency Title: No Acceptance Criteria in Routint Maintene.nce Procedure 46
for Locating Grounds~

(UnresolvedItem-Section5.2.5)

Description of Condition:

Routine Maintenance Procedure (RMP) 46, ' Station Battery,' was performed
monthly to verify that the station batteries were in accordance with Technical
Specification requirements. The team noted that Step 3.6.5 of the procedure
required that ground resistance measurements be taken on each battery bus.
Although the procedure gave guidance on how to measure and calculate this
resistance, no specific acceptance crit <M a were given. Consequently, once the
ground resistance was calculated, no further evaluation or trending was
performed.

The battery chargers have a ground detection light as well as a relay that
sends en annunciation signal to the control room. On battery chargers D-07,
D 08, and D-09, this indication and relay were set at 500 ohms, and on chargers
D 107, D-108, and D-109, they were set between 18,000 and 19.000 ohms. WEPCOs

provided no basis for the alarm setpoints.

Requirement:

in part,10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI, " Test Control,' requires
thattestproceduresincorporatetherequirementsandacceptancelImitscon-
tained in applicable design documents and that tests be evaluated to ensure
that test requirements have been :;stisfied.

'

Documents Reviewed:
-

1. NRC Information Notice 88 86, ' Operating with Multiple Grounds in Direct
Current Distribution Systems,' October 21, 1988, and Supplement 1
March 31, 1989.

2. WEPCO Routine Maintenance Procefure 46, " Station Battery,' Revision 5,
October 25, la89. -
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APPENDIX B

PERSONS CONTACTED

,

! Wisconsin Electric Power Comt,any Personnel

J. Anthony, Quality Assurance Section
D. Bell, Nuclear Systems Engineering and Analysis

'S. Cartwright, Nuclear Systems Engineering and Analysis
'C. W. Fay, Vice President
*G. Frieling, Superintendent Systems Engineering
W. From PBNP

,

*R. Heiden, Superintendent Nuc1 tar QAi

W. Hennig, PBNP
W. Herru n, PBNP

*D. Johnsch, Superintendent Nucle 6r Regulation4

*P. Katers, Nuclear System Engineering and Analysis'

*G. Krieser, General Superintend 6nt, QAS
*E. Liske, General Superintendent, NPERS
.*J. Mciamara, Nuclear Systems Engineering and Analysis
'S. Mayer, Nuclear Systems Engineering and Analysis
J. Meyer, PBNP
R. Mitchell, CHAMPS Coordinator
E. Mours, PBNP

*R. Newton, General Superintendent, NSEAS
-

C. Olson, PBNP
G. Poletto, Impe11 Corporation ,

*T. Priegeon, Nuclear Engineering Projects
~J. Roberts, PBNP i,

*T. Rodgers, OSRC
'
i

*S. Schellin, Superintendent, NEPD-

; *R. Seizert, Regulatory Engineer !
*B. Susman, NSE
*J. Zach, Plant Manager
*E. Ziller, PbNP

l' *
Nuclear Reoulatory Commission

*J. Gadzala, Region 111
i*R. Gardner, Region 111

*B. Grimes, NRR/DRIS
NRR/DRIS

*S. Guthrie, Region 111*N. Jack 1w, 4

i*T. Martin, Region 111
'

*S. Stein, NRR/DRIS
*W. Swenson, NRR/PD33
*R. Westberg, Region !!!

' Attended the exit meeting on April 17, 1990.
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